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The increasing usage of high-strength steels in structural applications drives the 
development of quantitative cleavage fracture assessment for critical engineering materials 
and details. Fracture toughness, which quantifies the material resistance to failure in the 
presence of a crack, decreases rapidly over a relatively narrow range of ductile-to-brittle 
transition (DBT) temperatures. The observed large scatter in the experimentally measured 
fracture toughness values creates significant challenges in assessing the brittle fracture failure 
through a conventional, deterministic approach successfully implemented for the otherwise 
ductile failures. The Weibull stress model has become widely acknowledged to characterize 
the statistical scatter of fracture toughness under pure mode I conditions. However, cracks in 
realistic structures frequently experience mixed-mode loading conditions, the cleavage 
fracture assessment of which requires a different local failure criterion from that under pure 
mode I conditions. 
The primary objective of this study is to investigate a universally acceptable stress-based 
failure criterion under the mixed-mode I and II loadings, and incorporate the ductile tearing 
effect into the extended Weibull stress framework. 
The present work first entails the assessment of the sample size in the design of 
experiments to calibrate Weibull stress parameters, and encompasses an extensive 
experimental program for the high-strength steel material S550 under four-point bend and 
shear, mixed-mode I and II conditions. The experimental work includes two sets of 
specimens with different thicknesses (0.75T and 1.25T) to investigate the constraint 
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(DBT) region. This study further incorporates the ductile tearing effect into the Weibull stress 
framework, and calibrates the Weibull parameters for the high-strength S550 steel at -60 oC 
and -90 oC based on the three-point bend, side-grooved SE(B) specimens. Moreover, the 
present work proposes a statistical approach to support the examination of three different 
stress-based failure criteria through the numerical and experimental assessment of the 
cleavage initiation angles under the mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture. Finally, this study 
extends the cumulative Weibull stress framework into the mixed-mode I and II DBT fracture 
to assess the ductile tearing effect along the tearing extension angle under mixed-mode 
loadings, and proposes an updated calibration procedure to calibrate the Weibull stress 
parameters for the high-strength steel S550 at -90 oC based on the four-point bend and shear 
specimens. 
This research supports the following major conclusions. Firstly, among the three failure 
criteria considered in this study, the coplanar energy release rate criterion demonstrates the 
closest agreement between the numerically estimated failure probability of cleavage initiation 
angle and the experimental measurement. Secondly, the updated calibration based on two sets 
of four-point bend and shear fracture toughness data sets and four sets of mode I data sets 
confirms the effectiveness and validity of the modified Weibull stress model which 
incorporates the ductile tearing effect through the cumulative Weibull stress. Thirdly, both 
the coplanar energy release rate criterion and the maximum principal stress criterion 
demonstrate their effectiveness as a stress-based failure criterion in the Weibull stress 
framework to assess the scatter of the mode I dominant, mixed-mode I and II cleavage 
fracture toughness, while we have to calibrate the Weibull stress parameters separately for 
each criterion.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
The increasing demand for fossil energies gradually depletes the global “easy” oil and 
gas resources in the past two decades. The limited reserves and high oil prices drive the 
exploration of the unconventional fossil resources, e.g. shale oil and gas, deep sea oil, and oil 
and gas reserves in the Arctic region. The environmental and economic aspects of structural 
performances and constructions ([1]-[3]), especially for infrastructures and offshore 
structures in the cold region and facilities for storing and transporting liquefied natural gases, 
favor the wide application of high-strength steels ( ysV  > 600 MPa), brittle fracture of which 
often severely endangers human life, public wealth, and natural environment. Fig 1.1a shows 
the Alexander L. Kielland platform that capsized while working in Norwegian waters in 
March 1980, killing 123 people. Fig 1.1b presents the Thunder Horse platform after the 
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Fig 1.1 (a) Collapsed Alexander L. Kielland oil platform in Norwegian waters; and (b) Thunder Horse 
platform damaged by storm at the Gulf of Mexico [4]. 
The increasing usage of high-strength steels in structural applications drives the 
development of quantitative cleavage fracture assessment for critical engineering materials 
and details. Fracture toughness, which quantifies the material resistance to failure in the 
presence of a crack, decreases rapidly over a relatively narrow range of ductile-to-brittle 
transition (DBT) temperatures. 
The present research employs two commonly used parameters [5], the stress intensity 
factor K  and the energy release rate J -integral, to determine the fracture toughness of the 
high-strength S550 steel reported in this study. Generally cracks in realistic structures might 
experience three different types of loadings: opening, sliding, and tearing termed as Mode I, 
Mode II and Mode III respectively, as shown in Fig 1.2. Mode I is the opening mode with 
tensile stresses normal the crack plane. Mode II is the in-plane shearing mode with shear 
stresses parallel to the crack plane and perpendicular to the crack front. Mode III is the out-
of-plane tearing mode with shear stresses parallel to the crack plane and parallel to the crack 
front. The stress intensity factors K  are termed as, IK , IIK , and IIIK , to quantify the 
magnitude of three modes of loadings under the small-scale yielding (SSY) condition where 
the yielding region remains very small compared with other dimensions of the structure.  
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Fig 1.2 Three modes of loadings that cracks in realistic structures might experience: (a) mode I 
opening, (b) mode II shearing; and (c) mode III tearing.  
Besides the linear elastic fracture mechanics, Hutchinson [6], and Rice and Rosengren [7] 
have introduced the path-independent energy release rate J -integral, as shown in Fig 1.3, 









wª º « »w¬ ¼³  (1.1) 
where W  represents the strain energy density, ijV  denotes the material stress, jn  indicates 
the component of stresses along the j  direction, and iu  refers to the deformation 
displacement along the i  direction. The correlation between the intensity stress factor K  and 
the energy release rate J -integral follows, 
  2 2 2 21 12I II IIIJ K K KE G
X    (1.2) 
where E  denotes the Young’s modulus, X  indicates the Poisson’s ratio, and G  represents 
the shear modulus. 
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Fig 1.3 Definition of the path-independent energy release rate J-integral. 
The intrinsic statistical characteristics of the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) fracture 
have been widely acknowledged during the past decades ([8]-[10]). The observed size effect 
and large scatter in the measured fracture toughness reported in the experimental 
investigations create significant challenges in assessing the brittle fracture failure through a 
conventional, deterministic approach successfully implemented for the otherwise ductile 
failures. 
1.2 Objectives and scopes 
The primary objective of this study is to extend the statistical Weibull stress model, widely 
accepted to characterize the scatter of fracture toughness under pure mode I condition, to 
assess the mixed-mode I and II ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) fracture. The lack of a 
universally acceptable stress-based failure criterion remains the key challenge in extending 
the Weibull stress framework to assess the mixed-mode cleavage fracture. The objectives of 
the present study are, 
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1. To develop a universally acceptable stress-based failure criterion for the Weibull 
stress framework under the mixed-mode I and II loadings; 
2. To assess the cleavage initiation angles in the high-strength S550 steel based on the 
validated stress criterion through the experimental and numerical investigation for the 
mixed-mode I and II DBT fracture; 
3. To incorporate the effect of ductile tearing along the tearing extension angle under the 
mixed-mode I and II loadings into the Weibull stress framework. 
The scope of this study entails the assessment of the sample size effect in the design of 
experiments to calibrate Weibull stress parameters, and encompasses an extensive 
experimental program for the high-strength steel material S550 under four-point bend and 
shear, mixed-mode I and II conditions. The experimental work includes two sets of 
specimens with different thicknesses (0.75T and 1.25T where 1T = 1 inch or 25.4 mm) tested 
in the environment chamber at a temperature of -90 oC. The experimental results support the 
development of a modified Weibull approach to assess the mixed-mode I and II brittle 
fracture with an experimentally validated stress-based failure criterion. This study proposes a 
statistical approach to predict the experimentally measured cleavage initiation angles at 
cleavage fracture based on the weakest-link theory. The present work develops the 
cumulative Weibull stress to incorporate the effect of ductile tearing along the tearing 
extension angle to assess fracture toughness values in experiments. 
1.3 Original Contributions 
The main contributions of this study are as follows, 
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Firstly, this study proposes a statistical assessment procedure for the sample size effect in 
the design of experiments to calibrate the Weibull modulus m  under the modified three-
parameter Weibull stress framework. 
The quality of fracture toughness predictions or the power of the Weibull stress 
framework strongly depends on the sample size in the design of experiments, and the 
calibration procedure of the Weibull stress parameters. ASTM E1921 [11] recommends a 
minimum number of six specimens tested at the same temperature to estimate the scale 
parameter 0K  in the three-parameter Weibull distribution. However, no organization so far 
has published any standards or guidelines for the number of specimens required to calibrate 
the Weibull modulus m  under the modified three-parameter Weibull stress model. Previous 
researchers ([12]-[15]) have only utilized the Monte Carlo simulations to assess the number 
of tested specimens required to generate a good approximation to characterize the Weibull 
distributions for brittle materials. The updated assessment procedure in this study utilizes 
actual large experimental data sets to assess the experimental sample size effect in calibrating 
the Weibull modulus m  for ferritic steels. 
Secondly, the present study examines three different stress-based failure criterion for the 
mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture through proposing a statistical approach to predict the 
cleavage initiation angle at cleavage fracture under the Weibull stress framework. 
The Weibull stress framework has become widely accepted to characterize the scatter of 
fracture toughness under pure mode I conditions. However, cracks in realistic structures 
frequently experience mixed-mode loading conditions, the brittle fracture of which requires a 
different local failure criterion from that under pure mode I conditions. The lack of a 
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universally acceptable stress-based failure criterion remains the key challenge in extending 
the Weibull stress framework to assess the mixed-mode cleavage fracture. This study extends 
the Weibull stress frame into the mixed-mode I and II ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) 
fracture, and examines three different stress-based failure criteria in assessing the cleavage 
initiation angles in high-strength steels S550 through the experimental and numerical 
investigations for the mixed-mode I and II conditions at a testing temperature of -90 oC. 
Thirdly, the present work incorporates the ductile tearing effect into the Weibull stress 
framework, and develops the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  through assuming a steady-state 
fracture process zone advancing with ductile tearing a'  along the extension angle tT  under 
the mixed-mode I and II loading. 
Specimens tested at the mid-to-upper shelf of the DBT region often experience 
noticeable, stable ductile tearing prior to final cleavage fracture, and exhibit very substantial 
scatter in the measured fracture toughness values. Thus, the cleavage fracture assessment 
turns into a more complex problem by coupling the large-scale yielding (SSY) effects with 
the influences of ductile tearing on the cleavage fracture process. Previous researchers have 
developed different modelling approaches and ductile tearing correction formulas to assess 
the ductile tearing effect. Following Sobotka and Dodds [16]’s work, this study extends the 
Weibull stress framework into the mixed-mode I and II ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) 
fracture, and applies the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  to assess the ductile tearing effect on 
the scatter of fracture toughness. The present work assesses the validity of the modified 
Weibull stress model based on two sets of mixed-mode I and II fracture toughness data sets 
and four sets of mode I fracture toughness data sets 
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1.4 Organization 
Chapter 1 introduces the background and motivation of this study, and establishes the 
objectives and scopes. 
Chapter 2 reviews the fracture mechanism, and the macroscopic and microscopic 
Weibull models based on the weakest-link theory for the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) 
fracture. This chapter also describes the stress-based and energy-based failure criteria and 
previous researches for mixed-mode I and II fracture. 
Chapter 3 assesses the sample size effect in the design of experiments for the calibration 
of Weibull parameters based on the ‘Euro” fracture toughness data sets ([17]-[18]). 
Chapter 4 incorporates the ductile tearing effect into the modified Weibull stress 
framework, and calibrates the Weibull parameters for the high-strength S550 steel at -60 oC 
and -90 oC using side-grooved SE(B) specimens subjected to the three-point bend set-up. 
Chapter 5 presents an extensive experimental program for the high-strength S550 steel 
material at -90 oC under the four-point bend and shear set-up, and proposes a statistical 
approach to assess the cleavage initiation angles under the mixed-mode I and II loadings 
based on three different stress-based failure criteria. 
Chapter 6 extends the cumulative Weibull stress framework into the mixed-mode I and II 
DBT fracture, and assesses the effect of ductile tearing along the tearing extension angle. The 
experimental results support the calibration of the Weibull parameters for the high-strength 
S550 steel at -90 oC. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the theoretical and experimental framework primarily for cleavage 
fracture. Section 2.2 reviews the microscopic fracture mechanism including ductile fracture, 
cleavage fracture, and ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) fracture. Section 2.3 describes the 
macroscopic and microscopic Weibull model based on the weakest-link theory, and 
introduces the ductile tearing correction for the mid-to-upper shelf of the DBT region. 
Section 2.4 reviews the stress-based and energy-based failure criteria. Section 2.5 illustrates 
the previous analytical and numerical studies, and experimental investigations of mixed-
mode I and II fracture. Section 2.6 summaries the research gaps on the mixed-mode I and II, 
ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) fracture. 
2.2 Fracture Mechanism 
2.2.1 Ductile Fracture Mechanism 
Ductile fracture usually experiences very slow macroscopic crack growth with extensive 
plastic flow near the crack tip which consumes substantial amount of energy. The commonly 
observed stages [5] from a microscopic view involve the micro-void nucleation, growth, and 
coalescence in ductile materials, as shown in Fig 2.1. A void first nucleates near the free 
surface of an inclusion or second-phase particle, gradually grows around the particle due to 
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increasing plastic strain or volumetric strain, and finally coalescences with adjacent voids 
leading to ductile fracture.  
Once voids form, the plastic volumetric strain can further cause the voids to grow and 
eventually coalescence, or the effective strain can cut the matrix between voids to facilitate 
the coalescence process. Thus, fracture specimens often experience two different ductile 
failure mechanisms near the crack tip under the mixed-mode I and II loadings: the tensile 
type with equiaxed dimple patterns under mode I dominant loadings and the shear type with 
elongated dimple patterns under mode II dominant loadings.  
Yang and Qian [19], Aoki et al. [20], Keiichiro and Hitoshi [21], and Hallbäck and 
Nilsson [22] have investigated mixed-mode I and II ductile fracture based on aluminum 
materials. Fig 2.2 shows the observed deformed crack-tip shape with sharpened sides and 
stretched sides in experiments under the mixed-mode I and II loadings. The tensile type 
failure initiates at the stretched side under the mode I dominant loading. The shear type 
failure initiates at the sharpened side, approximately parallel to fatigue crack ([19]-[20]), 
before the load reaches its peak under the mode II dominant loading, after which, however, 
specimens still fail due to the tensile crack extension near mid-thickness.  
Besides aluminum materials, Maccagno and Knott [23] have observed the shear-type 
failure using the HY130 steel under the mode-mixed I and II set-up at the room temperature. 
Bhattacharjee and Knott [24] have reported the similar shear stress or strain-controlled ductile 
crack tearing from the sharpened side along a shear band in HY100 steel specimens even 
under the mode I dominant, mixed-mode I and II loadings at an ambient temperature. 
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Hallbäck [25] has observed the ductile crack branching near the crack tip when investigating 





Fig 2.1 Void nucleation, growth, and coalescence process in ductile materials: (a) inclusions in a 
ductile matrix; (b) void nucleation; (c) void growth; (d) strain localization between voids; (e) necking 
between voids; and (f) void coalescence and fracture [5]. 
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Fig 2.2 Deformed crack-tip shape under the mixed-mode I and II loadings 
2.2.2 Cleavage Fracture Mechanism 
Cleavage fracture of metals usually occurs by rapid crack propagation with little plastic 
deformation in materials. But the brittle cleavage fracture may experience the large-scale 
yielding (LSY) plastic flow, or noticeable stable ductile tearing prior to final cleavage 
fracture [5]. Fig 2.3 shows the schematic illustration of transgranular cleavage fracture, 
typically occurring in polycrystalline materials, e.g. body-centered cubic (BCC) materials, 
with restricted plastic flow at low temperatures. The propagating crack path changes its 
direction each time it crosses a grain boundary. 
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Fig 2.3 The micro-mechanisms of cleavage fracture in metals. 
The transgranular crack propagation microscopically corresponds to the rapid and 
successive breaking of atomic bonds along the crack path. But cleavage fracture of metals 
can initiate when the applied fracture stresses are far below the cohesive strength of the 
polycrystalline material [26], which raises a question how cleavage fracture occurs when 
applied stresses are not sufficiently large to break atomic bonds. Further investigation has 
identified the roles of microcracks or impurities in the cleavage fracture of matrix materials. 
Inglis [27] has investigated the stress concentration effect of an elliptical microcrack in a 
homogeneous, linear-elastic matrix subjected to uniform tension perpendicular to the major 





V V   (2.1) 
where 0V  denotes the applied stress, and a  and b  indicate the length of the major and minor 
radii respectively. The ratio 0V V  refers to the stress concentration factor.  
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Therefore, the simplified two-stage cleavage fracture mechanism of ferritic steels 
follows:  
1) Localized and inhomogeneous plastic flow around second-phase particles or 
inclusions generates a random distribution of microcracks ([28]-[29]); 
2) The local effective stress effV  acting on these microcracks drives the unstable 
crack propagation when reaching a critical value ([30]-[31]). 
Thus, cleavage fracture of ferritic steels significantly correlates with the implicit, random 
distribution of the local inhomogeneous microcracks in materials ahead of the crack front, 
which causes substantial scatter in the measured fracture toughness values ([8]-[10]). The 
observed size effect and large scatter of fracture toughness reported in the experimental 
investigation creates significant challenges in assessing the brittle fracture failure through a 
conventional, deterministic approach successfully implemented for the otherwise ductile 
failures. Section 2.3 describes the statistical treatment of cleavage fracture over the ductile-to-
brittle transition (DBT) region for ferritic steels. 
2.2.3 Ductile-to-Brittle Transition (DBT) Fracture 
Some engineering materials experience rapid decrease of fracture toughness with declining 
temperatures over a small range of ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) temperatures, 
corresponding to a failure mechanism transfer from void nucleation-growth-coalescence 
ductile fracture to transgranular cleavage fracture. 1T thick specimens tested in the mid-to-
upper shelf of the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) region occasionally exhibits the large-
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scale yielding (Section 2.3.3) or possible noticeable, stable ductile tearing prior to final 
cleavage fracture (Section 2.3.4). 
The body-centered cubic (BCC) material (see Fig 2.4a), e.g. low carbon steels, often 
experience the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) fracture with markedly temperature 
dependent yield stress and fracture toughness. Additionally, the required dislocation motion 
stress to facilitate the plastic flow significantly increases with decreasing temperatures [32]. 
Thus, if the threshold stress driving dislocation motion is too high, BCC materials will fail by 
transgranular crack propagation at low temperatures instead of plastic flow. However, the 
flow stress in face-centered cubic (FCC) materials [33] (see Fig 2.4b), e.g. copper and 
aluminum, does not show strong temperature dependence, and thereby remain ductile even at 
low temperatures. 
 
Fig 2.4 (a) Body-centered cubic (BCC); and (b) face-centered cubic (FCC) microstructures [34]. 
2.3 Statistical Models of Cleavage Fracture Toughness 
Fracture toughness of ferritic steels with the body-centered cubic (BCC) crystalline form 
decreases rapidly over a relatively narrow range of ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) 
temperatures. The intrinsic statistical characteristics of the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) 
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fracture have been widely acknowledged during the past decades ([8]-[10]). Extensive 
statistical models have been proposed to quantify the statistical scatter of fracture toughness, 
e.g. the RKR model ([35]-[37]), the lognormal distribution [38], and the lower bound model 
[39]. Previous statistical researches based on the weakest-link theory ([40]-[43]) have 
experienced the tremendous progress, driving the development of the macroscopic and 
microscopic statistical analysis of cleavage fracture toughness. 
2.3.1 Weakest-Link Theory 
The weakest-link theory assumes that materials within the fracture process zone contain a 
large number of random cleavage initiation sites, i.e. microcracks. The number of 
microcracks j  within a small unit volume in the fracture process zone follows the Poisson 










  (2.2) 
where VN  indicates the mean number of microcracks in a unit volume, and replies on the 
assumption that local cleavage initiation in non-overlapping sample volumes is statistically 
independent, or there is no dependent interaction among local cleavage initiation sites. The 
failure probability of this reference volume derives from the weakest-link theory and equals, 
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where a  denotes the microcrack size, and ca  represents the critical microcrack size at the 
cleavage initiation site to trigger the local cleavage failure. 
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The weakest-link theory prescribes that the microscopic cleavage failure of any local 
microcracks in the fracture process zone triggers the cleavage fracture of a whole specimen. 
Substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.3), we have, 
















ª º t¬ ¼  ¦  (2.4) 
Applying the Taylor expansion of exponential function, the failure probability of this 
reference volume equals, 
  1 expf V cP N P a aª º    t¬ ¼  (2.5) 
Note that the derivation of Eq. (2.5) contains no approximations. Dividing the fracture 
process zone into a large number of uniformly-stressed materials with different volumes, the 
failure probability of the fracture process zone derives from the weakest-link theory and 
follows, 
  ^ `
1
1 exp i cV
i
ifP P aN V a
f
 
    t¦  (2.6) 
where iV  refers to a volume in the fracture process zone. 
The macroscopic river patterns on fracture surfaces [45] have subsequently confirmed 
the validity of weakest-link cleavage mechanism as also observed in the experimental study 
reported in this thesis, as shown in Fig 2.5, the convergence of which denotes the cleavage 
fracture initiation site where inclusions ([46]-[47]), e.g. carbides, manganese, or sulphide, 
might be found. 
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Fig 2.5 The fracture surface with river patterns for a typical fractured specimen. 
2.3.2 Macroscopic Weibull Model 
The macroscopic statistical treatment of cleavage fracture for ferritic steels has experienced 
tremendous advancement over the past few decades to describe: (1) the scatter, (2) the size 
effect, and (3) the temperature dependence of fracture toughness values over the ductile-to-
brittle transition (DBT) region. Wallin [48] has proposed a thickness correction on the 
fracture toughness values measured in specimens with a thickness different from 1T (1 inch 
or 25.4 mm), based on an extensive review of the size effect on the fracture toughness. 
Wallin [49] has applied the three-parameter Master Curve to analyze the “Euro” fracture 
toughness data set ([17]-[18]), and proposed a method to estimate the reference transition 
temperature. All previous research efforts have already generated ASTM E1921 Standard [11] 
which prescribes a three-parameter Weibull distribution of fracture toughness values to 
quantify the experimentally observed scatter, and specifies a limit on fracture toughness 
values to ensure a high-constraint, small-scale yielding (SSY) condition ahead of the crack 
front. 
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Hutchinson [6], and Rice and Rosengren [7] have proved that the highly-stressed volume 
iV¦  [Eq. (2.6)] of the fracture process zone remains proportional to 4JcB K  under a high-
constraint, small-scale yielding (SSY) condition through introducing a unique non-
dimensional radius, 
  2Jc ysr KU V  (2.7) 
where JcK  denotes the measured fracture toughness. Substituting Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (2.6), the 
failure probability of the fracture process zone equals, 
  41 exp const.f JcP BK    (2.8) 
Following the weakest-link theory, ASTM E1921 [11] recommends a three-parameter 
Weibull distribution to quantify the experimentally observed scatter of the fracture toughness 
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 (2.9) 
where minK  represents a threshold fracture toughness level, below which cleavage fracture 
will not occur, i.e.  minJcfP K Kd  = 0. ASTM E1921 [11] prescribes a fixed value of 20 
MPa m  for the minimum fracture toughness minK , which is independent of the material 
flow properties, specimen configurations, and temperatures. The maximum likelihood 
method supports the estimation of the temperature-dependent scale parameter 0K , 
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where N denotes the total number of specimens in a data set, and n  represents the number of 
valid data. ASTM E1921 [11] recommends a minimum number of six specimens tested at the 
same temperature to estimate the scale parameter 0K . The high-constraint, small-scale 











Q   (2.11) 
where 0b , E , X , and ysV  denote the initial remaining ligament, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s 
ratio, and the material yield strength. ASTM E1921 [11] recommends a cut-off value of 
limitM  = 30 to ensure a uniform high-constraint, J-dominated crack-front stress field.  
All fracture toughness values JcK  measured in specimens with thickness different from 
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 (2.12) 
where TxB  denotes that specimen thickness equals xT. 
ASTM E1921 Standard [11] prescribes a transition temperature curve (Master Curve 
[50]) to describe a monotonically increasing correlation between the median ( )Jc medK  and the 
test temperature T , 
  (med) 030 70exp 0.019JcK T Tª º  ¬ ¼  (2.13) 
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where 0T  refers to a reference temperature where the median fracture toughness of a 1T thick 
specimen equals 100 MPa m . The Master Curve is a useful but essentially empirical and 
approximate engineering approach.  
2.3.3 Microscopic Weibull Approaches  
The requirement of the high-constraint, small-scale yielding (SSY) conditions, i.e. M  > 30, 
ahead of the crack front in ASTM E1921 [11] significantly limits the application and 
effectiveness of the Weibull approach in assessing the cleavage fracture. Realistic structures 
often experience plastic deformations to varying extents, where extensive fracture process 
zone ahead of crack front interacts with boundary surfaces, leading to the constraint loss. 
Thus, to overcome the restrictions of a uniform, J-dominated crack-front stress field inherent 
in the macroscopic approach represented by Eq. (2.9), previous researchers have developed 
the microscopic Weibull stress approach based on a local Weibull stress driving the cleavage 
failure, which derives from the weakest-link theory proposed by Weibull [51].  
To incorporate the large-scale yielding (LSY) effect, i.e. M  < 30, the Beremin group 
[52] has adopted a simplified, asymptotic distribution for the microcrack density [53], 
 
  0g ca
a
[§ · ¨ ¸© ¹
 (2.14) 
where [  and 0c  denote distribution parameters. This implicit, immeasurable distribution of 
microcrack sizes has an explicit relationship with the effective stress effV  driving the brittle 
failure initiation of microcracks randomly distributed in the material failure process zone 
ahead of the crack front. Thus, the Beremin group [52] has proposed the widely-used, two-
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parameter local Weibull stress model to predict the cumulative failure probability of cleavage 
fracture, 
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 (2.15) 
where the Weibull modulus m  mainly characterizes the temperature-invariant, microcrack-
size distributions near the crack front. Wasiluk et al. [54] have confirmed the temperature 
independence of the Weibull modulus. The commonly reported m  values for ferritic steels 
range from 10 to 20 ([55]-[57]). The Weibull stress scale parameter uV  depends on both the 
microcrack size distribution and microcrack toughness, and is temperature dependent [58]. 










V Vª º « »
¬ ¼³  (2.16) 
where 0V  denotes a reference volume equal to 16378 mm3 (1 inch3) in this study, and V  
represents the volume of the effective fracture process zone ahead of the crack front, over 
which the effective stress eff ysV OVt . The maximum principal stress 1V  has become a 
commonly used effective stress parameter for mode I cleavage fracture, which assumes 
microcracks orient normal to the maximum principal stress 1V  and unstable local crack 
propagation occurs when tensile stresses acting on microcracks exceeds a critical value. 
Ruggieri and Dodds [59] have adopted a value of 2.0 for the stress cutting parameter O . This 
implies that the fracture process zone corresponds to the materials with 1 2 ysV Vt . 
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The high-constraint, small-scale yielding (SSY) condition implied in ASTM E1921 [11] 
ensures a uniform, J or K-dominated stress field ahead of the crack front under both pure 
mode I, or the mixed-mode I and II loadings, and thereby maintains a unique equivalent 





w CBKV   or 2mw CBJV   (2.17) 
where C  and C  denote the constants dependent on material flow properties and the Weibull 
parameters m  and 0V . However, realistic structures often experience plastic deformations to 
varying extents, which invalidates the SSY condition implied in Eq. (2.17). Gao and Dodds 
[60] have suggested a relationship between the Weibull stress and the fracture toughness to 
assess the effects of the plasticity-induced and geometry-induced constraint loss through a 
non-dimensional correction function, 
  4Jmw CBK g MV   or  2vmw a gCBJ g MV   (2.18) 
where the non-dimensional loading parameter 0 ys avgM b JV , and avgJ  represents the 
through-thickness, average energy release rate. The constraint correction function, ( )g M , 
equals 1.0 for the plane-strain, SSY model with T-stress = 0, and remains invariant for all 
geometrically similar specimens. Wasiluk et al. [54] have adopted a threshold value of M  > 
10 for mode I cleavage fracture toughness. 
Substituting Eq. (2.18) into the macroscopic three-parameter Weibull model [Eq. (2.9)], 
Petti and Dodds [61] have proposed the modified three-parameter Weibull stress model to 
maintain consistency with ASTM E1921 [11], 
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 (2.19) 
where w minV   refers to the threshold Weibull stress, below which cleavage failure initiation 
will not occur, i.e.  f w w minP V V d  = 0. Thus, the comparison of Weibull stress values 
between different fracture toughness data sets at the same failure probabilities requires the 
adjustment of experimentally measured fracture toughness values JcK  based on the thickness 
and constraint difference correction, 
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 (2.20) 
where xT  denotes the specimen thickness. 
The quality of fracture toughness predictions using the Weibull stress framework 
strongly depends on the sample size in the design of experiments, and the calibrated values of 
the Weibull stress parameters. Gao et al. [62] and Ruggieri et al. [63] have demonstrated the 
non-uniqueness issue in calibrating Weibull stress parameters with only one set of fracture 
toughness values, and proposed a modified calibration procedure based on the constraint 
differences between two sets of high-constraint (HC) and low-constraint (LC) specimens with 
8 and 11 specimens in each of their data sets respectively. Wasiluk et al. [54] have developed 
an updated calibration procedure through applying a weight factor to each measured 
toughness value to reduce the contribution of experimental data with largest uncertainty to 
the error function, based on the “Euro” fracture toughness program ([17]-[18]) which 
encompasses 30 specimens in each data set. Qian and Chen [64] have developed a simplified 
0K -based calibration to determine the Weibull modulus, which reduces the required number 
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of experimentally measured toughness values. Ruggieri and Dodds [65] have compared the 
constraint correction effect of the microscopic Weibull stress model on the reference 
temperature 0T  to ASTM E1921 [11] for ferritic steels. 
2.3.4 Ductile Tearing Correction 
1T thick specimens tested at the mid-to-upper shelf of the DBT region occasionally 
experience noticeable, stable ductile tearing prior to final cleavage fracture, and exhibit very 
substantial scatter in the measured fracture toughness values. In this case, cleavage fracture 
assessment turns into a more complex problem by coupling the large-scale yielding (LSY) 
effects with the influences of ductile tearing on the cleavage fracture process [66].  
Moskovic [67] and Heerens et al. [68] have applied a two-parameter lognormal 
probability distribution based on competing risks to evaluate the “Euro” fracture toughness 
data sets and quantify the probability of cleavage fracture as a function of temperature, 
specimen thickness, and ductile crack extension.  
Bruckner and Munz [69] have proposed the assumption that ductile tearing raises the 
failure probability mainly by increasing the sampled volume of the fracture process zone 
through a steady advancing crack front. Assuming an independent correlation between ductile 
tearing and fracture toughness JcK , Wallin [70] has developed a simplified ductile tearing 
correction formula with respect to JcK  for the cumulative failure probability based on four 
different kinds of pressure vessel steels, 
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 (2.21) 
where a'  denotes the length of ductile tearing, flowV  represents a flow stress measure, 
and the non-dimensional constant E  refers to some multiples of the distance to the stress 
peak location whose value depends on assumptions or fitting calibration curves. Tagawa et al. 
[71] have applied Eq. (2.21) to characterize the Weibull distribution of fracture toughness 
JcK  exhibiting the bilinear pattern with an elbow point for a 500 MPa class low carbon steel 
at -20 oC and -10 oC. Sobotka and Dodds [16] have modified the Weibull stress model to 
establish a simple relationship between the cumulative Weibull stress values and ductile 
tearing amount.  
Besides the simplified approach for the increased sample volume, Moattari et al. [72] 
have developed a modeling approach to combine the Beremin model established for cleavage 
fracture and the Bonora damage model [73] proposed for ductile tearing. O'Dowd et al. [74] 
and Kroon et al. [75] have employed the Gurson material model [76] to simulate the 
deterministic ductile tearing and the J -resistance curve in the finite element analysis. Petti 
and Dodds [77] have studied the effect of void growth on cleavage fracture by modeling 
discrete cylindrical voids lying on the crack plane ahead of the crack front in the small-scale 
yielding (SSY) model.  
2.4 Failure Criteria 
The microscopic Weibull stress framework has become widely accepted to characterize the 
scatter of cleavage fracture toughness under the pure mode I conditions. However, cracks in 
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realistic structures frequently experience mixed-mode loading conditions, the brittle fracture 
of which requires a different local failure criterion from that under pure mode I conditions. 
The lack of a universally acceptable stress-based failure criterion remains the key challenge 
in extending the Weibull stress framework to assess the mixed-mode cleavage fracture. This 
section reviews the stress-based and energy-based failure criteria proposed by previous 
researchers. 
2.4.1 Stress-Based Criteria 
Researchers have established different stress-based failure criteria for ductile and cleavage 
fracture over the past decades. Kong et al. [78] have presented the maximum triaxial stress 
criterion based on the experimental observations from a FeE 550 steel that fracture occurs at 
a relatively small strain under high triaxial stress conditions.  
Maximum Principal Stress Criterion 
The maximum principal stress criterion assumes that unstable cleavage fracture initiates 
in a direction perpendicular to the maximum principal stress. The effective stress driving the 
cleavage fracture therefore becomes, 
 1effV V  (2.22) 
Previous research ([28]-[29]) have demonstrated the plastic strain effect on carbide 
cracking and cleavage nucleation process. Gao et al. [79], Bordet et al. [80], and Kroon et al. 
[75] have proposed different models to estimate the plastic strain dependent Weibull stresses 
under the assumption that the density of microscopic initiators near the crack tip escalates 
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with the growing local plastic strain for the slip-induced crack initiation of grain boundary 
carbides.  
Maximum Shear Stress Criterion 
Hallbäck and Nilsson [22] have observed the ductile shear-type failure mechanism based 
on aluminum materials under the mode II dominant, mixed-mode I and II loadings, and 
proposed the maximum shear stress rTV  criterion assuming that the crack propagates in the 
direction along which the maximum shear stress occurs, 
  1 cos sin 3cos 1















w w  
(2.24) 
Maximum Tangential Stress Criterion 
Erdogan and Sih [81] have developed the maximum tangential stress criterion assuming 
the crack propagates along the radial direction where the tangential stress reaches its peak in 
the angular variation based on the plexiglass material, 
 21 3cos cos sin
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Maccagno and Knott [82] have modified the maximum tangential stress criterion by replacing 
the linear-elastic K -dominated stress field solutions with the singular J -dominated HRR 
stress field functions. Khan and Khraisheh [83] have changed the constant radius in Eq. (2.25) 
to a variable radius of the Von Mises plastic core zone. Zhao [84] has introduced the 
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minimum plastic radius criterion based on the Von Mises stress for quasi brittle metallic 
materials. 
2.4.1 Energy-Based Criteria 
The energy conservation, or the first law of thermodynamics, leads to the development of the 
energy-based failure criteria for mixed-mode fracture. Griffith [85] has proposed the energy 
balance in crack propagation that the potential energy supplied by the internal strain energy 
and external energy and the surface energy remain in balance. Sih [86] has included the 
plastic strain as a parameter and introduced the minimum strain energy density factor for 
mixed-mode I and II fracture problems. 
Coplanar Energy Release Rate 
Evans [87] assumes that the fracture process zone contains randomly distributed, penny-
shaped flaws, orientated along the plane in the angular T  direction. The mode I and II stress 










aK W X S   
(2.28) 
where nV  indicates the tensile stress normal to the microcrack plane, and inW  denotes the 
maximum in-plane shear stress. The microcrack failure initiates when the strain-energy 
release rate, cG , attains a critical value, 
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 (2.29) 
Substituting Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) into Eq. (2.29), the effective stress driving the cleavage 















Modified Coplanar Energy Release Rate 
Chang et al. [88] assume the kinked crack propagation along the T  direction and propose that 
the effective energy release rate GT  under mixed-mode I and II loadings follows, 
    2 2 21 cos 1 cos 41 sin 5 3cos
8 2 2 I II II I
G K K K
G
KT
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
¼  (2.31) 
where 3 4N Q   for a plane strain condition and    3 / 1N Q Q    for a plane stress 
condition.  
2.5 Mixed-Mode I and II Fracture 
ASTM E1820 [89] specifies a series of well-established calibration procedures and guidelines 
based on the K  approach for the determination of fracture toughness of metallic materials 
under the pure mode I loadings. This test standard covers three different mode I standard set-
up and specimens, i.e. the single-edge bend [SE(B)] specimen, the compact tension [C(T)] 
specimen, and the disk-shaped compact tension [DC(T)] specimen. However, no organization 
so far has published any standards or guidelines for mixed-mode I and II fracture tests. This 
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section reviews the analytical and numerical studies, and experimental investigations of 
mixed-mode I and II fracture.  
2.5.1 Analytical and Numerical Studies of Mixed-Mode Fracture 
Maccagno and Knott [90] have introduced an equivalent mode-mixity angle, eqE , to quantify 
the relative magnitude of mixed-mode I and II components, 
  1taneq I IIK KE   (2.32) 
where IK  and IIK  denote the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors. Similarly, Shih [91] 
has defined the far-field mode mixity parameter eM  and the near-field mode mixity 
parameter pM  to characterize the relative strengths of mode I and mode II components in the 
linear-elastic and elastic-plastic fields respectively, 
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 (2.34) 
where 0T   refers to the direction of the fatigue pre-crack. Following the works of 
Hutchinson [6] and Rice and Rosengren [7] on the singular J -dominated, crack-tip stress 
field under the pure mode I loading, Shih [91] has extended the HRR solutions to describe the 
singular crack-tip stress, strain, and displacement behaviors under the mixed-mode I and II 
loadings based on the plane-strain, small-scale yielding (SSY) condition using small-strain 
analysis, 
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1 ( 1) ,p n pij ys ijMK r MV V V T   (2.35) 
      1 ,p nys n np p pij ijMK r ME
DVH H T   (2.36) 
      1/ 1 ,p nys n pi iMu K r u ME
DV T  (2.37) 
where D  represents the material constant in the uniaxial Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain 
relation, n  denotes the strain hardening exponent, the dimensionless functions  ,ij rTT TV V V , 
p
ijH , and iu  depend only on the angle T  and the near-field mode mixity parameter pM , and 
the amplitude of the dominant singularity pMK  has the following correlation with the mixed-
mode I and II J -integral, 
     2 12 21 p nys pI II n MJ K K I M KE E
DVX     (2.38) 
where  pnI M  represents a numerical constant determined from the singularity analysis. 
Thus, the two parameters, pMK  and 
pM , or equivalently the mixed-mode I and II J -integral 
and the mode-mixity angle eqE , completely identify the singular J -dominated, crack-tip 
stress, stain, and displacement fields under the mixed-mode I and II, plane-strain SSY 
condition. Symington et al. [92] have verified the above analytical results (based on the finite 
difference approach) using the finite element method. 
However, Shih [91] has only employed the simplified small-strain analysis to derive Eqs. 
(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37), without taking into account the effect of nonlinear, large-strain 
deformation at the mid-to-upper shelf of the DBT region. Stephenson [93] has resolved the 
large-strain problem for the singular crack-tip displacement field under the plane strain 
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condition using incompressible materials under the mixed-mode I and II loadings. Geubelle 
and Knauss ([94]-[96]) have determined the asymptotic crack-tip displacement field using 
incompressible materials under the plane stress condition. Knowles and Sternberg ([97]-[99]) 
have estimated the theoretical crack-tip displacement results with compressible materials 
under the plane stress condition. Saka and Abe [99] as well as Budden JP [100] have 
employed the slip-line filed theory to investigate the “Japanese sword” crack tip deformation 
in the plane-strain, SSY condition under the mixed-mode I and II loadings. 
2.5.2 Experimental Investigations of Mixed-Mode Fracture 
Previous researchers have proposed different mixed-mode I and II specimens for the 
experimental investigation of mixed-mode fracture, e.g. the Arcan specimen [101], the 
compact-tension-shear (CTS) specimen [102], the semi-circular bend (SCB) specimen ([103]-
[106]), the single edge notch (SEN) specimen ([107]-[108]), the asymmetric three -point bend 
(FPB) specimen [109], and the four-point bend and shear specimen ([110]-[114]). This study 
employs one of the most common mixed-mode set-ups for ferritic steels, the four-point bend 
and shear specimen, to investigate the mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture. 
Fig 2.6 presents schematic set-up for the four-point bend and shear test. He and 
Hutchinson [115] have discovered that loading locations have negligible influences on stress 
intensity factors, as long as the distance between the crack and the nearest bottom roller (see 
Fig 2.6) is greater than 1.4W, i.e. ( ) 1.4S c W ! . Mendelsohn et al. [116] have investigated 
lateral and rotation constraints imposed by the load set-up onto the four-point bend and shear 
specimen. Shahani and Tabatabaei [117] and Ayatollahi and Aliha [118] have modified the 
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Fig 2.6 The schematic four-point bend and shear set-up. 
Past researches have established different calibration procedures for the determination of 
the mixed-mode I and II fracture toughness of metallic materials, and examined the effect of 
the equivalent mode-mixity angle on measure fracture toughness values. Keiichiro and 
Hitoshi [21] have separated the total mixed-mode I and II energy release rate J -integral into 
a mode I component, IJ , and a mode II component, IIJ , determined from the crack mouth 
opening displacement (CMOD) and the crack-tip shear displacement respectively. Qian and 
Yang [119] have proposed the general hybrid method to calibrate the mixed-mode fracture 
toughness, coupling the numerical computation and experimental measurement.  
Ainsworth [120] has reviewed a substantial body of literature that researches on the 
mixed-mode fracture toughness and compares it to the pure mode I condition. Qian and Yang 
[121] and Aoki et al. [20] have reported that the mode I dominant, mixed-mode I and II 
fracture toughness increases with growing mode II components which redistribute the tensile 
stress near the crack tip, while the mode II dominant fracture toughness decreases with 
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increasing mode II components because large shear localization at the sharpened side limits 
the size of fracture process zone and the absorbed amount of energy. Kamat and Hirth [122] 
have examined the mixed-mode I and II fracture toughness of aluminum alloys with different 
manganese contents. The mode II component load accelerates the void coalescence process in 
the alloy with low manganese contents and results in the reduction of fracture toughness, and 
vice versa. Shi et al. [123] have investigated the sensitivity of mode I and mode II fracture 
toughness to rolling directions in high strength steels. Krishnan and Xu [124] have 
investigated the pure mode II fracture toughness under the four-point bend and shear set-up 
using the polycarbonate and PMMA materials. 
2.6 Research Gaps 
Despite the above extensive reviews of mathematical models, numerical studies, and 
experimental investigations for cleavage fracture and mixed-mode I and II fracture, the 
research on the mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture at the DBT transition region is far 
from complete. The research gaps for the present study are as follows: 
1) No organization or research institute has published any recommendations for the 
minimum sample size in the design of experiments to calibrate Weibull stress 
parameters under the Weibull stress framework. 
2) Previous researches have not conducted any investigations for the mixed-mode I 
and II cleavage fracture at the DBT transition region based on the Weibull stress 
framework. 
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3) The lack of a universally acceptable stress-based failure criterion remains the key 
challenge in extending the Weibull stress framework to assess the mixed-mode 
cleavage fracture. 
4) The conventional Weibull stress framework does not entail the ductile tearing 
effect on cleavage fracture, which requires further understanding for brittle 
fracture under mixed-mode I and II conditions.
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CHAPTER 3 ASSESSMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLE 
SIZE 
3.1 Introduction 
The intrinsic statistical characteristics of the brittle fracture have been widely acknowledged 
during the past decades in brittle materials, e.g. ferritic steels ([8]-[10]), ceramics [125], 
glasses [126], and solid chemical catalysts [15]. The observed large scatter in the measured 
fracture toughness reported in the experimental investigations creates significant challenges 
in assessing the brittle fracture failure through a conventional, deterministic approach 
successfully implemented for the otherwise ductile failures. The Weibull distribution [51] 
based on the weakest-link theory has experienced the tremendous process, especially in the 
quantitative assessment of cleavage fracture for high-strength steels, as shown in Sections 
2.3.2 and 2.3.3. 
Petti and Dodds [61] have proposed a most updated three-parameter Weibull stress 
model [Eq. (2.19)] to predict the cumulative failure probability of cleavage fracture. The 
comparison of Weibull stress values wV  between different specimen data sets requires the 
adjustment of experimentally measured fracture toughness values JcK  using the thickness 
and constraint difference correction function [Eq. (2.20)] in terms of the ( )g M  function. Gao 
and Dodds [60] have proposed the non-dimensional ( )g M  correction function [Eq. (2.18)] to 
assess the effects of the plasticity-induced and geometry-induced constraint loss. Wasiluk et 
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al. [54] have adopted a threshold value of M  = 0 ys avgb JV  > 10 to exclude specimens 
experiencing exceptionally large plastic deformation for mode I cleavage fracture toughness. 
The calibration of the local Weibull stress parameters often requires a significant number 
of fracture specimens. Previous researchers ([12]-[15]) have investigated the sample size 
effect on the calibration of Weibull stress parameters with a single set of fracture toughness 
data generated purely from the Monte Carlo simulation, which does not consider the effect of 
constraint differences in the calibration procedure. Bergman [127] has demonstrated the close 
agreement between the calibrated Weibull modulus based on the Monte Carlo simulation and 
that from the experimental results of 20 sintered-silicon-nitride specimens. Danzer et al. [128] 
have recommended testing specimens with different dimensions to improve the accuracy of 
the calibrated Weibull modulus m  based on small samples.  
The availability of the experimental data ([17]-[18]) on the Euro steel material provides 
the much needed database to examine the effect of experimental sample size on the 
calibration of Weibull stress parameters for ferritic steels. This study calibrates the Weibull 
stress parameters based on randomly generated subsets of the complete dataset in the Euro 
database, and examines the confidence level in the calibrated Weibull stress modulus and the 
scale fracture toughness with a varying sample size. 
This chapter assesses the sample size effect in the experimental design for the calibration 
of Weibull parameters based on the ‘Euro” fracture toughness data sets ([17]-[18]). Section 
3.2 presents the procedure to examine the experimental sample size effect on the calibration 
of the Weibull modulus m . Section 3.3 discusses the finite element procedure in the Weibull 
stress calculation. Section 3.4 assesses the sample size effect on the calibration of the Weibull 
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modulus m  using the “Euro” fracture toughness data sets at three different test temperatures. 
Section 3.5 Implications on Engineering Assessments 
For a calibrated Weibull modulus within the confidence interval, 4 4true truem m m d d  , the 
engineering assessment on cleavage fracture may lead to different conclusions based on the 
calibrated m value. A large Weibull modulus m  increases the constraint correction function 
( )g M  based on Eq. (2.18), as also confirmed by previous researchers ([54], [64], [129]), and 
thereby leads to higher corrected fracture toughness values 1TJcK  [Eq. (2.20)]. Consequently, a 
large m value causes a potential overestimation of the fracture toughness at a prescribed 
probability of cleavage failure, by translating the estimated 1T-f JcP K  curve towards the larger 
1T
JcK  values in the 
1T-f JcP K  space, as schematically indicated in Fig. 3.11a. Therefore, the 
overestimation of the Weibull modulus m  within the confidence interval, i.e., 
4true truem m m d  , leads to an underestimation of the failure probability, especially at the 
lower tail, and hence a lower safety margin. 
Fig. 3.11b-d presents the probability in underestimating the Weibull modulus within the 
confidence interval,  4true trueP m m m d  , with respect to the experimental sample size n  
for the Euro-material at o40 C , o20 C , and o110 C , respectively, 
    
,
4
4 true truetrue true
m true
N m m m
P m m m
N
 d  d    (3.7) 
where  4true trueN m m m d   denotes the number of subset pairs with a calibrated m value 
over the range 4true truem m m d  . The probability  4true trueP m m m d   generally remains 
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above 0.5, indicating a biased distribution towards smaller values within the confidence 
interval and hence the conservative engineering assessment.  
(b)(a)
(d)
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4true trueP m m m d 
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Fig. 3.11 (a) Schematic variation of the estimated probability with an increasing m in the   space; and 
the probability of underestimating the Weibull modulus within the confidence interval for: (b) –40 oC; 
(c) –20 oC; and (d) –110 oC. 
3.6 summarizes the conclusions derived from this chapter. 
3.2 Assessment Procedure for Experimental Sample Size 
This section describes the procedure to examine the sample size effect in calibrating the 
Weibull modulus m  using subsets of the experimentally measured fracture toughness values 
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randomly generated from the entire experimental dataset. This study selects the fracture 
toughness data at three different testing temperatures ( o o o20 C, 40 C and 110 C   ) 
reported in the European Union project entitled “Fracture toughness of steel in the ductile to 
brittle transition regime” ([17]-[18]). Fig. 3.1 shows the cumulative probability of failure for 
the experimentally measured fracture toughness values for these three different temperatures, 
measured from compact tension, C(T) specimens and Charpy-V notched (CVN) specimens 
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MPa mJcK  
Fig. 3.1 Cumulative failure probability of the fracture toughness datasets for the 22Ni-MoCr37 
pressure vessel steel at: (a) –40 oC; (b) –20 oC; and (c) –110 oC. 
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To overcome the non-uniqueness issue in calibrating Weibull parameters with only one 
set of specimens ([62]-[63]), Wasiluk et al. [54] utilize two sets of fracture toughness data, 
with contrast differences in the crack-front constraints. The modified approach, however, 
demands a larger sample size and possibly yields biased calibrated estimates due to 
insufficient number of specimens. The numerical procedure then generates random subsets of 
the fracture toughness data with different sample sizes in both the high-constraint (HC) and 
the low-constraint (LC) specimen sets. The calibration procedure [54] adjusts the constraint 
loss in two sets of fracture toughness JcK  and corrects the experimental data into a plane-
strain SSY condition with zero T-stress. The calibration determines the Weibull modulus, m, 
and the threshold toughness, minK , following the same procedure proposed by Wasiluk et al. 
[54] from the randomly generated HC and LC subsets. The following lists the detail steps in 
examining the effect of the sample size on the calibrated Weibull parameters: 
Step 1: Identify, in the experimental database, a set of HC specimens with the corresponding 
fracture toughness HCJcK  values and a set of LC specimens with the corresponding 
LC
JcK  
values, both tested at the same temperature over the ductile-to-brittle transition regime.  
Step 2: Generate a series of independent subsets with n  randomly selected fracture toughness 
data from each of the two fracture toughness datasets identified in Step 1, as follows. The 
subset size n varies from 6 to 1totaln   in this study, where totaln  denotes the smaller size of the 
complete HC and LC sets. 
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Step 2a: Assign a computer-generated random number, j, between 0 and 1 to each 
specimen in the two identified datasets in Step 1. Each random number has an associated 
fracture toughness JcK  value. 
Step 2b: Sort all the random numbers in each dataset from the smallest to the largest.  
Step 2c: Select n  fracture toughness JcK  values in each dataset, corresponding to the 
first n numbers of the sorted j values, to form two new independent fracture toughness 
subsets.  




JcK , from 








where i represents the rank number of each data point and Cxn  ( C HC or LCx  ) denotes the 
size of each subset. In this study, the subset sizes for the high-constraint and low-constraint 
specimens remain equal, i.e., HC LCn n .   
Step 4: Follow the calibration procedure proposed by Wasiluk et al. [54] to determine the 
Weibull modulus, m, and the threshold fracture toughness, minK , as detailed below.  
Step 4a: For each trial value of the Weibull modulus m , the finite element analysis 
estimates the relationship between the crack driving force JK  and the Weibull stress wV  
[Eq. (2.16)] for both the fracture specimens and the 1T SSY model. The comparison 
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between the wV  value computed from the fracture specimen and that from the 1T SSY 
model yields the constraint correction function ( )g M  [Eq. (2.18)].  
Step 4b: For each trial value of m and minK , this study corrects the HC and LC subsets of 
fracture toughness HCJcK  and 
LC




JcK , through Eq. (2.20). Meanwhile, use Eq. (2.9) to generate an 
idealized set of fracture toughness SSY(1T)JcK  based on the scale parameter 
SSY(1T)
0K  [Eq. 
(2.10)] determined from the corrected HC fracture toughness HC-SSY(1T)JcK . 
Step 4c: For each trial pair of m  and minK , calculate the following error function, 
 HC LC HC LCmin( , )
C SSY(1T) SSY(1T) HC SSY(1T) LC SSY(1T)
( ) ( )
1 1
n n n n
x
Jc Jc i Jc Jc i
i i




   ¦ ¦  (3.2) 
where ( )iWF  defines a weight function as presented by Wasiluk et al. [54]. The calibrated 
Weibull parameters, m  and minK , minimize the error function and convert the two 
subsets of corrected HC and LC fracture toughness into a single distribution, when the 
measured fracture toughness data are scaled to the idealized 1T SSY condition. 
Step 5: Repeat steps 2-4 to generate N  pairs of independent and randomly selected subsets 
and to calibrate the corresponding Weibull modulus m . Each generated HC subset contains a 
minimum of six valid JcK  values, as required by ASTM E-1921 [11]. The number N equals 
5000 in this study. Section 3.4.1 confirms that 5000 pairs of subsets are sufficient to reach 
convergent confidence levels of the calibrated Weibull parameters. 
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Step 6: For each sample size n , measure the mean value mP  and the standard deviation mS  
of the calibrated Weibull modulus m . Estimate the confidence levels, mP  and 0KP , for the 
Weibull modulus m  and the high-constraint scale parameter 0K  [Eq. (2.10)] based on the 
specified confidence intervals, respectively. 
Wasiluk et al. [54] have confirmed the temperature independence of the Weibull 
modulus m  based on the “Euro” fracture toughness datasets and reported a calibrated value 
of 20m  . Qian and Chen [64] and Qian et al. [129] have calibrated the Weibull modulus m  
using various sets of “Euro” fracture toughness datasets at three different temperatures. The 
maximum deviation of the calibrated m  values from the calibrated 20m   by Wasiluk et al. 
[54] equals 3. This study thus specifies a slightly larger confidence interval for the Weibull 
modulus, defined as 4 4true truem m m d d  , where truem  in this study denotes the modulus 
calibrated from the complete sets of HC and LC specimens in the Euro database. The 






  (3.3) 
where ,m trueN  denotes the number of subset pairs which yield a calibrated m  within the 
specified confidence interval > @4, 4true truem m m   . 
Qian and Chen [64] have proposed a simplified 0K -based calibration to determine the 
Weibull modulus m , and demonstrated the relatively strong effect on the calibrated m value 
by a deviation of more than 5% in the 0K  value [Eq. (2.10)]. The present work thus adopts a 
confidence interval as 0, 0 0,0.95 1.05true trueK K Kd d . The confidence level 0KP  becomes, 
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  (3.4) 
where 
0 ,K true
N  denotes the number of subsets which yield a 0K  value within the specified 
confidence interval 0 0, 0,0.95 ,1.05true trueK K Kª º¬ ¼ .  
3.3 Finite Element Analysis 
This section presents the finite element procedure required in the above Weibull stress 
assessment. This study performs large-deformation, elastic-plastic analysis using an open 
source research code WARP3D [130], which computes the through-thickness, energy release 
rate J-integral values using a domain-integral approach. Fig. 3.2a shows the true stress-true 
strain relationships for the Euro-program material, 22Ni-MoCr37 pressure vessel steel, 
measured at -20 oC, -40oC, and -110 oC, as reported by Wasiluk et al. [54] and Qian and Chen 
[64]. Fig. 3.2b illustrates the variation of the yield stress ysV  over the DBT temperatures with 
the temperature-invariant Young’s modulus E  = 206 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio Q  = 0.3. 
(a)
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Fig. 3.2 Material properties of the 22Ni-MoCr37 pressure vessel steel: (a) uniaxial true stress-strain 
curves at different temperatures; and (b) variation of the material yield strength over the DBT 
temperatures. 
Fig. 3.3a presents a quarter-symmetric finite element model for the compact tension 
[C(T)] specimen with a crack depth 0.56a W  , a rectangular section B W  = 0.5, and a 
height H W  = 1.2. The finite element model employs 20-node solid elements with reduced 
integration and contains 16 layers of one-way biased elements with smaller element sizes 
near the free surface. The nodes on the symmetric plane remain constrained along the out-of-
plane direction. The material property of the specimen employs the uniaxial true stress-true 
strain curve presented in Fig. 3.2a.  
Fig. 3.3b shows a quarter-symmetric finite element model for the plane-sided CVN 
specimen with a crack depth 0.56a W   and a square section B W  = 1.0, which utilizes the 
same type of solid elements and boundary constraint conditions as the C(T) specimen. Both 
the C(T) model and CVN model employs the displacement-controlled load, similar to the 
loading conditions in the experiment. 
Fig. 3.4a shows a quarter-symmetric plane-strain, small-scale yielding (SSY) model 
which contains one layer of 0.5T (12.7 mm) thick elements. All nodes in the model remain 
constrained in the displacement degree of freedom in the out-of-plane direction. The 
numerical procedure applies a pure mode I displacement field with zero T-stress to the 
circumferential nodes of the SSY model, 
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 (3.5) 
where 3 4N Q   for a plane-strain condition, and T  measures the counter-clockwise angle 
around the crack tip measured from the positive x-axis. Fig. 3.4b shows a close-up view of 
the meshes near the crack tip, which contains an initial root radius formed by focused rings of 
elements with 40 elements in each ring. The initial root radius ranges from 0.5 μm to 12.7 μm 
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No. of elements: 16,336 – 22,624









No. of elements: 15,392 – 15,616
No. of nodes: 67,987 – 68,975
(b)
 
Fig. 3.3 (a) One-quarter symmetric finite element model for the C(T) specimen; and (b) one-quarter 
symmetric finite element model for the plane-sided CVN specimen. 
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No. of elements: 2,339
No. of nodes: 17,794 
 




Fig. 3.4 (a) The plane-strain, small-scale yielding (SSY) model; (b) a close-up view of the initial root 
radius formed by focused rings of elements surrounding the crack-tip. 
Fig. 3.5 compares the increasing Weibull stress values wV  integrated over the fracture 
process zone against the through-thickness, average energy release rate, avgJ , for the 1T C(T) 
specimen and the 1T SSY model using the Weibull modulus m  = 20. The increasing 
differences of the Weibull stress values wV  reflect the growing plasticity-induced constraint 
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loss experienced by the 1T C(T) specimen at large load levels. Figure 4b presents the 
constraint correction function ( )g M  [Eq. (8)] computed based on the 1T SSY model. The 1T 
C(T) specimen maintains a high-constraint condition ahead of the crack front up to M  = 50. 
As M decreases further with the increasing load, ( )g M  decreases gradually due to the 
plasticity-induced constraint loss. A value of ( )g M  > 1.0 at large M values (i.e., small load 
levels) in Fig. 4b also demonstrates a small positive, geometry-induced T-stress. 
(b)(a)

























g(M) = 1.0 at SSY condition 
 
Fig. 3.5 (a) The wV - avgJ  evolution for the 1T C(T) specimen and the 1T plane-strain SSY model with 
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3.4 Results from Assessment Procedure 
Wallin [49] has previously applied the three-parameter Master Curve [Eq. (2.9)] to 
analyze the scale fracture toughness 0K  [Eq. (2.10)] for the “Euro” 22Ni-MoCr37 pressure 
vessel steel over the DBT temperatures. Various researchers ([54], [64], [129]) have 
calibrated the Weibull modulus m  for the Euro-material at different temperatures based on 
the modified three-parameter Weibull stress model [Eq. (2.19)]. Table 3.1 summaries the 
total number of specimens in each dataset, and the number of data exceeding the 30M !  
criterion in ASTM E1921 [11] and the 10M !  requirement [54]. Also included in Table 3.1 
are the mean values of the fracture toughness data and the corresponding coefficient of 
variation (CoV) for each data set. Table 3.2 lists the calibrated “true” m  values using the 
complete set of Euro fracture toughness data at three different test temperatures. 






,Jc meanK  








M < 10 
No. of 
data with 
M < 30 
–40 
0.5T C(T) 30 340 0.457 12 24 
1T C(T) 30 209 0.262 0 2 
2T C(T) 30 168 0.217 0 0 
–20 
1T C(T) 30 332 0.340 3 19 
2T C(T) 30 229 0.282 0 0 
–110 
0.4T CVN 50 103 0.288 0 7 
0.5T C(T) 55 81.4 0.218 0 0 
 
Table 3.2: Summary of the constraint differences for different HC and LC combinations. 
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HC+LC mtrue  
HC
0 1TK ( mMPa ) cstr' (%) 
–40 
1T + 0.5T C(T) 21 229 9.55 
2T + 0.5T C(T) 19 211 14.6 
2T + 1T C(T) 18 211 9.26 
–20 2T + 1T C(T) 17 301 17.3 
–110 0.5T C(T) + 0.4T CVN 17 77.2 17.2 
 
Since the calibration procedure utilizes two sets of fracture specimens with contrast 
differences in the crack-front constraints, the difference in the crack-front constraints between 
the selected sets of fracture specimens imposes a strong effect on the calibration results. The 
present study therefore estimates approximately the constraint difference, cstr' , between the 
entire sets of the HC and LC fracture toughness data by, 
 




1T , 1T , HC
1 C 0 1T
1 1xr




'  ¦  (3.6) 
where  C LC HCmin ,xr r r , while HCr  and LCr  denote the number of valid JcK  tests with 
10M !  in the entire dataset of the high-constraint and low-constraint specimens, 
respectively. The  
HC
1T ,Jc iK  and  
LC
1T ,Jc iK  correspond to the corrected 1T fracture toughness at 
the same rank probability. Table 3.2 presents the dimensionless constraint difference [Eq. 
(3.6)] for different sets of HC and LC specimens in the selected “Euro” fracture toughness 
datasets at three different test temperatures.  
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3.4.1 Assessment Results at -40 oC 
The Euro steel material database contains three sets of sufficiently large fracture toughness 
datasets at o40 C , i.e., the 0.5T, 1T, and 2T C(T) sets, each of which contains 30 specimens. 
The 0.5T C(T) dataset at o40 C  includes 12 invalid fracture specimens exhibiting 
exceptionally large plastic deformations ( 10M  ), as shown in Table 3.1.  
Fig. 3.6a shows that the mean value mP  of the calibrated Weibull modulus m  for the 2T 
C(T) + 1T C(T) combination remains almost constant over the examined range of the subset 
size n  from 6 to 29. In contrast, the mean value mP  for the 1T C(T) + 0.5T C(T) 
combination decreases gradually below 15m  . Fig. 3.6b illustrates the variation in the 
standard deviation mS  of the calibrated Weibull modulus m  with respect to the subset size n. 
The standard deviation mS  indicates an apparent dependence on the constraint difference 
between the selected HC and LC sets. A larger constraint difference (see Table 3.2) between 
the HC and LC specimens leads to significantly smaller values of the standard deviation and 
hence stable values of the calibrated m.  
Fig. 3.6c presents the confidence levels for the calibrated Weibull modulus, mP , based 
on a specified confidence interval for m from 15 to 23. The confidence levels mP  have higher 
values at a larger subset size n , and increase with the growing constraint differences between 
HC and LC specimen sets. The 2T C(T) + 0.5T C(T) combination has an approximately 73% 
confidence level at 15n   with the 0.5T C(T) dataset containing a number of invalid JcK  
values with 10M  . This demonstrates that two sets of 15 specimens with sufficiently large 
constraint differences can lead to a credible Weibull modulus m . The 2T C(T) + 1T C(T) 
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combination contains high quality fracture toughness values without any JcK  value below 
10M  . However the confidence level in the calibrated m value remains significantly lower 
than that based on the 2T C(T) + 0.5T C(T) combination, which entails a larger constraint 
difference as shown in Table 3.2. The low constraint difference, coupled with a large number 
of invalid JcK  values ( 10M  ), in the 1T C(T) + 0.5T C(T) case leads to the underestimated 
mean value mP  at small n values (see Fig. 3.6a) and the extensive variations in the calibrated 
results (see Fig. 3.6b). Previous investigations ([12]-[15]), purely based on the Monte Carlo 
simulation, maximum likelihood method, and linear regression scheme, have not considered 
the constraint effect on the calibration of Weibull parameters. 
Fig. 3.6d shows the confidence level, 
0K
P , for the measured HC scale parameter 0K  [Eq. 
(2.10)] based on a confidence interval, 0, 0 0,0.95 1.05true trueK K Kd d . In the three different 
HC LC  combinations, the scale fracture toughness 0K  value derive from either the 1T C(T) 
subset or the 2T C(T) subset. The confidence level 
0K
P  for all three combinations exhibit 
negligible differences, confirming the high crack-front constraint condition in both the 1T 
and 2T C(T) specimens. 
Fig. 3.7 confirms the negligible difference in the confidence levels mP  and 0KP  for two 
different populations of the subset pairs, 5000N   and 10000N  . Fig. 3.7 demonstrates 
that the subset pair size of 5000N   is sufficiently large to compute the confidence levels. 
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Fig. 3.6 Effect of the sample size on the Weibull stress calibration at –40 oC: (a) the mean Weibull 
modulus; (b) the standard deviation of the Weibull modulus; (c) the confidence level for the calibrated 
Weibull; and (d) the confidence level for the HC scale parameter K0. 
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Fig. 3.7 Comparison on the number of subset pairs N = 5000 and N = 10000 for: (a) the confidence 
level on the calibrated Weibull modulus; and (b) the confidence levels for the measured HC scale 
fracture toughness K0. 
3.4.2 Assessment Results at -20 oC 
The current study selects the 1T and 2T C(T) fracture toughness, each of which contains 30 
specimens at o20 C , from the Euro steel database. The 1T C(T) dataset at o20 C  includes 
3 invalid fracture specimens exhibiting exceptionally large plastic deformations with 10M  , 
as shown in Table 3.1. The calibration based on the full set of HC and LC specimens leads to 
an m value of 17, consistent with the previous calibration effort [129]. 
Fig. 3.8a presents the mean value mP  of the calibrated Weibull modulus m  for the Euro-
material at test temperatures o20 C  and o40 C  based on the 2T C(T) (HC) and 1T C(T) 
(LC) fracture toughness subsets. The mean value mP  at both temperatures remains 
approximately invariant with respect to the subset size n , for 13n t . Fig. 3.8b compares the 
standard deviation mS  of the calibrated Weibull modulus m  at two different temperatures 
o20 C  and o40 C . The standard deviation mS  indicates smaller values at larger subset 
sizes n  and at the relative higher test temperature, which leads to more significant plasticity-
induced constraint loss in the low-constraint specimen and hence larger differences between 
HC and LC datasets, as shown in Table 3.2. The dimensionless loading parameter M  of the 
1T C(T) specimens have the smallest values of 24.3 and 6.4, and the average values of 73.8 
and 28.7 at o40 C  and o20 C , respectively, while all 2T C(T) specimens maintain a high-
constraint condition, i.e. 30M ! , at both temperatures.  
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Fig. 3.8c compares the confidence level for the calibrated Weibull modulus, mP , at 
o20 C  based on a specified Weibull modulus confidence interval from 13 to 21 with that at 
o40 C . The confidence level mP  decreases with the decrease in the subset size n , at a faster 
rate for specimen sets with a lower constraint difference (i.e., the specimens at o40 C  in Fig. 
3.7c). A high confidence level of 80%mP  requires 21 specimens for the 1T C(T) + 2T C(T) 
combination at o20 C  and 23 specimens for that at o40 C . 
Fig. 3.8d presents the confidence levels, 
0K
P , for the measured HC scale parameter 0K  
[Eq. (2.10)] at o20 C , together with the 2T C(T) + 1T C(T) combination at o40 C  based 
on the pre-defined confidence interval. At both temperatures, the scale parameter 0K  derives 
from the fracture toughness data from the 2T C(T) specimens. The slightly larger constraint 
loss at o20 C  (with the minimum 30.5M | ) yields lower confidence levels 
0K
P  than that at 
o40 C  (with the minimum 78.5M | ), due to the larger scatter in the fracture toughness for 
the 2T C(T) specimens at o20 C  (as reflected by the CoV ratio in Table 3.1) 
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Fig. 3.8 Effect of the sample size on the Weibull stress calibration at –20 oC: (a) the mean Weibull 
modulus; (b) the standard deviation of the Weibull modulus; (c) the confidence level for the calibrated 
Weibull modulus; and (d) the confidence level for the HC scale parameter K0. 
3.4.3 Assessment Results at -110 oC 
To determine the sample size effect on the calibrated Weibull modulus m  at o110 C , this 
study selects fracture toughness data measured from 0.5T C(T) and 0.4T CVN specimen sets, 
which contain 55 and 50 specimens, respectively. Table 3.1 indicates that neither of the two 
datasets at o110 C  contains any JcK  value with 10M  . The calibration using the full data 
sets leads to a calibrated value of 17truem  , similar to the previous calibration efforts ([64], 
[129]). 
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Fig. 3.9a displays the mean value mP  of the calibrated Weibull modulus m  at o110 C . 
The mean value mP  decreases with a decreasing subset size n . Fig. 3.9b illustrates the 
increasing standard deviations mS  of the calibrated Weibull modulus m  with respect to the 
subset size n  which ranges from 6 to 49. Fig. 3.9c shows the confidence level for the 
calibrated Weibull modulus, mP , based on a specified Weibull modulus confidence interval 
from 13 to 21. The 0.5T C(T) + 0.4T CVN combination has an approximately 50% 
confidence level when the subset size n  equals 15 which yields the underestimated mean 
value mP  in Fig. 3.9a. An 80% confidence level for m requires 31 specimens in each of the 
HC and LC subsets. Fig. 3.9d shows that the confidence level 
0K
P  for the HC scale parameter 
0K  remains above 80% for subset sizes 19n t .  
Fig. 3.10 compares the dimensionless bounding envelopes of the calibrated Weibull 
modulus m corresponding to 80% confidence level (i.e., 1.28155m mSP r  normalized by the 
mean value mP , or 1 1.28155CoVr , where CoV refers to the coefficient of variation) with 
respect to the normalized subset size, / totaln n  . The bounding envelopes indicate a clear 
dependence on the constraint difference between the two specimen sets used in the 
calibration, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.10a. Fig. 3.10b shows that the 2T C(T) + 0.5T C(T) 
combination at o40 C  exhibits the smallest dimensionless envelope with respect to the 
varying sample size, compared to the HC LC  combinations at the other two temperatures.  
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Fig. 3.9 Effect of the sample size on the Weibull stress calibration at –110 oC: (a) the mean Weibull 
modulus; (b) the standard deviation of the Weibull modulus; (c) the confidence level for the calibrated 
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Fig. 3.10 Dimensionless bounding envelopes for the Weibull modulus corresponding to the 80% 
confidence level for: (a) –40 oC; and (b) comparison among three different temperatures. 
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3.5 Implications on Engineering Assessments 
For a calibrated Weibull modulus within the confidence interval, 4 4true truem m m d d  , the 
engineering assessment on cleavage fracture may lead to different conclusions based on the 
calibrated m value. A large Weibull modulus m  increases the constraint correction function 
( )g M  based on Eq. (2.18), as also confirmed by previous researchers ([54], [64], [129]), and 
thereby leads to higher corrected fracture toughness values 1TJcK  [Eq. (2.20)]. Consequently, a 
large m value causes a potential overestimation of the fracture toughness at a prescribed 
probability of cleavage failure, by translating the estimated 1T-f JcP K  curve towards the larger 
1T
JcK  values in the 
1T-f JcP K  space, as schematically indicated in Fig. 3.11a. Therefore, the 
overestimation of the Weibull modulus m  within the confidence interval, i.e., 
4true truem m m d  , leads to an underestimation of the failure probability, especially at the 
lower tail, and hence a lower safety margin. 
Fig. 3.11b-d presents the probability in underestimating the Weibull modulus within the 
confidence interval,  4true trueP m m m d  , with respect to the experimental sample size n  
for the Euro-material at o40 C , o20 C , and o110 C , respectively, 
    
,
4
4 true truetrue true
m true
N m m m
P m m m
N
 d  d    (3.7) 
where  4true trueN m m m d   denotes the number of subset pairs with a calibrated m value 
over the range 4true truem m m d  . The probability  4true trueP m m m d   generally remains 
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above 0.5, indicating a biased distribution towards smaller values within the confidence 
interval and hence the conservative engineering assessment.  
(b)(a)
(d)
o110 C T  
 4true trueP m m m d 
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Fig. 3.11 (a) Schematic variation of the estimated probability with an increasing m in the   space; and 
the probability of underestimating the Weibull modulus within the confidence interval for: (b) –40 oC; 
(c) –20 oC; and (d) –110 oC. 
3.6 Summary and Conclusions 
This chapter assesses the experimental sample size effect on the calibration of the Weibull 
modulus m  for the 22Ni-MoCr37 pressure vessel steel reported in the “Euro” fracture 
toughness database. The present work calibrates the Weibull modulus m  for the modified 
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three-parameter Weibull stress model [Eq. (2.19)], using a large number of independent pairs 
of subsets randomly generated from the entire experimental dataset in the Euro steel database. 
The calibration effort aims to understand the effect of the experimental sample size on the 
Weibull modulus m  for fracture toughness datasets with varying differences in the crack-
front constraints at different temperatures. The above work supports the following 
conclusions: 
1) The calibrated m value exhibits a significant effect on the sample size of the selected 
subsets. As the experimental sample size n  decreases, the dimensionless bounding envelope 
for the calibrated m value corresponding to the 80% confidence level expands rapidly.  
2) The constraint differences between the HC and LC fracture toughness datasets impose 
significant effects on the accuracy of the calibrated Weibull modulus m . Small differences in 
the crack-front constraints between the HC and LC specimen sets lead to large values of the 
standard deviation mS  and low confidence levels in the calibrated m value. The experimental 
design for the Weibull stress calibration should therefore employ specimen sets with 
significant differences in the crack-front constraints. The required number of specimens to 
achieve 80% confidence level in the calibrated m varies from 18 specimens in each of the HC 
and LC subsets with large differences in the crack-front constraints to about 30 specimens in 
each of the HC and LC subsets with low differences in the crack-front constraints. 
3) In contrast, the confidence level for the scale parameter 0K  does not depend on the 
constraint difference between the two selected specimen sets. The scale parameter depends 
solely on the high-constraint JcK  values. An 80% confidence level for the scale parameter 
requires approximately 17 to 20 specimens in each of the HC and LC constraint subsets.   
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4) A few invalid JcK  tests (with 10M  ) in the low-constraint (LC) dataset does not impose 
strong adverse effect on the calibration of the Weibull modulus m , as long as the constraint 
differences are sufficiently large. However, insufficient constraint differences between the 
HC and LC sets lead to poor confidence levels for the calibrated Weibull modulus even if 
both sets contain high-quality toughness data with large M values. To ensure a high 
confidence level in the calibrated Weibull modulus m  and the threshold toughness minK , the 
two experimental datasets should entail the significant differences in the crack-front 
constraints. 
5) The calibrated Weibull modulus m  indicates a biased distribution towards truem m  within 
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CHAPTER 4 CRACK EXTENSION EFFECT ON 
CLEAVAGE FRACTURE UNDER MODE I LOADING 
4.1 Introduction 
1T thick specimens tested at the mid-to-upper shelf of the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) 
region occasionally experience noticeable, stable crack extension prior to final cleavage 
fracture, and exhibit very substantial scatter in the measured fracture toughness values. In this 
case, cleavage fracture assessment turns into a more complex problem by coupling the large-
scale yielding (LSY) effects with the influences of crack extension on the cleavage fracture 
process [66]. 
Moattari et al. [72] have developed a modeling approach to combine the Beremin model 
established for cleavage fracture and the Bonora damage model proposed for crack extension. 
O'Dowd et al. [74] and Kroon et al. [75] have employed the Gurson material model [76] to 
simulate the deterministic crack extension and the J -resistance curve in the finite element 
analysis. Petti and Dodds [77] have studied the effect of void growth on cleavage fracture by 
modeling discrete cylindrical voids lying on the crack plane ahead of the crack front in the 
small-scale yielding (SSY) model. 
Besides numerically simulating the crack extension process though the finite element 
approach, Wallin [70] has developed a simplified crack extension correction formula with 
respect to JcK  for the cumulative failure probability based on four different kinds of pressure 
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vessel steels. Sobotka and Dodds [16] have modified the Weibull stress model to establish a 
simple relationship between the increased Weibull stress values and crack extension amount.  
This chapter incorporates the ductile tearing effect into the modified Weibull stress 
framework, and calibrates the Weibull parameters for the high-strength S550 steel. Section 
4.2 introduces the mode I, single-edge bend [SE(B)] test for the high-strength steel S550 
specimens, and describes the experimental procedure in measuring the ductile crack 
extension amount and fracture toughness. Section 4.3 entails the development of a modified 
Weibull stress approach to assess the crack extension effect on the Weibull stress. Section 4.4 
discusses the finite element procedure in the Weibull stress calculation. Section 4.5 develops 
the updated calibration procedure of the Weibull stress parameters. Section 4.6 calibrates the 
Weibull parameters using the mode I fracture toughness data sets at -90 oC and -60 oC under 
the modified Weibull stress framework assessing the ductile crack extension effect. Section 
4.7 summarizes the conclusions derived from this chapter. 
4.2 Mode I Experimental Program 
This section reports an extensive experimental program to investigate the scatter of fracture 
toughness for the high-strength steel S550 material at -60 oC and -90 oC using the coupon 
specimens and the side-grooved, single-edge bend [SE(B)] specimens subjected to a three-
point bend set-up [131]. 
4.2.1 Coupon Tests and Results 
Table 4.1 lists the chemical compositions of the S550 steel which has a high percentage of 
Nickel, strongly desired in the Arctic container vessels. Fig. 4.1a shows the uniaxial, true 
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stress-true strain relationship for the steel S550 material measured at -60 oC and -90 oC, 





V VH D V
ª º§ ·« »  ¨ ¸¨ ¸« »© ¹¬ ¼
 (4.1) 
where the strain hardening exponent n  = 8, Young’s modulus G  = 210 GPa, the Poisson’s 
ratio Q  = 0.3, and D  depends on the test temperatures where 0.2%ys EDV  . Fig. 4.1b 
illustrate that the high-strength S550 steel has yield strength ysV  of 640 MPa, 686 MPa, and 
715 MPa, and ultimate strength uV  of 734 MPa, 786 MPa, and 810 MPa at the room 
temperature, -60 oC, and -90 oC respectively, measured from the three uniaxial tension tests 
of coupon specimens at each temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.2. 
Table 4.1: Weight percentage for chemical compositions of steel S550. 
Weight 
(%) 
Fe C Si Mn P S Cu Cr Ni Mo 
S550 96.19 0.106 0.327 1.410 0.010 0.0015 0.121 0.454 0.918 0.462 
 
(b)(a)























E = 210 GPa
n = 8
H(true strain)  
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Fig. 4.1 Material properties of the high-strength S550 steel: (a) uniaxial true stress-strain curves at 





Fig. 4.2 Configuration of the coupon specimen. 
4.2.2 Mode I Tests 
The pure mode I test program consists of 1T and 2T (1T = 1 inch or 25 mm) thick side-
grooved, single-edge bend [SE(B)] specimens tested at -60 oC and -90 oC, subjected to a 
three-point bend set-up. Fig. 4.3 presents the geometric configurations of the 1T and 2T side-
grooved SE(B) specimens. All the 1T and 2T fracture specimens have machined notches of 
/na W  = 0.5. All side-grooved SE(B) specimens entail a 20% reduction in the thickness with 
the groove angle equal to 90o. Table 4.2 summaries the dimensions and the initial crack depth 
for the two sets of specimens, and NB  denotes the net specimen thickness excluding side 
grooves.  
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Fig. 4.3 Configurations of: (a) a 1T specimen; and (b) a 2T specimen. 




Set B (mm) BN (mm) W (mm) S (mm) 0
/a W  No. of 
Specimens 
-90 
1T 25 20 25 100 0.625 15 
2T 50 40 50 200 0.620 17 
-60 
1T 25 20 25 100 0.631 14 
2T 50 40 50 200 0.617 13 
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The mode I experimental program conducts the fatigue pre-cracking and low-
temperature cleavage fracture tests using the 100-ton MTS1000 universal testing machine, as 
shown in Fig. 4.4a, in the structural laboratory of the Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering at National University of Singapore. The MTS1000 universal testing machine 
has a maximum load capacity of 1000 kN. The fracture test reported in this chapter has the 
testing temperatures of -60 oC and -90 oC, controlled by injecting liquid nitrogen into an 
environmental chamber, as shown in Fig. 4.4b. A MTS crack opening gauge (COG) monitors 






Fig. 4.4 (a) MTS1000 universal testing machine; and (b) the environment chamber and the liquid-
nitrogen cylinder. 
The tests on the side-grooved SE(B) specimens and the measurement of fracture 
toughness follow the procedures prescribed in ASTM E1820 [89]. Prior to the low 
temperature fracture tests, all specimens undergo a cyclic pre-cracking load in a three-point 
bend set-up at the room temperature to generate a sharp fatigue pre-crack ahead of the 
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machined notch (see Fig. 4.5), as recommended by ASTM E1820 [89]. The maximum load 




0.5 N ysB bP
S
V  (4.2) 
where NB  denotes the net thickness (excluding side grooves), 0b  represents the remaining 
ligament at the target crack depth and equals 0W a , and S  indicates the span between two 
bottom rollers. The force-controlled, cyclic pre-cracking load ranges from m0.1 Pu  to mP  
with a frequency range from 4 Hz to 8 Hz. 




Fig. 4.5 Real three-point bend test set-up for the pre-cracking. 
The low-temperature cleavage fracture tests utilize the liquid nitrogen to cool the 
specimens to the target temperatures, -60 oC and -90 oC. The specimen temperature is 
monitored using a thermocouple attached onto the surface of the specimens, as shown in Fig. 
4.6. Prior to the start of a cleavage fracture test, the specimen maintains in the environment 
chamber at the target temperature for approximately 15 to 30 minutes for a homogenous 
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temperature distribution within the specimen. The cleavage fracture test applies a 
displacement-controlled load at 0.1 to 0.3 mm/min to SE(B) specimens until the final 
cleavage fracture, marked with a sudden, large load drop. 




Fig. 4.6 Three-point bend test set-up for cleavage fracture at low temperatures. 
4.2.3 Post-Experimental Measurement 
After specimens have been fractured at low temperatures, a light coating of WD40 was 
applied on fracture surfaces to prevent corrosion damage. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) was 
utilized to remove oxidized or corroded surface layers and restore the original condition. A 
close examination on the cleaned and anti-corrosion coated fracture surfaces reveals the 
characteristic river patterns of the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) fracture, which converge 
towards the initiation locations of the cleavage failure, as indicated in Fig. 4.7. Occasionally, 
a small band of noticeable, stable ductile crack extension might occur prior to the final 
cleavage fracture. Fig. 4.7 shows a typical (cleaned and anti-corrosion coated) fracture 
surface under an optical microscope, which reveals a small amount of ductile crack extension 
preceding the final cleavage failure characterized by river patterns on the fracture surface. 
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Fig. 4.7 Cleavage fracture surface with river patterns and ductile crack extension for a typical 
fractured specimen. 
To measure the original crack depth and the ductile crack extension amount a'  for 
fractured specimens, ASTM E1820 [89] prescribes a measurement procedure with nine 
equally spaced points centered about the specimen centerline along the front of the fatigue 
crack and stable ductile crack extension. The measured fatigue pre-crack length ranges 
typically from 2.95 mm to 3.57 mm in the 1T SE(B) specimens, and from 5.25mm to 
6.04mm in the 2T SE(B) specimens.  
Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 list the measured ductile crack extension length a'  for 1T SE(B) 
specimens tested at -90 oC, and 1T and 2T SE(B) specimens tested at -60 oC respectively. All 
the 2T side-grooved SE(B) specimens tested at -90 oC do not exhibit any ductile crack 
extension. The measured ductile crack extension amount a'  in all the three tables exhibit 
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great scatter. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that 1T side-grooved SE(B) specimens tested at higher 
test temperatures exhibit larger average ductile crack extension amount a'  and thereby 
greater plasticity-induced constraint loss, though the two sets have the same in-plane and out-
of-plane geometric constraints. The comparison of the mean ductile crack extension amount 
a'  in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 illustrates that the high-constraint (HC), 2T side-grooved SE(B) 
specimens present smaller ductile crack extension than the low-constraint (LC), 1T side-
grooved SE(B) specimens which experience more significant constraint loss prior to the final 
cleavage fracture.  
Table 4.3: Summary of measured crack extension for 1T side-grooved SE(B) specimens at -90 oC. 
Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) 
1 0.617 6 0 11 0 Mean 0.420 
2 0 7 0 12 0.695 Deviation 0.478 
3 0 8 0.770 13 0.252   
4 1.322 9 1.105 14 0.478   
5 0 10 0 15 1.058   
 
Table 4.4: Summary of measured crack extension for 1T side-grooved SE(B) specimens at -60 oC. 
Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) 
1 3.362 5 0 9 0 13 1.191 
2 3.038 6 0 10 2.106 14 0.248 
3 1.502 7 0 11 0 Mean 1.051 
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Table 4.5: Summary of measured crack extension for 2T side-grooved SE(B) specimens at -60 oC. 
Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) Specimen 
No 
a'  (mm) 
1 0 5 0 9 0.554 13 0.533 
2 0 6 0 10 0 Mean 0.276 
3 0 7 0 11 1.926   
4 0 8 0.549 12 0   
 
4.2.4 Measurement of Mode I Fracture Toughness  
The MTS system records the experimental load P , the crack mouth opening displacement 
(CMOD), and the load-line displacement during the tests. Fig. 4.8 shows the typical 
experimental load - CMOD responses for 1T and 2T side-grooved, SE(B) specimens tested at 
-60 oC and -90 oC. Tables 4.6 – 4.9 present the failure loads for the 1T and 2T side-grooved, 
SE(B) specimens tested at -60 oC and -90 oC. Fig. 4.8 and the small standard deviation in 
Tables 4.6, 4.7, and 4.9 reveal the importance of plasticity prior to final cleavage fracture.    
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Fig. 4.8 Typical experimental load-CMOD responses for specimens: (a) 2T SE(B) at -60 oC; (b) 1T 
SE(B) at -60 oC; (c) 2T SE(B) at -90 oC; and (d) 1T SE(B) at -90 oC. 













1 84.17 5 95.72 9 99.97 13 98.21 
2 89.80 6 86.84 10 66.73 Mean 91.89 
3 96.92 7 96.70 11 92.60 Deviation 9.43 
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1 23.58 5 23.92 9 21.01 13 23.81 
2 22.14 6 24.51 10 19.53 14 25.14 
3 24.17 7 20.05 11 23.23 Mean 22.64 
4 22.77 8 22.31 12 20.81 Deviation 1.73 
 













1 97.93 6 87.58 11 84.00 16 76.12 
2 73.66 7 104.22 12 97.40 17 71.99 
3 93.98 8 63.20 13 97.44 Mean 86.48 
4 70.94 9 93.89 14 97.36 Deviation 11.78 
5 84.77 10 84.24 15 91.40   
 













1 27.03 6 22.19 11 22.45 Mean 25.08 
2 22.55 7 24.23 12 26.04 Deviation 1.68 
3 26.71 8 25.35 13 25.29   
4 26.78 9 24.24 14 27.22   
5 25.83 10 24.40 15 25.86   
 
ASTM E1820 [89] prescribes a standard procedure to measure the fracture toughness of 
cleavage fracture for SE(B) specimens from the experimental load versus CMOD or load 
versus load-line displacement response. For a side-grooved, SE(B) specimen, the energy 
release release rate J -integral follows, 
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Q K     (4.3) 
where elJ  and plJ  refer to the elastic and plastic components of energy release rate, and the 
mode I linear-elastic, stress intensity factor IK  at a load P  equals, 
  
   01/2 3/2I N
PSK f a W
BB W
  (4.4) 
where S  denotes the span between two bottom rollers, B  represents specimen thickness, NB   
indicates net specimen thickness excluding side grooves, W  refers to specimen width, and 




0 0 0 0 0
0 3/2
0 0
3 1.99 1 2.15 3.93 2.7
2 1 2 1
a a a a a
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 (4.5) 
The measurement of the plastic, energy release release rate J -integral, plJ , requires the 
initial remaining ligament 0 0b W a   , the plastic area plA  under the experimental load 
versus CMOD or load versus load-line displacement curve, and a prescribed non-dimensional 
coefficient plK  which equals 1.9 for the load versus load-line displacement response and 
3.667 – 2.199  0a W  + 0.437  20a W  for the load versus CMOD response. 
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4.3 Crack extension Correction for Cleavage Fracture under Mode I 
Loading 
This section describes the development of a modified Weibull stress approach to assess 
the crack extension effect on the Weibull stress and the failure probability of cleavage 
fracture. 
Bruckner and Munz [69] have proposed the assumption that crack extension raises the 
failure probability mainly by increasing the cumulative sampled volume of the fracture 
process zone through a steadily advancing crack front. Assuming an independent correlation 
between ductile crack extension a'  and fracture toughness JcK , Wallin [70] has developed a 
simplified crack extension correction formula with respect to JcK  for the cumulative failure 
probability based on four different kinds of pressure vessel steels, 








P K B K
V
E
§ · § ·'§ ·§ · ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸ © ¹© ¹ © ¹© ¹
 (4.6) 
where a'  denotes the length of crack extension, flowV  represents a flow stress measure, and 
the non-dimensional constant E , multiplied by  2/Jc flowK V , defines the size of the active 
plastic zone.  
Hutchinson [6], and Rice and Rosengren [7] have proved that the highly-stressed volume 
in the fracture process zone remains proportional to 4JcB K  under a high-constraint, small-
scale yielding (SSY) condition through introducing a unique non-dimensional radius, 
 2Jc ysr KU V . Transforming Eq. (4.6) into the form of Eq. (2.8), we have, 
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^ `4 21 21 expf Jc JcP C BK C BK a    '  (4.7) 
where 2JcBK a'  refers to the increased, sampled volume of the fracture process zone caused 
by ductile crack extension.  
Fig. 4.9a shows the conventional definition of the fracture process zone in the cleavage 
fracture, whose volume depends on the current applied load level, i.e. the through-thickness 
average energy release rate, avgJ . Fig. 4.9b illustrates the cumulative sampled volume of the 
fracture process zone with an incremental crack extension a'  (thick solid line). The ductile 
crack extension propagates in a self-similar manner, i.e. along the fatigue pre-crack direction 
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Fig. 4.9 (a) Conventional definition of the fracture process zone; (b) cumulative sampled volume of 
the fracture process zone caused by ductile crack extension a' ; and (c) projection of the fracture 
process zone onto a plane surface perpendicular to the direction of ductile crack extension. 
The history effect in the Weibull stress framework specifies that elements cannot heal 
themselves during the unloading process caused by ductile crack extension. In other words, 
the effective stress effV  driving the cleavage failure initiation in a volume cannot decrease, 
and thereby adopts the maximum value of the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. (2.22)] 
experienced during the entire historical loading process, rather than based on the current 
stress state. When we project the three-dimensional fracture process zone and the associated 
effective stresses onto a two-dimensional plane surface perpendicular to the direction of 
ductile crack extension, the maximum effective stress effV  experienced by a small area iS  on 
this plane equals the maximum value within the volume right above it, as shown in Fig. 4.9c. 
Additionally, the increased volume of the fracture process zone equals S au'  where S  
refers to the projected area iS¦  of the fracture process zone. Similar as Sobotka and Dodds’ 
[16] work, a simple relationship between the cumulative Weibull stress values and the ductile 











V V Vª º  '« »
¬ ¼³ ³  (4.8) 
which exhibits strong sensitivity to the cumulative volume of the highly-stressed fracture 
process zone.  
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A new non-dimensional correction function ( )h M  based on the cumulative Weibull 
stress cwV  supports the assessment of the effects of the plasticity-induced and geometry-
induced constraint loss and the ductile crack extension, 
  4 ,mw N Jc CB K h M aV  '  or  2 ,N avgmcw CB J h M aV  '  (4.9) 
where NB  refers to the net specimen thickness. The correction function, ( , )h M a' , equals 
( )g M  for specimens exhibiting no ductile crack extension prior to final cleavage fracture. 
Similarly, the adjustment of experimentally measured fracture toughness values JcK  for the 
thickness effect, constraint difference, and ductile crack extension becomes, 
 





T T T T
min min min,
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K 
§ ·ª º   ¨ ¸« »¬ ¼ © ¹
'  (4.10) 
where the ductile crack extension does not occur below the threshold load, i.e. minJcK K , 
and the ductile initiation fracture toughness ([67]-[68]). 
The above procedure does not simulate the ductile crack extension in the numerical 
procedure, but treats the effect of crack growth as an equivalent increase in the sampled 
volume in the Weibull stress calculation. The effective stress value in this increased volume 
equals the peak stress along the material parallel to the crack extension, based on the history 
effect assumption in the Weibull stress approach. The history effect assumes that the 
microscopic flaws will not heal themselves (or decrease in size) caused by a local unloading 
during the crack extension. Should a material damage model be deployed to simulate the 
ductile crack extension prior to the Weibull stress calculation, the numerical procedure 
should first consider the effect of ductile crack extension on the distribution of the 
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microscopic flaws. The crack historical stresses experienced by each material point in the 
crack extension zone, extension involves local unloading in materials near the crack front. 
Such local unloading will lead to under-estimation of the local crack driving force causing the 
final cleavage failure, as higher stresses prior to the local unloading (or crack extension) may 
have caused increases in the microscopic flaw sizes and changed the density and distribution 
of the microscopic flaws in the near-tip material. The post-processing procedure should 
therefore record the maximum and consider this history effect in the Weibull stress 
calculation.    
4.4 Finite Element Analysis  
This section introduces the finite element models and the numerical approach employed in 
estimating the Weibull stress. This study performs the nonlinear, elastic-plastic analysis using 
an open source research code WARP3D [130].   
Fig. 4.10 shows a one-quarter symmetric finite element model for the side-grooved SE(B) 
specimens which employs 20-node solid elements with reduced integration. The side-grooved 
finite element model entails a 20% reduction in the thickness with the groove angle equal to 
90o. The finite element model contains 16 layers of elements through thickness B  with 
thinner layers of elements adjacent to the root of the side groove. The numerical analysis 
estimates the through-thickness, average energy release rate, avgJ , based on the domain 
integral across the net thickness NB . The nodes on the symmetric plane remain constrained 
along the out-of-plane direction. The material property of the specimen employs the uniaxial 
true stress-true strain curve presented in Fig. 4.1a.  
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Fig. 4.11a shows a quarter-symmetric plane-strain, small-scale yielding (SSY) model 
which contains one layer of 0.5T (12.7 mm) thick elements. The numerical procedure applies 
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 (4.11) 
where 3 4N Q   for a plane-strain condition, and T  measures the counter-clockwise angle 
around the crack tip measured from the positive x-axis. Fig. 4.11b shows a close-up view of 
the meshes near the crack tip. An initial root radius is formed by focused rings of elements 
surrounding the crack tip with 40 elements in each ring. The initial root radius ranges from 
1.0 μm to 10.0 μm to facilitate the numerical convergence for large plastic deformation near 
the crack tip. 
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No. of elements: 15,360 – 15,616
No. of nodes: 66,962 – 68,975
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No. of elements: 2,339
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Initial root radius R0
(b)
 
Fig. 4.11 (a) The plane-strain, small-scale yielding (SSY) model; (b) a close-up view of the initial root 
radius formed by focused rings of elements surrounding the crack-tip 
4.5 Calibration Method Based on Crack Extension Correction 
This section summarizes the modified calibration procedure for the Weibull stress parameters, 
the Weibull modulus m  and the threshold Weibull stress minwV   determined through the 
minimum fracture toughness minK , based on the ductile crack extension correction. Ruggieri 
et al. [63] have demonstrated the non-uniqueness issue in calibrating Weibull stress 
parameters with only one set of fracture toughness values, and proposed a modified 
calibration procedure based on the constraint differences between two sets of fracture 
toughness data, i.e. high-constraint (HC) specimens with larger dimensions and low-
constraint (LC) specimens with smaller dimensions. Previous research ([60]-[65]) has 
employed a non-dimensional constraint correction function ( )g M  to assess the effects of the 
plasticity-induced and geometry-induced constraint loss. Wasiluk et al. [54] have developed 
an updated calibration procedure through applying a weight factor to each measured 
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toughness value to reduce the contribution of experimental data with largest uncertainty to 
the error function. This updated approach incorporates the effect of ductile crack extension, 
and ranks fracture toughness values in the data sets after the correction process as ductile 
crack extension correction might change the order. The detailed calibration procedures are as 
follows: 
1) The experimental program testes two sets of high-constraint (HC) and low-constraint 
(LC) specimens with different dimensions at the same temperature, and measures raw 
fracture toughness values JcK , and ductile crack extension amount a' . 
2) Assuming trial values for the Weibull modulus m , the finite element analysis 
supports the estimation of the relationship between fracture toughness JK  and the 
cumulative Weibull stress cwV  [Eq. (4.8)] for HC and LC specimens based on 
different amount of ductile crack extension a' , and generates the correction function 
( )h M  [Eq. (4.9)] based on the 1T mode I SSY reference condition. 
3) Assuming trial values for the threshold fracture toughness minK , this approach 
corrects two sets of raw fracture toughness values, HCJcK  and 
LC
JcK , into the 1T plane-
strain, SSY reference condition, HC SSY(1T)JcK
  and LC SSY(1T)JcK
 , through Eq. (4.10) with 
minw wV V   corresponding to minK . Equation (2.9) generates a fictitious data set of 
fracture toughness values SSY(1T)JcK  based on the scale parameter 
SSY(1T)
0K  [Eq. (2.10)] 
computed from the corrected fracture toughness HC SSY(1T)JcK
 . 
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4) Rank all the corrected fracture toughness, 1TJcK  [Eq. (4.10)], in each data set, i.e. 
HC SSY(1T)
JcK
  and LC SSY(1T)JcK
 , from smallest to largest values, and assign each specimen 








where i represents the rank number of each specimen and CxN  (xC = HC or LC) 
denotes the total number of data points in each data set.  
5) For each set of trial values of m  and minK , the error function follows, 
 HC LC HC LCmin( , )
C (1T) (1T) HC (1T) LC (1T)
( ) ( )
1 1
N N N N
x SSY SSY SSY SSY
Jc Jc i Jc Jc i
i i




   ¦ ¦  (4.13) 
where ( )iWF  defines a weight factor which adjusts the error contribution from the 
thi  
data point, as described by Wasiluk et al. [54]. 
The calibrated Weibull parameters, m  and minK , minimize the error function and 
collapse the two sets of HC and LC fracture toughness values into the same corrected 
distribution, which implies the equivalent values of the Weibull stresses cwV  to trigger 
cleavage fracture in spite of different measured fracture toughness JcK  caused by thickness 
effect, constraint loss, and ductile crack extension. 
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4.6 Results and Discussion 
4.6.1 Cumulative Weibull Stress under Mode I Loading 
This sub-section illustrates the Weibull stress wV , the cumulative Weibull stress cwV , and the 
correction function ( )h M  for the 1.25T side-grooved SE(B) finite element model with net 
thickness NB  = 1T and 0a W  = 0.625 using the material properties of the high-strength steel 
S550 at -90 oC. The side-grooved finite element model entails a 20% reduction in the 
thickness, leading to a 1T net thickness NB .  
Fig. 4.12a compares the increasing Weibull stress values wV  integrated over the fracture 
process zone against the through-thickness, average energy release rate, avgJ , for the 1.25T 
side-grooved SE(B) finite element model and the 1T SSY model using the Weibull modulus 
m  = 10. The increasing differences of the Weibull stress values wV  reflect the growing 
plasticity-induced constraint loss for the 1.25T side-grooved SE(B) finite element model at 
large loading levels. Fig. 4.12b presents the constraint correction function ( )g M  [Eq. (2.18)] 
computed based on the mode I 1T SSY model. The 1.25T side-grooved SE(B) finite element 
model maintains a high-constraint condition ahead of the crack front up to the non-
dimensional loading parameter /ys avgM b JV  > 200, after which ( )g M  gradually decreases 
due to constraint loss. The correction function ( )g M  remains invariant for all geometrically 
similar specimens.  
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g(M) = 1.0 at SSY condition









Fig. 4.12 (a) Weibull stress value wV  against the through-thickness, average J-integral for the 1.25T 
side-grooved SE(B) finite element model and the SSY model; and (b) the constraint correction 
function g(M) for m = 10. 
Fig. 4.13a shows the increasing values of the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  [Eq. (4.8)] 
with reference to the ductile crack extension a'  along the fatigue pre-crack. The cumulative 
Weibull stress cwV  equals the conventional Weibull stress wV  when a'  = 0. Fig. 4.13b 
illustrates the contribution of the conventional Weibull stress mwV  in the values of the 
cumulative Weibull stress mcwV . The cumulative Weibull stress mcwV  reflects its strong 
sensitivity to the cumulative volume of the highly-stressed fracture process zone with 
advancing ductile crack extension a' . The increased sample volume contributes to 
approximately more than half of the total values of the cumulative Weibull stress mcwV  when 
m  = 10 and a'  = 1.6 mm for 1.25T thick side-grooved SE(B) specimens. 
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Fig. 4.13 (a) Cumulative Weibull stress cwV  against the through-thickness, average J-integral for the 
1.25T side-grooved SE(B) finite element model with different ductile crack extension amount; and (b) 
the weight of the conventional Weibull stress mwV  in the value of the cumulative Weibull stress mcwV . 
Fig. 4.14a presents the correction function ( , )h M a'  [Eq. (4.9)] for constraint loss and 
ductile crack extension computed based on the mode I 1T SSY model. The correction 
function ( , )h M a'  increases with the ductile crack extension amount a' , and gradually 
decreases with the increasing load level avgJ  or decreasing non-dimensional loading 
parameter M . Fig. 4.14b illustrates the effect of ductile crack extension on the correction of 
fracture toughness JK  through a non-dimensional parameter, > @1/4( , ) / ( )h M a g M' , based on 
Eqs. (4.10) and (2.20). An amount of ductile crack extension a'  = 0.2 mm increases the 
value of the corrected fracture toughness SSY(1T)JcK  by approximately 3 to 4 percent for the 
1.25T side-grooved SE(B) finite element model. Thus, combining the correction effect of 
ductile crack extension and measurement accuracy, we perform ductile crack extension 
correction for SE(B) specimens exhibiting at least approximately 0.2 mm ductile crack 
extension. 
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Fig. 4.14c illustrates that a larger value of the Weibull modulus m  increases the non-
dimensional parameter, > @1/4( , ) / ( )h M a g M' , and hence the values of the corrected fracture 
toughness 1TJcK  [Eq. (4.10)]. Fig. 4.14d shows that the correction effect of the ductile crack 
extension amount a'  is independent of the absolute dimension of the specimen. As both the 
Weibull stress mwV  and the cumulative Weibull stress mcwV  remain proportional to cubic length, 
m m
w cwV V  and thereby > @1/4( , ) / ( )h M a g M'  remains invariant for all geometrically similar 
specimens (including the ductile tearing amount a' ). 
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
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Fig. 4.14 (a) Correction function h(M) for the constraint loss and ductile crack extension; (b) the 
effect of ductile crack extension on the correction of fracture toughness JK  through a non-
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dimensional parameter; (c) influences of the Weibull modulus m  on the correction of fracture 
toughness; and (d) the effect of ductile crack extension for specimens with different dimensions. 
4.6.2 Calibration Results at -90 oC 
This sub-section calibrates the Weibull stress parameters, the Weibull modulus m  and the 
threshold Weibull stress minwV   determined through the minimum fracture toughness minK , 
using the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. (2.22)] for the high-strength steel S550 at -
90 oC based on the 1T and 2T side-grooved SE(B) specimens. The HC and LC data sets refer 
to 2T and 1T specimens respectively. The non-linear finite element analysis estimates the 
Weibull stress values using the material properties of the high-strength steel S550 at -90 oC, 
as shown in Fig. 4.1a. The calibration methods described in Section 4.5 corrects the raw 
fracture toughness values JcK  into the 1T mode I SSY condition, 
1T
JcK , assessing the effects 
of the plasticity-induced and geometry-induced constraint loss, and the ductile crack 
extension. A parallel calibration program by Chen [131] and Chen et al. [132] have reported 
a Weibull modulus of 12m   utilizing the  g M  function without ductile crack extension 
correction for the S550 steel at -90 oC. 
Fig. 4.15a shows the cumulative failure probability of the raw fracture toughness data 
sets for the 1T and 2T side-grooved SE(B) specimens tested at -90 oC based on the rank 
probability [Eq. (4.12)]. The mode I high-constraint (HC) and low-constraint (LC) fracture 
toughness values JcK  presents substantial scatter which range from 100 to 390 MPa m  and 
from 170 to 560 MPa m , respectively. Some specimens at the upper tail of the LC data set 
experience noticeable, stable ductile crack extension prior to final cleavage fracture, as shown 
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in Fig. 4.7 and Table 4.3, while all HC specimens exhibit no ductile crack extension and 
fracture before significant constraint loss occurs, i.e. M  > 20.  
Fig. 4.15b and 14c illustrate the calibrated error values [Eq. (4.13)] for trial m and minK  
pairs using the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. (2.22)] and a threshold non-
dimensional loading parameter M  > 5 to allow for moderate ductile tearing but exclude 
specimens with exceptionally large ductile tearing amount and plastic deformations. The trial 
m and minK  pairs range from 1 to 30 and from 10 to 80 MPa m  respectively. Fig. 4.15b 
presents the variation of the normalized errors with respect to the Weibull modulus m. The 
error values in Fig. 4.15b are normalized by the unique global minimum value corresponding 
to m  = 11 and minK  = 19 MPa m . Fig. 4.15c shows the calibrated minK  results which lead 
to the minimum error at each m  value. 
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Fig. 4.15 (a) Cumulative failure probability of experimental fracture toughness data sets for the 1T 
and 2T side-grooved SE(B) specimens at -90 oC; (b) variation of the normalized error with respect to 
the Weibull modulus m  based on the maximum principal stress criterion; and (c) the calibrated minK  
results which lead to the minimum error for each m  value. 
Fig. 4.16a exhibits the median rank probability [Eq. (4.12)] of corrected fracture 
toughness 1TJcK  for the mode I 1T and 2T fracture toughness data sets at -90 oC. The solid line 
SSY(1T)
JcK  refers to a fictitious data set of fracture toughness values based on Eq. (2.9) and the 
scale parameter (1T)0
SSYK  [Eq. (2.10)] computed from the corrected fracture toughness 
HC (1T)SSY
JcK
  [Eq. (4.10)], as described in Step 3 of the calibration procedure in Section 4.5. 
The correction based on Eq. (4.10) adjusts the effects of the plasticity-induced and geometry-
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induced constraint loss, and the ductile crack extension. The calibrated Weibull parameters, 
m  = 11 and minK  = 19 MPa m , collapse the HC and LC fracture toughness data sets into 
the same distribution, which reflects the same values of the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  
driving the pure mode I cleavage fracture at the same failure probabilities. Fig. 4.16b shows 
the corrected fracture toughness 1TJcK  based on the non-calibrated Weibull parameters, m  = 4 
and minK  = 0 MPa m , which fail to collapse the high-constraint (HC) and low-constraint 
(LC) fracture toughness data sets into the same distribution. 
To illustrate the effects of ductile crack extension correction, Fig. 4.16c shows the 
corrected fracture toughness 1TJcK  using the conventional ( )g M  function with the calibrated 
Weibull parameters, m  = 11 and minK  = 19 MPa m , which are very close to the calibrated 
values reported by Chen et al. [131], m  = 12 and minK  = 10 MPa m . The two corrected 
distributions still mostly overlap with each other, except the upper tail of the 1T data set 
which exhibits noticeable, stable ductile crack extension prior to final cleavage fracture, as 
shown in Table 4.3.  
Fig. 4.16d shows the failure probability of the experimentally measured fracture 
toughness JcK  for the 1T and 2T side-grooved SE(B) specimens at -90 oC, and the 
numerically predicted fracture toughness JcK  using the estimated scale parameter 
SSY(1T)
0K  
[Eq. (2.10)] and the conventional ( )g M  function based on the calibrated Weibull parameter 
values. The numerical estimation based on the Weibull stress approach shows a good 
prediction of the experimentally measured fracture toughness, until ductile crack extension 
occurs for 1T specimens experiencing large plastic deformations, i.e. M < 10. Prediction of 
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the ductile crack extension amount a'  for fractured specimens in experiments is not feasible 
based on the finite element analysis in this study. Ductile crack extension provides increased 
sampled volumes in the fracture process zone and thereby additional Weibull stresses 
required to trigger the pure mode I cleavage fracture, which is otherwise supplied by a larger 
energy release rate J -integral. Thus, specimens with ductile crack extension indicate lower 
experimentally measured fracture toughness values than numerical prediction. 
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
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Fig. 4.16 Comparison between the rank probability for the experimental data and the probability of 
fracture computed from the Weibull stress approach at -90 oC using: (a) the calibrated m and 
minK value; (b) 4m   and 0 MPa mminK  ; (c) calibrated m and minK  without considering the 
ductile tearing effect; and (d) for the 1T and 2T specimens without ductile crack extension. 
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4.6.3 Calibration Results at -60 oC 
This sub-section entails the similar calibration process of the Weibull parameters, the Weibull 
modulus m  and the minimum fracture toughness minK , using the maximum principal stress 
criterion [Eq. (2.22)] for the high-strength steel S550 at -60 oC based on the 2T and 1T side-
grooved SE(B) specimens with a 20% reduction in the thickness. The HC and LC data sets 
refer to 2T and 1T specimens respectively. The non-linear finite element analysis estimates 
the Weibull stress values using the material properties of the high-strength steel S550 at -60 
oC, as shown in Fig. 4.1a.  
Fig. 4.17a and 17b present the cumulative failure probability of experimental fracture 
toughness data sets for the 2T and 1T side-grooved SE(B) specimens tested at -60 oC based 
on the median rank probability [Eq. (4.12)]. Both 1T and 2T fracture toughness values JcK  
exhibit substantial scatter at the upper tail of the DBT region, as many specimens, especially 
in the 1T fracture toughness data set, experience noticeable, stable ductile crack extension 
prior to final cleavage fracture, as shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 
The calibration methods follow the steps described in Section 4.5 using the maximum 
principal stress criterion [Eq. (2.22)] to assess the effects of the plasticity-induced and 
geometry-induced constraint loss, and the ductile crack extension. The calibration process 
includes all fracture toughness values in the 1T and 2T data sets at -60 oC, i.e. the non-
dimensional loading parameter M  > 4.5, except the 2T specimen with the largest fracture 
toughness which significantly deviates from others (see Fig. 4.17a). However, the calibration 
for the Weibull parameters at -60 oC fails to yield a unique global minimum error value over 
the examined ranges of m  and minK . Fig. 4.17c illustrates that the calibrated Weibull 
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modulus m  based on Eq. (4.13) highly depend on the trial ranges of minK , and gradually 
decreases with increasing upper limits of trial minK  ranges. Fig. 4.17d presents the variation 
of the normalized errors by the global minimum value corresponding to m  = 14 and minK  = 
80 MPa m , over the trial m  range from 1 to 30 while minK  is fixed at 80 MPa m . Fig. 
4.15b shows the normalized errors over the trial m  and minK  ranges at -60 oC do not exhibit 
so significant variations as those at -90 oC. The normalized errors corresponding to m  = 1 
and 30 approximately equal 1.5 and 1.4 at -60 oC, but 2.5 and 6.8 at -90 oC. 
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
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Fig. 4.17 Cumulative failure probability of experimental fracture toughness data sets for the (a) 2T 
and (b) 1T side-grooved SE(B) specimens at -60 oC; (c) calibrated m  values with respect to various 
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upper limits of trial minK  ranges; and (d) variation of the normalized error with respect to the Weibull 
modulus m  based on a maximum value of minK  = 80 MPa m . 
Fig. 4.18a illustrates the correction of the 1T and 2T side-grooved SE(B) fracture 
toughness data sets into the 1T SSY condition, 1TJcK , and a fictitious 1T reference data set 
SSY(1T)
JcK  (solid line) created based on Eq. (2.9) and the corrected fracture toughness 
HC SSY(1T)
JcK
  [Eq. (4.10)] using the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. (2.22)]. The 
calibrated Weibull parameters, m  = 14 and minK  = 80 MPa m , collapse the HC and LC 
fracture toughness data sets into the same distribution. Fig. 4.18b shows the corrected fracture 
toughness 1TJcK  based on the non-calibrated Weibull parameters, m  = 4 and minK  = 10 
MPa m . 
Fig. 4.18a and 17c compare the effects of ductile crack extension correction on the 
corrected fracture toughness 1TJcK  through utilizing the correction functions ( )h M  and ( )g M  
respectively. The ductile crack extension a'  increases the sampled volume of the fracture 
process zone, especially for 1T SE(B) specimens at -60 oC (see Table 4.4), and thereby raises 
the cumulative Weibull stress cwV , which leads to larger corrected fracture toughness 1TJcK . 
Fig. 4.18d illustrates that the numerically estimated fracture toughness JcK  using the 
calibrated scale parameter SSY(1T)0K  [Eq. (2.10)] and the conventional ( )g M  function shows a 
good prediction for the failure probability of the raw 2T fracture toughness JcK  at -60 oC 
which exhibits negligible or only small amount of ductile crack extension a' . The Weibull 
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stress model does not generate a good prediction for the lower tail of the 1T fracture 
toughness data set, as shown in Fig. 4.18a. 
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
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Fig. 4.18 Comparison between the rank probability for the experimental data and the probability of 
fracture computed from the Weibull stress approach at -60 oC using: (a) the calibrated m and 
minK value; (b) 4m   and 10 MPa mminK  ; (c) calibrated m and minK  without considering the 
ductile tearing effect; and (d) for the 2T specimens without ductile crack extension. 
4.7 Summary and Conclusions 
This chapter develops a modified Weibull stress approach to assess the ductile crack 
extension effect on the failure probability of cleavage fracture, and applies the cumulative 
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Weibull stress cwV  to assess the influences of the plasticity-induced and geometry-induced 
constraint loss, and the ductile crack extension on experimentally measured fracture 
toughness JcK . The present work includes an extensive experimental program to investigate 
the scatter of fracture toughness for the high-strength steel S550 material at -60 oC and -90 oC 
using the 1T and 2T side-grooved, single-edge bend [SE(B)] specimens subjected to a three-
point bend set-up [131]. The experimental results support the development of an updated 
calibration procedure to calibrate the Weibull parameters, the Weibull modulus m  and the 
minimum fracture toughness minK , using the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. (2.22)]. 
The above work supports the following conclusions: 
1) The measured ductile crack extension length a'  for 1T SE(B) specimens tested at -90 
oC, and 1T and 2T SE(B) specimens tested at -60 oC exhibit great scatter. Specimens 
with low-constraint (LC) crack-front conditions or tested at higher test temperature 
exhibit larger average ductile crack extension amount a' , and thereby greater 
plasticity-induced constraint loss prior to final cleavage fracture. 
2) The cumulative Weibull stress cwV  incorporates the effect of ductile crack extension 
into the modified Weibull stress framework. The value of cumulative Weibull stress 
m
cwV  demonstrates strong sensitivity to the ductile crack extension amount a'  and the 
cumulative volume of the highly-stressed fracture process zone. 
3) The modified Weibull framework denotes that the effect of ductile crack extension 
a'  on the fracture toughness correction remains invariant for all geometrically 
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similar specimens (including the ductile tearing amount a' ), and is independent of 
the absolute dimension of the specimen. 
4) This study proposes a non-dimensional correction function ( , )h M a'  to assess the 
effects of the plasticity-induced and geometry-induced constraint loss, as well as the 
ductile crack extension a' . A small ductile tearing length ( 0.2 mma' d ) leads to 
very small changes in the fracture toughness data when converted to the 1T plain-
strain condition, compared to the fracture toughness converted using the conventional 
( )g M  function. However, the contribution by the prior ductile tearing to the total 
Weibull stress can be very substantial at relatively large a'  values. Calibration based 
on four sets of fracture toughness data sets confirms the effectiveness of the ductile 
crack extension correction and the validity of the updated Weibull stress model. 
5) Specimens with ductile crack extension indicate lower experimentally measured 
fracture toughness values than numerical prediction, considering ductile crack 
extension provides additional sampled volumes in the fracture process zone and 
thereby extra Weibull stresses required to trigger the pure mode I cleavage fracture, 
which is otherwise supplied by a larger energy release rate J -integral. 
6) The calibrated minimum fracture toughness minK  = 80 MPa m  at  ‒90 oC, as 
expected, has a higher value than that at ‒60 oC, since the minimum fracture 
toughness minK  increases with growing test temperatures. ASTM E1921 [11] 
recommends use of a temperature invariant value of minK  = 20 MPa m unless quite 
large datasets are available for the calibration. 
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CHAPTER 5 ASSESSMENT OF CLEAVAGE INITIATION 
ANGLE UNDER MIXED-MODE I AND II LOADING 
5.1 Introduction 
The Weibull stress framework has become widely accepted to characterize the scatter of 
fracture toughness under pure mode I conditions. However, cracks in realistic structures 
frequently experience mixed-mode loading conditions ([110]-[114]), the brittle fracture of 
which requires a different local failure criterion from that under pure mode I conditions. The 
lack of a universally acceptable stress-based failure criterion remains the key challenge in 
extending the Weibull stress framework to assess the mixed-mode cleavage fracture.  
Over the past decades, researchers have established different failure criteria to estimate 
the critical fracture toughness and predict cleavage initiation angles for mixed-mode I and II 
fracture. Erdogan and Sih [81] have developed the first stress-based failure criterion, namely, 
the maximum tangential stress criterion for the plexiglass material. Kong et al. [78] have 
presented the maximum triaxial stress criterion based on the experimental observations from 
a FeE 550 steel that fracture occurs at a relatively small strain under high triaxial stress 
conditions. Gao et al. [79] have proposed an approach to estimate the plastic strain dependent 
Weibull stresses, under the assumption that the density of microscopic initiators near the 
crack tip escalates with the growing local plastic strain for the slip-induced crack initiation of 
grain boundary carbides.  
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The energy conservation, or the first law of thermodynamics, leads to the development 
of the energy-based failure criteria for mixed-mode fracture. Sih [86] has included the plastic 
strain as a parameter and introduced the minimum strain energy density factor for mixed-
mode I and II fracture problems. Evans [87] has established the coplanar energy release rate 
criterion for penny-shaped flaws. Chang [88] has extended the maximum energy release rate 
criterion to estimate the equivalent stress intensity factor around a kinked crack tip.  
A well-established local failure criterion should allow realistic prediction on both the 
critical fracture toughness and the initiation angle at the cleavage failure under mixed-mode 
conditions. This study integrates various stress-based criteria in the Weibull stress approach 
to examine the initiation angle at cleavage fracture in high-strength steel specimens subjected 
to the mixed-mode I and II loading. 
This chapter proposes a statistical approach to assess the cleavage initiation angles under 
the mixed-mode I and II loadings based on three different stress-based failure criteria. Section 
5.2 introduces the asymmetric, four-point bend and shear test for the high-strength steel S550 
specimens, and describes the experimental procedure in measuring the cleavage initiation 
angle and fracture toughness. Section 5.3 presents a brief overview of the probabilistic 
Weibull stress framework and three different stress-based failure criteria, and proposes the 
statistical approach to estimate the cleavage initiation angles under mixed-mode I and II 
conditions. Section 5.4 discusses the finite element procedure in the Weibull stress 
calculation. Section 5.5 ascertains the different stress-based failure criteria via comparing the 
numerically predicted cleavage initiation angles and the experimental measurements, 
followed by an examination on the effects of mode-mixity angle and T-stress on the cleavage 
initiation angle. Section 5.6 summarizes the conclusions derived from this chapter. 
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5.2 Mixed-Mode Experimental Program 
This study entails an experimental investigation to measure the cleavage initiation angles 
in S550 steels under mixed-mode I and II specimens subjected to an asymmetric, four-point 
loading set-up. The S550 steel used in this study is a fully killed, fine-grain treated steel 
material. The main plate, from which the fracture specimens are fabricated, undergoes a 
thermal-mechanical rolling process. All specimens were fabricated from the same hot-rolled 
steel plate following the same material orientation, i.e., the T-L orientation. The S550 steel 
has a measured yield strength of 640 MPa and an ultimate strength of 734 MPa at the room 
temperature, and a yield strength of 715 MPa and an ultimate strength of 810 MPa at -90 oC, 
as show in Fig. 4.1. The 0T  value (i.e., the temperature corresponding to a median fracture 
toughness of 100 MPa m ) for the S550 steel is around –150 oC. 
5.2.1 Four-Point Load Test 
The experimental program consists of 29 0.75T (19 mm thick) specimens and 29 1.25T (32 
mm thick) specimens. Fig. 5.1a and 5.1b illustrate the geometric configurations of the 0.75T 
and 1.25T fracture specimens, respectively. The plane-sided fracture specimens have 
machined notches of /na W  = 0.39 and 0.44 for the 0.75T and 1.25T specimens, respectively. 
Fig. 5.1c illustrates the loading and boundary conditions for the four-point bend and shear 
set-up. 
Maccagno and Knott [90] have introduced an equivalent mode-mixity angle, eqE , to 
quantify the relative magnitude of mixed-mode I and II components, 
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1taneq I IIK KE   (5.1) 
where IK  and IIK  denote the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors. He and Hutchinson 
[115] have developed the analytical solutions of the stress intensity factors for a mixed-mode 
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 (5.3) 
where Murakami [133] develops,  
2 3 4 5
1.122 1.121 3.740 3.873 19.05 22.55I
a a a a a aF
W W W W W W
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 (5.4) 
and He and Hutchinson [115] establishes, 
 2 3 4
7.264 9.37 2.74 1.87 1.04II
a a a a aF
W W W W W
§ · § · § · § · § ·    ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹ © ¹ © ¹ © ¹
 (5.5) 
Fig. 5.1d presents the variation of the equivalent mode-mixity angle eqE  with respect to the 
distance c  between the load line and the crack for the 1.25T four-point bend and shear 
specimen with 0a W  = 0.56. Table 5.1 summaries the dimensions and the mode-mixity angle 
for the two sets of specimens considered in this study. He and Hutchinson [115] have 
discovered that loading locations have negligible influences on stress intensity factors, as 
long as the distance between the crack and the nearest bottom roller (see Fig. 5.1c) is greater 
than 1.4W, i.e. ( ) 1.4S c W ! . 
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Fig. 5.1 Configurations of: (a) a 1.25T specimen and (b) a 0.75T specimens; (c) the schematic setup 
for the four-point bend and shear test; and (d) variation of the mode-mixity angle eqE  with respect to 
the distance c . 
Table 5.1: Summary of mixed-mode experimental plan. 
Specimen 
Set 
( )eqE  B (mm) W (mm) S (mm) c (mm) 0 /a W  No. of Specimens 
0.75T 78 19 19 32 13 0.588 29 
1.25T 78 32 32 45 22 0.564 28 
 
The mixed-mode experimental program conducts the fatigue pre-cracking and low-
temperature cleavage fracture tests using the same 100-ton MTS1000 universal testing 
machine, as shown in Fig. 4.4a. A MTS crack opening gauge (COG) monitors the crack 
mouth opening displacement (CMOD) of the specimen during the test. Prior to the fracture 
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test at -90 oC, all specimens undergo a cyclic pre-cracking load in a three-point bend setup 
performed at the room temperature, as the mode I tests in Chapter 4.  
The experimental procedure for the mixed-mode I and II, four-point bend and shear test 
follows the displacement-controlled approach described by Yang and Qian [121]. Fig. 5.1c 
and Fig. 5.2 illustrate the schematic and real asymmetric, four-point bend and shear set-up, 
respectively. The mixed-mode I and II fracture test reported in this chapter has a testing 
temperature of -90 oC, controlled by injecting liquid nitrogen into an environmental chamber, 
as the mode I tests in Chapter 4. The specimen temperature is measured using a thermocouple 
attached onto the specimen surfaces. Prior to the start of a cleavage fracture test, the 
specimen remains in the environment chamber at the target temperature for approximately 15 
to 30 minutes for a homogenous temperature distribution within the specimen. The cleavage 
fracture test applies a displacement-controlled load at 0.1 to 0.3 mm/min to four-point bend 
and shear specimens until the final cleavage fracture, marked with a sudden, large load drop. 
The MTS system records the experimental load P , the crack mouth opening displacement 
(CMOD), and the load-line displacement during the tests.   
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Fig. 5.2 Real four-point bend and shear setup. 
5.2.2 Measurement of Cleavage Initiation Angle 
A close examination on the cleaned and anti-corrosion coated fracture surfaces reveals clear 
river patterns (dash arrows), which converge towards the initiation locations of the cleavage 
failure, as indicated in Fig. 5.3a. Occasionally, a small band of noticeable, stable ductile crack 
extension might occur prior to the final cleavage fracture. To measure the length of fatigue 
pre-crack for fractured specimens, ASTM E1820 [89] prescribes a measurement procedure 
with nine equally spaced points centered about the specimen centerline along the front of the 
fatigue crack and stable ductile crack extension. The fatigue pre-crack length of specimens 
ranges typically from 3.2 mm to 4.4 mm in 0.75T and 1.25T four-point bend and shear 
specimens. 
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The post-test, fracture surface measurement utilizes the high precision silicones to 
reproduce the fracture surface for each specimen. The solidified silicone materials (Provil 
Novo, light body) applied to the fracture surface duplicate accurately the fatigue crack and 
cleavage fracture surfaces. This allows measurement of angles at the crack initiation sites by 
sectioning the replica in a direction perpendicular to the crack front at the initiation locations, 
as shown in Fig. 5.3b. The sectioned replica near the crack tip, imaged under an optical 
microscope (see Fig. 5.3c), provides the detailed orientations of the fatigue pre-cracked 
surface and the cleavage fracture surface, as shown in Fig. 5.3d. The cleavage initiation angle 
thus derives from a linear fit of the surface profile at the immediate vicinity of the crack tip.  
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Fig. 5.3 (a) The fracture surface with river patterns for a typical fractured specimen; (b) a fractured 
specimen and the solidified silicone replica; (c) the optical SZX10 microscope; and (d) the close-up 
view of the sectioned replica near the crack tip, extracted under an optical microscope. 
Fig. 5.4 defines the cleavage initiation angle cT  as the angle between cleavage fracture 
surface and the original, undeformed fatigue crack surface along the x-coordinate. In Fig. 5.4, 
T  measures the angle from the positive x-axis, and remains positive in the positive y direction. 
Fig. 5.4a presents the schematic measurement of cleavage initiation angles with a four-point 
bend and shear specimen. As shown in Fig. 5.4b, the cleavage initiation angle cT  decomposes 
into two measurable components, i.e. 1 2 / 2cT T T  , where 1T  represents the angle between 
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the fatigue pre-crack surface and the cleavage fracture surface at the cleavage initiation 
locations along the crack front (not on the free surfaces of the specimen), and 2T  denotes the 







a r W a
T  
   (5.6) 
where fractureCMOD  indicates the CMOD value at the load level causing the cleavage failure 
of the specimen, 0a  denotes the initial crack length (including the fatigue pre-crack), W  is 
the specimen width, and pr  represents the plastic rotational factor, equal to the ratio between 
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Fig. 5.4 (a) Definition of cleavage initiation angles; and (b) components of cleavage initiation angles 
illustrated in a half broken specimen. 
Equation (5.6) assumes that the center of rotation for the crack plane remains fixed 
during the crack opening process and is independent of the specimen dimensions 0a  and W , 
as well as the shear force. This study assumes a pr  value of 0.497 to calculate the mode I 
fracture toughness for the mixed-mode I and II condition, following the procedure 
recommended by Keiichiro and Hitoshi [21]. In other words, the estimated J-value based on 





2 pl fracture plCMODplpl
I pl plJ Md PdCMODBb Bb
T KT  ³ ³  (5.7) 
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Substituting Eq. (5.6) and the bending moment applied on the cracked section ( M PW ) 








Fig. 5.5 illustrates that the plK  values corresponding to 0.497pr   in Eq. (5.7) agrees well 
with the plK  value in the ASTM E1820 [89] for medium to deep cracks ( 0 / 0.4a W t ). 








 rp = 0.497
Kpl
a/W  
Fig. 5.5 The comparison of plK  values over different a W  ratios.  
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summarize the measured cleavage initiation angles cT  for 0.75T and 
1.25T specimens. The measured initiation angles cT  exhibit significant scatter for both 0.75T 
and 1.25T specimens. The magnitude of cT  depends predominately on the angle 1T , which 
defines the angle between the fatigue pre-crack surface and the cleavage fracture surface. The 
cleavage angles vary across the thickness of the mixed-mode specimens within a range of 
o10r  due to the variation in 1T  across the thickness ( 2T  remains a constant value for a given 
specimen). 
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Table 5.2: Summary of measured crack initiation angles for 0.75T specimens. 
Specimen 
No 
θc (°) θ1 (°) 2 / 2T  (°) 
Specimen 
No 
θc (°) θ1 (°) 2 / 2T  (°) 
1 -26.9 -24.2 2.69 16 -31.7 -29.4 2.32 
2 14.1 18.3 4.19 17 -15.4 -10.9 4.50 
3 -30.7 -27.3 3.46 18 -29.0 -26.7 2.37 
4 10.7 15.1 4.41 19 -27.1 -26.6 0.43 
5 5.9 11.2 5.28 20 -16.2 -10.6 5.60 
6 9.0 13.9 4.91 21 11.4 16.4 5.05 
7 -27.0 -24.5 2.48 22 -13.6 -10.0 3.67 
8 7.3 11.6 4.35 23 19.3 24.6 5.27 
9 -12.2 -9.1 3.03 24 -42.7 -41.0 1.73 
10 -16.5 -12.9 3.61 25 -18.5 -14.5 4.04 
11 -32.2 -26.8 5.42 26 -31.3 -29.5 1.81 
12 10.2 15.9 5.74 27 -19.0 -15.0 3.98 
13 -29.7 -29.2 0.54 28 1.8 7.1 5.31 
14 2.4 7.5 5.01 29 -21.6 -18.0 3.58 
15 -51.0 -49.6 1.33 Mean -13.8 -10.1 3.66 
    Standard deviation 19.0 20.2 1.53 
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Table 5.3: Summary of measured crack initiation angles for 1.25T specimens. 
Specimen 
No 
θc (°) θ1 (°) 2 / 2T  (°) 
Specimen 
No 
θc (°) θ1 (°) 2 / 2T  (°) 
1 -7.8 -7.3 0.50 16 -11.2 -8.5 2.68 
2 -36.0 -35.5 0.53 17 -27.3 -25.1 2.12 
3 -4.7 -4.4 0.32 18 -29.6 -29.0 0.57 
4 -38.5 -36.1 2.36 19 -9.5 -7.1 2.37 
5 -30.2 -28.9 1.35 20 -37.1 -34.7 2.40 
6 -44.7 -41.0 3.66 21 -4.7 -1.1 3.61 
7 27.4 29.8 2.37 22 -16.8 -14.5 2.32 
8 -29.5 -26.6 2.99 23 -28.9 -25.9 3.00 
9 -20.7 -19.2 1.50 24 -39.4 -37.4 2.01 
10 -37.4 -34.8 2.57 25 -6.2 -2.5 3.73 
11 -18.2 -16.2 1.95 26 -14.4 -11.6 2.76 
12 11.1 15.1 4.01 27 -34.5 -33.1 1.32 
13 -18.2 -16.3 1.92 28 -20.1 -16.5 3.67 
14 -22.4 -21.4 1.06 Mean -20.4 -18.2 2.20 
15 -21.5 -19.5 1.96 Standard deviation 16.2 16.4 1.04 
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5.2.3 Measurement of Mixed-Mode Fracture Toughness 
The MTS system records the experimental load P , the crack mouth opening displacement 
(CMOD), and the load-line displacement during the tests. Fig. 5.7 shows the typical 
experimental load - CMOD responses for 1.25T and 0.75T four-point bend specimens, and 
exhibits the importance of plasticity prior to final cleavage fracture. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 
summarize the failure loads for the 1.25T and 0.75T four-point bend specimens tested at -90 
oC.  
(b)(a)














S550 Steel at -90 oC





S550 Steel at -90 oC









Fig. 5.6 Typical experimental load-CMOD responses for specimens: (a) 1.25T four-point bend 
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1 272.28 9 395.25 17 322.35 25 291.43 
2 322.26 10 318.26 18 238.26 26 304.28 
3 198.45 11 399.92 19 347.39 27 267.64 
4 151.87 12 401.98 20 403.59 28 355.38 
5 323.55 13 323.03 21 357.65 Mean 321.62 
6 351.86 14 308.03 22 379.27 Deviation 60.07 
7 370.00 15 300.22 23 320.61   
8 379.60 16 317.75 24 283.30   
 













1 127.14 9 125.16 17 108.45 25 125.58 
2 119.84 10 146.67 18 102.04 26 124.26 
3 139.72 11 116.69 19 107.88 27 126.16 
4 133.19 12 112.21 20 41.57 28 139.95 
5 124.85 13 53.33 21 115.35 29 131.12 
6 138.05 14 118.13 22 132.87 Mean 117.94 
7 109.55 15 78.68 23 138.86 Deviation 24.53 
8 143.79 16 104.24 24 134.82   
 
In line with the K -approach in ASTM E1820 [89] to evaluate the fracture resistance for 
the pure mode I fracture toughness, this study extends the K -approach to estimate the mixed-
mode I and II energy release rates J-integral for asymmetric, four-point bend and shear 
specimens, 
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2 2 2 ,mixed
0





X K      (5.9) 
where elJ  and plJ  denote the elastic and plastic components of energy release rate J-integral, 
respectively. plA  represents the plastic area under the force versus plastic crack mouth 
opening displacement (CMOD) curve, B  refers to the specimen thickness, 0b  indicates the 












S  (5.11) 
where P  refers to the applied load, while IF  and IIF  denote the non-dimensional geometric 
factors derived from linear-elastic finite element analysis. The ,pl mixedK  values thus derive 
from Eq. (5.9) from the numerical analysis, with , 0.552pl mixedK   for / 0.56a W   and 
, 0.539pl mixedK   for / 0.59a W  . With the total J-value calculated from the domain-integral 
approach and the mixed-mode stress intensity factors computed from the interaction integral 
method, the ,pl mixedK  value can be inferred using the area under the load-versus the plastic 
CMOD curve computed from a large-deformation, elastic-plastic analysis, as implied in Eq. 
(5.9). Fig. 5.7a and 5.5c show that the through-thickness, average energy release rate Javg 
based on the extended K -approach [Eq. (5.9)] shows a good description of that based on the 
finite element method for the 1.25T four-point bend and shear (FPBS) specimens with /a W  
= 0.56 and 0.59, respectively. Fig. 5.7b and 5.6d illustrate that the absolute values of 
percentage errors with reference to the numerically estimated J -integral maintain below 
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approximately 4% for the 1.25T four-point bend and shear (FPBS) specimens, except the 
initial stage of the specimen with /a W  = 0.59. 
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
































1.25T four-point bend and shear specimen
a/W = 0.56 and Eeq = 78q
 




S550 Steel at T = -90 oC
1.25T four-point bend and shear specimen






1.25T four-point bend and shear specimen
a/W = 0.59 and Eeq = 78q
 




S550 Steel at T = -90 oC
1.25T four-point bend and shear specimen





Fig. 5.7 Comparison of the through-thickness, average energy release rate avgJ  between the extended 
K -approach and the finite element method for the 1.25 four-point bend and shear specimens with: (a-
b) /a W  = 0.56; and (c-d) /a W  = 0.59. 
5.3 Cleavage Initiation Angles based on Weibull Stress Model 
5.3.1 Weibull Stress Model 
Beremin group [52] has proposed the widely-used, two-parameter local Weibull stress model 
to predict the cumulative failure probability of cleavage fracture, 
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 (5.12) 










V Vª º « »
¬ ¼³  (5.13) 
where 0V  denotes a reference volume equal to 16378 mm3 (1 inch3) in this study, and V  
represents the volume of the effective fracture process zone near the crack tip, over which the 
effective stress seff yV OVt . The maximum principal stress has become a commonly used 
effective stress parameter for mode I fracture. Gao et al. [62] have adopted a value of 2.0 for 
the stress cutting parameter O . This implies that the fracture process zone corresponds to the 
materials with 1 2 ysV Vt . This study imposes an additional plastic strain threshold 1.5pH   to 
exclude elements with severe distortions caused by the near-tip, local shearing under mixed-
mode I and II conditions. A couple of highly distorted elements immediately ahead of the 
crack tip contribute to the erroneous estimations of the Weibull stress values at a large 
Weibull modulus. The computed Weibull stress converges when a threshold strain of pH  < 
1.5 is imposed, as described in 5.5.1. The Weibull modulus m  characterizes the temperature-
invariant size distributions of microscopic cracks near the crack front. The commonly 
reported m  values for ferritic steels range from 10 to 20 ([55]-[57]). The Weibull stress scale 
parameter uV  depends on both the microcrack size distribution and microcrack toughness, 
and is temperature dependent. The proper definition of the effective stress, effV , triggering 
the cleavage failure under mixed-mode conditions, however, still remains an unresolved 
problem. 
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5.3.2 Cleavage Initiation Angles 
This section describes the statistical approach to estimate the potential range of the crack 
initiation angle and the cumulative probability of the initiation angle at cleavage fracture. 
Erdogan and Sih [81] have proposed a widely recognized assumption for brittle fracture, i.e. 
crack initiates near the crack tip and propagates along the radial direction. One of the most 
distinctive features in the mixed-mode I and II fracture is the kinking of a growing crack tip, 
in contrast to a self-similar extension in the mode I condition.  
The weakest-link theory dictates that the failure of any microcrack triggers the fracture 
of a whole specimen. In the Weibull stress framework, the failure probability depends on the 
quantity mwV . Equal magnitudes of mwV  at different angles around the crack tip represent equal 
chances for the cleavage fracture to initiate at the corresponding angular positions, assuming 
a homogeneous material around the crack tip. Gao et al. [134] have proposed an indicator, 
 / mw uV V  per unit length along the crack front, to determine the “most risky spot” for 
cleavage fracture initiation along a curved crack front. This study proposes a similar angular 
Weibull stress density along a specific angle T ,  which derives from the mwV  per unit angular 















ª º « »'¬ ¼³ ³ ³  (5.14) 
where B  denotes the specimen thickness, T  measures the counter-clockwise angle around 
the crack tip, as indicated in Fig. 5.8a, T'  depends on the number of elements surrounding 
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the crack tip in a numerical implementation, and the upper integration limit  r T  depends on 
the angular variation in the size of the fracture process zone. 
Following the weakest-link argument, the cumulative probability for the crack to initiate 

























Equation (5.15) defines the probability of cleavage initiation angle over a domain from 
T S   to T S   (see Fig. 5.8a). The cumulative probability for the cleavage fracture to 
initiate over the entire domain from T S   to T S  is thus equal to 1.0. The cumulative 
probability for the cleavage initiation angle to occur in the range from S  to cT  equals the 
ratio of the mw TV   calculated from T S   to cT T  over the total mw TV   computed over the 
entire fracture process zone from T S   to T S .  
Fig. 5.8b shows the typical variation of the angular Weibull stress with respect to the 
crack tip angle T . The angular location with the highest mw TV   value has the highest 
probability for the cleavage failure to initiate. If we introduce a critical cut-off value, ,
m
w cTV  , 
the domain covered by ,
m m
w w cT TV V t  corresponds to the angular range 1 2c cT T Td d , as shown 
in Fig. 5.8b. The area below the curve from 1cT  to 2cT , i.e., shaded area in Fig. 5.8b, over the 
entire area under the curve, represents the cumulative probability or the confidence level that 
cleavage fracture will initiate in the angular range of 1 2c cT T Td d . Section 5.5.2 will compare 
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the angular range corresponding to the 80% confidence level with the experimentally 
























Fig. 5.8 (a) Schematic illustration of angular position T  near the crack tip; and (b) confidence interval 
of cleavage initiation angles based on the angular Weibull stress density.   
5.3.3 Fracture Initiation Criteria 
This sub-section describes three different failure criteria governing the unstable propagation 
of microcracks in ferritic steels. The subsequent sections will integrate these three criteria in 
the Weibull stress approach and ascertain their feasibility in predicting the cleavage initiation 
angles under mixed-mode I and II loading conditions. 
Maximum Principal Stress Criterion 
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The maximum principal stress criterion assumes that unstable cleavage fracture initiates 
in a direction perpendicular to the maximum principal stress. The effective stress driving the 
cleavage fracture therefore becomes, 
 1effV V  (5.16) 
Coplanar Energy Release Rate Criterion 
Evans [87] assumes that the fracture process zone contains randomly distributed, 
microscopic penny-shaped flaws, with their normal orientated along the angular T  direction. 
The mode I and II stress intensity factors for a penny-shaped flaw with a radius a  in a 
uniformly stressed material equal, 
 
2I n






aK W X S   
(5.18) 
where nV  indicates the tensile stress normal to the microcrack plane, and inW  denotes the 
maximum in-plane shear stress. The microcrack failure initiates when the strain-energy 
release rate, cG , attains a critical value, 
 22 2 2 2
2 2 21 1 1 1 2c I II eff eff
aG K K K
E E E E
X X X X V S
§ ·       ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹
 (5.19) 
Substituting Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18) into Eq. (5.19), the effective stress driving the cleavage 
fracture, under the coplanar energy release rate criterion, becomes, 
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Evan’s approach was originally proposed to assess statistically the brittle fracture failure in 
ceramic materials [87]. Subsequent researchers have extended this approach to many other 
materials including steels [135] and polymer composite materials [136]. 
Modified Coplanar Energy Release Rate Criterion 
Chang et al. [88] assume a kinked crack propagation along the T  direction and propose 
that the energy release rate GT  under mixed-mode I and II loadings follows, 
    2 2 21 cos 1 cos 41 sin 5 3cos
8 2 2 I II II I
G K K K
G
KT
N T T TT ª º    ¬

¼  (5.21) 
where 3 4N Q   for a plane strain condition and    3 / 1N Q Q    for a plane stress 
condition. Substituting Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18) into Eq. (5.21) leads to, 
    2 2 22
4 5 3cos1 4 1 8sincos 1 cos
8 2 2 2 (2 )n n in in
aG
GT
TN TT V V WQ Q
T WS
ª º   « » ¬ ¼
 (5.22) 
The modified coplanar energy release rate criterion thus yields an effective stress, 
 




4 5 3cos1 8sincos 1 cos
2 2 2 (2 )eff n n in in
TTV T V V W WX X
T­ ½ª º° °   ® ¾« » ° °¬ ¼¯ ¿
 (5.23) 
Chang et al. [29] have verified the above criterion on aluminum alloys. Subsequent 
researchers have validated and extended the modified co-planar energy release rate in other 
materials, including steels ([137]-[138]) and polymeric glasses ([139]-[140]). 
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The three idealized fracture initiation criteria discussed above apply to an isolated, sharp 
microcrack with a size scale similar to that of the intermetallic inclusions. These criteria do 
not consider the evolution in the population and distribution of the microscopic cracks ahead 
of the macroscopic crack tip under increasing plastic deformations.  
5.4 Finite Element Analysis 
This section describes the numerical procedure in computing the Weibull stress in the 
fracture specimens, implemented in the large-deformation, elastic-plastic analysis performed 
in an open-source finite element code WARP3D [130]. Fig. 4.1a shows the true stress-true 
strain relationship for the S550 steel measured at -90 oC, which follows the standard 





V VH D V
ª º§ ·« »  ¨ ¸¨ ¸« »© ¹¬ ¼
 (5.24) 
where the yield stress ysV  equals 715 MPa, the strain hardening component n  has a value of 
8, Young’s modulus E  is 210 GPa, the Poisson’s ratio Q  takes a value of 0.3, and D  
depends on the test temperatures where 0.2%ys EDV  .  
Fig. 5.9a presents a half-symmetric FE model for the four-point bend and shear specimen, 
which employs 20-node solid elements with reduced integration. The nodes on the symmetric 
plane have their displacement constrained along the thickness direction. The finite element 
model contains 16 layers of one-way biased elements, with decreasing element sizes near the 
free surface of the specimen. Fig. 5.9b shows the meshes near the crack tip, which entails an 
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initial root radii formed by focused rings of elements surrounding the crack tip. The near-tip 
mesh contains 40 elements in the T  direction around the crack tip. The initial root radius 
ranges from 2.5 μm to 5 μm for the FE models in this study. The material property of the 
specimen follows the true stress-true strain relationship presented in Fig. 4.1a. The loading 
bar (shown in Fig. 5.9a), however, has an elastic material with an artificially magnified 
Young’s modulus to simulate the rigid body response and to prevent local plastic deformation 
in the loading bar. 
To examine the effect of the mode-mixity and T-stresses on the cleavage initiation angle 
under a small-scale yielding (SSY) condition, the numerical study employs a plane-strain, 
small-scale yielding model. Fig. 5.9c shows the plane-strain, small-scale yielding (SSY) 
model which contains one layer of approximately 4600 20-node elements with reduced 
integration. All nodes in the SSY model remain constrained in the displacement along the 
out-of-plane direction. The numerical procedure applies a mixed-mode I and II displacement 
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 (5.25) 
where 3 4N Q   for the plane-strain condition. 
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No. of elements: 30,624 – 31,760
No. of nodes: 133,838 – 13,8795 
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ux (KI, KII, T), uy (KI, KII, T)
 
Fig. 5.9 (a) One-half symmetric finite element model for the four-point bend specimen; (b) a close-up 
view of the initial root radius formed by focused rings of elements surrounding the crack-tip; and (c) a 
small-scale yielding (SSY) model. 
Stephenson [93] has resolved the theoretical asymptotic solutions for the plane-strain, 
crack-tip displacement field using the incompressible elastic solids under the mixed-mode I 
and II loading based on the finite strain analysis, 
  
11
2 , ,r er n qu ur nT E
|  (5.26) 




2, , , ,n neq equ ur n r nuT T TT E T E
 |   (5.27) 
where the straining hardening component n t  7/2, the dimensionless functions ru , 1uT , and 
2uT  only depend on the angular position T , the strain hardening exponent n , and the mode-
mixity angle eqE . The tension tests conducted at -90 oC, as described in Section 4.2.1, 
determine that the high-strength steel S550 has a strain hardening exponent n  = 8 which 
allows the approximate linear dependence of crack-tip displacements on radius r . To 
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integrate the coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)] and the modified coplanar 
energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.23)] into the Weibull stress framework, Fig. 5.10 shows 
the linear extrapolation (dash line) of ru  and uT  with respect to the normalized radius 
/ysr JV  along T  = 0o (see Fig. 5.4a, 5.4b, and 5.7a on the definition of T ), which supports 
the estimation of the displacements of a deformed crack tip at /ysr JV  = 0 and avoids the 
influence of a deformed, finite root radius at large applied load levels. 














J = 1000 kJ/m2, T o
1.25T four-point bend and shear specimen
uT (mm)
rVys/J
1.25T four-point bend and shear specimen
ur (mm)




Fig. 5.10 Linear extrapolation of crack-tip displacements: (a) uT ; and (b) ru .  
5.5 Results and Discussions 
5.5.1 Angular Weibull Stress Distribution 
Elements near the crack tip might experience severe plastic distortions under large applied 
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which leads to extraordinarily high stresses. Fig. 5.11a illustrates the effect of plastic strain 
pH  on the estimation of the Weibull stress wV  (computed from the entire fracture process 
zone from T S   to T S ) using three different thresholds, i.e. pH  < 1.0, pH  < 1.5, and pH  
< 2.0. Fig. 5.11a indicates that the two strain thresholds, pH  < 1.0 and pH  < 1.5, do not 
exhibit the sudden, unusually large Weibull stress increase under large applied load levels 
which occurs for no strain threshold, i.e. pH  < 100.0. The good agreement of the estimated 
Weibull stress values wV  demonstrates no additional negative effects imposed by the strain 
thresholds, pH  < 1.0 and pH  < 1.5. But the strain threshold pH  < 2.0 still displays occasional 
discrepancies in the Weibull stress values wV  between 2800 kJ/mJ   and 21100 kJ/m . Thus, 
this study imposes an additional plastic strain threshold 1.5pH   to exclude elements with 
severe distortions. 
Fig. 5.11b illustrates the increasing wV  values against the through-thickness average 
energy release rate, avgJ , for the 1.25T four-point bend and shear specimen at -90 oC. Fig. 
5.11c compares the angular Weibull stress variation computed using Eq. (5.14) for two 
different Weibull modulus values 10m   and 20, based on the coplanar energy release rate 
criterion for the same specimen [Eq. (5.20)]. Large m  values elevate the contribution of 
highly-stressed materials in the fracture process zone and thereby increases the wV  value. The 
presence of the mode II loading shifts the maximum angular Weibull stress w TV   towards a 
negative angle, and thus leads to an asymmetric Weibull stress distribution with reference to 
the fatigue pre-crack plane and subsequently to the crack kinking phenomenon for the mixed-
mode I and II cleavage fracture. 
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Fig. 5.11 (a) Weibull stress value wV  against the through-thickness, average J-integral for the 1.25T 
four-point bend and shear specimen using different strain threshold; (b) evolution of the Weibull 
stress with different Weibull modulus m ; and (c) variation of the angular Weibull stress w TV   along 
T  based on the coplanar energy release rate criterion with different m  values. 
Fig. 5.12a and 5.11b compare the angular Weibull stress distribution at 2400 kJ/mJ   
(corresponding to a non-dimensional loading parameter of / 24.8yM b JV  ) and 
21000 kJ/m  (corresponding to a non-dimensional loading parameter of 9.93M  ) using the 
effective stress defined by the coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)]. The angular 
Weibull stress w TV   also exhibits a marginal increase with an increasing J-integral. Fig. 5.12b 
illustrates that the two normalized angular Weibull stress distributions w TV   by their 
respective maximum value follow approximately the same distribution and exhibit negligible 
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dependence on the load level. Coupled with the weakest-link theory, the cumulative 
probability ( )f cP T  of the cleavage initiation angles in Eq. (5.15) thus anticipates 
independence of the fracture toughness level. This allows the rank analysis of the 
experimentally measured initiation angles in specimens fractured at different toughness levels. 
Fig. 5.12c and 5.11d show the normalized angular Weibull stress, w TV  , distribution, 
calculated using an effective stress defined by the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. 
(5.16)] and the modified coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.23)], respectively. Fig. 
5.12c illustrates that the maximum principal stress criterion exhibits a very large plateau 
which implies similar probabilities of crack initiation over this angular range and therefore a 
very wide range of potential initiation angles in the specimens. In Fig. 5.12d, the angular 
Weibull stress distribution exhibits some deviations when the angle T  is smaller than o60  
between the two different loading levels 2400 kJ/mcJ   ( M  = 24.8) and 21000 kJ/m  ( M  = 
9.93). Section 5.5.2 will demonstrate that these differences of low Weibull stress values have 
negligible influences on numerical prediction of cleavage initiation angles.  
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Fig. 5.12  (a) Variation of the angular Weibull stress w TV   along T  at different J  levels; variation of 
the normalized angular Weibull stress w TV   along T  based on: (b) the coplanar energy release rate 
criterion; (c) the maximum principal stress criterion; and (d) the modified coplanar energy release rate 
criterion. 
5.5.2 Potential Initiation Angle Range 
This sub-section compares the range of the potential cleavage initiation angle based on an 
80% confidence level computed using three different effective stresses described in Section 
5.3.3.   
Fig. 5.13 - 5.14 compare the numerically estimated cleavage initiation angle range with 
the experimentally measured cleavage initiation angles for 0.75T and 1.25T four-point bend 
and shear specimens. The numerically estimated potential initiation angle ranges remain 
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relatively invariant to the fracture toughness level (measured by the J-values in Fig. 5.13 - 
5.14) even under large plastic deformations for all three stress criteria, as also confirmed by 
Fig. 5.13a, 5.12b, and 5.12c. A large value of 20m   exhibits a slightly narrower angular 
range than 10m   due to the increasing contribution to the Weibull stress by the highly-
stressed elements very near the crack tip.  
Fig. 5.13 illustrates that the potential initiation angle ranges based on the coplanar energy 
release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)] show good agreement with the experimentally measured 
cleavage initiation angles for 0.75T and 1.25T fracture specimens, except for some 0.75T 
specimens fractured between 21000 kJ/mcJ   and 21300 kJ/m . The post-experimental 
investigation confirms that some 0.75T specimens at o90  experienced noticeable, stable 
ductile tearing along the positive angle prior to the final cleavage fracture.   
Fig. 5.14 shows that the maximum principal stress criterion covers a very wide crack 
initiation angle range, into which most of the experimental results fall, as also implied by Fig. 
5.13c. However, the inclusion of most experimental data does not guarantee its validity as a 
universal stress-based failure criterion. Section 5.5.3 demonstrates that the maximum 
principal stress criterion overestimates the scatter of observed cleavage initiation angles. Fig. 
5.15 demonstrates that the potential crack initiation ranges estimated using the modified 
coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.23)] is positively biased with reference to the 
scatter of measured cleavage angles, with many data below the lower limits, especially for 
20m  . Additionally, the differences in the angular Weibull stress values in Fig. 5.13d 
impose negligible effects on the upper and lower limits of cleavage initiation angles at 
different J  levels, as shown in Fig. 5.15. 
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison of the potential cleavage initiation angle range at an 80% confidence level 
based on the coplanar energy release rate criterion with the experimental data for: (a-b) 0.75T;  and 
(c-d) 1.25T; four-point bend and shear specimens. 
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Fig. 5.14 Comparison of the potential cleavage initiation angle ranges at an 80% confidence level 
based on the maximum principal stress criterion with the experimental data for: (a-b) 0.75T; and (c-d) 
1.25T; four-point bend and shear specimens. 
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Fig. 5.15 Comparison of the potential cleavage initiation angle ranges at an 80% confidence level 
based on the modified coplanar energy release rate criterion for: (a-b) 0.75T; and (c-d) 1.25T; four-
point bend and shear specimens. 
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5.5.3 Cumulative Probability Distribution of Cleavage Initiation Angles  
This sub-section compares the cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angles 
estimated using the Weibull stress approach with the rank probability of the experimental 








where i represents the rank number of each cleavage initiation angle and N denotes the total 
number of data points in each set of specimens.  
Fig. 5.16a and 5.15b compare the cumulative probability estimated by the Weibull stress 
based on the coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)] with the experimentally 
measured data for both 0.75T and 1.25T fracture specimens. The Weibull stress approach 
presents a good prediction on the experimentally measured failure probability except for the 
upper tail of the 0.75T specimens, most of which experience noticeable ductile tearing prior 
to final cleavage failure. However, the Weibull modulus m  does not impose significant 
effects on the cumulative probability estimation of the cleavage initiation angles over the 
range from 10m   to 20m  . Thus, the calibration of the Weibull modulus ( m ) still relies 
on the thickness and constraint correction of the measured fracture toughness data.  
Fig. 5.17a and 5.16b illustrate that the cumulative probability estimated using Eq. (5.15) 
based on the maximum principal stress criterion overestimates the scatter of the cleavage 
initiation angles, though this criterion seems to yield an acceptable match for 0.75T 
specimens by shifting the upper tail towards the positive direction. Fig. 5.18 shows that the 
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modified coplanar energy release rate criterion underestimates the probability for most of 
cleavage initiation angles, especially for 20m  .  
To quantify the difference between the probability estimation and the experimental data, 
this study employs an error function to measure the difference between the experimentally 
measured cleavage initiation angle and the numerically estimated angle at the same 
probability, 
 1.25 0.75
1.25 , , ( ) 0.75 , , ( )
1 1
T TN N
c T i c FEM i i c T j c FEM j j
i j
Error WF WFT T T T   
  
   ¦ ¦  (5.30) 
where xTN  ( 0.75 or 1.25x   in this study) denotes the total number of points for the xT 
specimens, ,c xT iT   represents the experimentally measured cleavage initiation angle with the 
rank number i , ,c FEM iT   is the numerically estimated cleavage initiation angle corresponding 
to the rank probability i rankP , and ( )iWF  defines a weight function which scales the error 
contribution of the thi  data point, as described by Wasiluk et al. [54]. The scalar error 
function excludes the 10 data points at the upper tail of the 0.75T specimen set which 
experience noticeable tearing prior to the final cleavage fracture. Table 5.6 summaries the 
magnitude of errors for 1.25T and 0.75T data sets, normalized by the error corresponding to 
10m   using the coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)]. Table 5.6 demonstrates 
that the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. (5.16)] and the modified coplanar energy 
release rate criterion [Eq. (5.23)] indicate significantly higher relative errors, compared to the 
coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)].  
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Fig. 5.19 compares the cumulative probabilities corresponding to different fracture 
process zone sizes defined by 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5O  , based on the coplanar energy release rate 
criterion. Fig. 5.19 demonstrates that the O  value impose negligible effects on the cumulative 
probability distribution for 20m  . For small m  values, an increasing O  excludes relatively 
lowly-stressed materials in the wV  calculation, and thereby slightly decreases the scatter of 
cleavage initiation angles. 
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Fig. 5.16 Cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angle based on the coplanar energy release 
rate criterion for: (a) 0.75T; and (b) 1.25T; specimens.  
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Fig. 5.17 Cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angle based on the maximum principal 
stress criterion for: (a) 0.75T; and (b) 1.25T; specimens. 
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Fig. 5.18 Cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angle based on the modified coplanar 
energy release rate criterion for: (a) 0.75T; and (b) 1.25T; specimens. 
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Fig. 5.19 Cumulative probability of the crack initiation angle based on the coplanar energy release 
rate criterion corresponding to different fracture process zone sizes with: (a) λ = 1.5 versus λ = 2.0; 
and (b) λ = 2.0 versus λ = 2.5. 
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Table 5.6: Normalized errors for different stress criteria. 
Stress Criteria 
Normalized Errors 
1.25T Data Set 0.75T Data Set 
10m   20m  10m   20m  
Maximum principal stress criterion, Eq. (5.16) 2.19 1.71 2.66 1.88 
Coplanar energy release rate criterion, Eq. (5.20) 1.00 1.19 1.00 1.10 
Modified coplanar energy release rate criterion, Eq. (5.23) 1.59 2.05 1.75 2.99 
 
5.5.4 Cleavage Initiation Angles under SSY Conditions 
This section examines the effects of mode-mixity angles eqE  and T-stresses on the cleavage 
initiation angles based on a plane-strain SSY model. Previous researches ([62], [91]) illustrate 
that the stress field under the plane-strain SSY condition assume a self-similar form, 
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 (5.31) 
where f and g define non-dimensional functions. Substituting Eq. (5.31) into Eq. (5.14), the 













  ³  (5.32) 
where U  denotes the non-dimensional radius /ysr JV , and the upper integration limit U  
depends on the size of the fracture process zone defined by O . Substituting Eq. (5.32) into Eq. 
(5.15), the cumulative probability of cleavage initiation angles  cP T  becomes independent 
of J -integral, and is only a function of material flow properties, in-plane geometric 
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constraint / ysT V , mode-mixity angle eqE , the Weibull modulus m , and the effective stress 
criterion.  
Fig. 5.20a compares the angular Weibull stress distribution w TV   normalized by their 
respective maximum values, for different mode-mixity angles. Fig. 5.20b compares the 
cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angles for SSY models with / 0ysT V   and 
different mode-mixity angles eqE  which range from 72o to 84o. A decreasing mode-mixity 
angle eqE , i.e. an increasing mode II component, shifts the maximum w TV   value towards the 
negative angle and promotes the cleavage fracture in the negative T  zone (see Fig. 5.4a, 5.4b, 
and 5.7a on the definition of T ). Fig. 5.20c illustrates the effects of T-stress on the estimated 
cumulative probability of cleavage initiation angles based on the coplanar energy release rate 
criterion for a mode-mixity angle of o78eqE   and 10m  . The positive T-stress intensifies 
the scatter of cleavage initiation angles by shifting the upper tail towards the positive 
direction and the lower tail towards the negative direction. In addition, a large positive T-
stress shifts the peak of the angular Weibull stress w TV   towards the positive direction. For 
large negative T-stresses with / 0.5ysT V d  , the angular Weibull stress density w TV    
approaches a stable distribution and becomes insensitive to the magnitude of the T-stress, as 
reflected in Fig. 5.20c. 
Fig. 5.20d compares the cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angles 
computed from the SSY model with o78eqE   and 0T  , and that from the 1.25T specimens 
at different loading levels 120, 400,J   and 21000 kJ/m . The failure probability in the 1.25T 
fracture models reflects the combined effects of in-plane geometric constraints / ysT V  and 
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the free surface condition in the thickness direction. The linear-elastic finite element analysis 
of 1.25T specimens shows a maximum positive T-stress value of / 0.25ysT V   prior to 
cleavage fracture. The good agreement between the numerical prediction based on SSY 
models and four-point bend and shear specimens with a small positive in-plane geometric 
constraint / ysT V  implies that large plasticity-induced constraint loss affects the evolution of 
the Weibull stress values, but imposes limited influences on the shape of the normalized 
angular Weibull stress distribution in the T  direction.  
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
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Fig. 5.20 (a) Variation of the angular Weibull stress along T  in the SSY models for βeq = 72o, 78o, and 
84o; cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angle estimated from the SSY model (b) for βeq 
= 72o, 75o, 78o, 81o, and 84o, and (c) T/σys = -0.5, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2, and 0.5; and (d) comparison of 
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cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation angle between SSY models and four-point bend and 
shear specimens. 
5.6 Summary and Conclusions 
This study extends the Weibull stress framework into the mixed I and II ductile-to-brittle 
(DBT) fracture, and develops a statistical approach to predict the cleavage initiation angle at 
cleavage fracture based on the weakest-link theory. The present work encompasses an 
extensive experimental program for the high-strength steel material S550 under four-point 
bend and shear, mixed-mode I and II conditions. The experimental work includes two sets of 
specimens with different thickness (0.75T and 1.25T) tested in the environment chamber at a 
temperature of o90 C . The experimental results support the numerical investigation of the 
potential cleavage initiation range and the cumulative probability of the cleavage initiation 
angle at cleavage failure based on three different stress-based failure criteria for the mixed-
mode I and II fracture. The above work supports the following conclusions: 
1) This study measures the cleavage initiation angle by combining the amount of crack plane 
rotation with the microscopic measurement of the fracture surface orientation near the 
crack tip. The experimental procedure extends the K  approach in the existing ASTM 
E1820 [89] to estimate the mixed-mode I and II fracture toughness for the fatigue pre-
cracked FPBS specimens based on the load and CMOD data recorded in the experiment. 
2) The measured cleavage initiation angles for both sets of four-point bend and shear 
specimens (0.75T and 1.25T) reported in this study exhibit significant scatters under a 
mode I dominant, mixed-mode I and II loading. The cumulative probability of the 
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cleavage initiation angle does not show significant variations between the two specimen 
thicknesses.  
3) For all three different effective stresses considered in this study, the probability of 
cleavage initiation angle based on the Weibull stress magnitude shows negligible 
dependence on the applied load level, since the variation of the normalized angular 
Weibull stress remains invariant as the load increases. This facilitates a comparison 
between the measured cleavage angles in specimens with distinctive toughness levels, and 
the Weibull stress estimation. 
4) Among the three failure criteria considered in this study, the coplanar energy release rate 
criterion demonstrates the closest agreement between the calculated probability of 
cleavage initiation angle and the experimental measurement. The maximum principal 
stress criterion overestimates the scatter band of the measured cleavage initiation angles, 
while the modified coplanar energy release rate criterion underestimates the probability of 
cleavage angles in the specimens. 
5) The current study indicates that the estimated probability of cleavage angles does not 
depend significantly on the Weibull exponent m . This implies the relatively small 
influence imposed by the crack-front constraints on the cleavage initiation angle, 
compared to the constraint effect on the fracture toughness level. 
6) The probability of cleavage angle calculated from a small-scale yielding model agrees 
closely with that computed from a four-point bend and shear specimen under the small 
positive T-stress. Based on the Weibull stress analysis in the small-scale yielding model, 
the increase in mode II loading drives the cleavage fracture to initiate in the negative 
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angular region. The variation in the T-stress imposes limited influences on the lower tail 
of the probability curve, but a corresponding more significant effect on the upper tail. 
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CHAPTER 6 DUCTILE TEARING EFFECT ON 
CLEAVAGE FRACTURE UNDER MIXED-MODE I AND II 
LOADING 
6.1 Introduction 
The Weibull stress framework has become widely accepted to quantify statistically the 
scatter of fracture toughness under pure mode I loadings. However, cracks in realistic 
structures often experience mixed-mode loading conditions ([110]-[114]), brittle fracture of 
which requires further understanding. Maccagno and Knott [82] have reported the mixed-
mode I and II testing at -196 oC to investigate the stress criterion at the lower shelf of the 
DBT region. This chapter extends the Weibull stress framework into the mixed-mode I and II 
DBT fracture, and applies the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  to assess the effect of ductile 
tearing along the extension angle under the mixed-mode I and II, four-point bend and shear 
setup.  
This chapter extends the cumulative Weibull stress framework into the mixed-mode I 
and II DBT fracture and assesses the effect of ductile tearing along the ductile tearing angle. 
Section 6.2 extends the Weibull stress approach to consider the effect of the prior ductile 
tearing on the mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture. Section 6.3 discusses the four-point 
bend and shear test for the high-strength S550 specimens and describes the post-experimental 
measurement of ductile tearing length and angles. Section 6.4 summarizes the updated 
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calibration procedure of the Weibull stress parameters. Section 6.5 calibrates the Weibull 
parameters based on two different stress-based failure criteria using the mixed-mode I and II 
fracture toughness data sets. Section 6.6 summarizes the conclusions supported by this 
chapter.  
6.2 Ductile Tearing Correction for Mixed-Mode Cleavage Fracture 
This section extends the modified, mode I Weibull stress framework, as shown in Section 4.3, 
into the mixed I and II ductile-to-brittle (DBT) fracture using the effective mixed-mode 
fracture toughness to assess the effect of ductile tearing along the extension angle tT  under 
the mixed-mode I and II loading. 
Fig. 6.1a shows the conventional definition of the fracture process zone in the cleavage 
fracture, whose volume depends on the current applied load level, i.e. the through-thickness 
average energy release rate, avgJ . Fig. 6.1b illustrates the cumulative sampled volume of the 
fracture process zone with advancing ductile tearing a'  (thick solid line). The ductile tearing 
kinks along the angle tT  under the mixed-mode I and II loadings, in contrast to a self-similar 
extension in the pure mode I condition. Fig. 6.1b defines the angle of ductile tearing tT  as the 
angle between the ductile tearing surface and the original, undeformed fatigue crack surface 
along the x-coordinate, where T  measures the counter-clockwise angle around the crack tip 
from the positive x-axis and remains positive in the positive y-direction, as shown in Fig. 6.1c.  
Consideration of the history effect in the Weibull stress framework assumes that 
materials near the crack tip cannot heal themselves during the local unloading process caused 
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by ductile tearing. The effective stress effV  driving the cleavage failure in a fixed volume 
should not, therefore, decrease and should take the maximum value over the entire historical 
loading process, instead of the value computed at the current load level. We can divide the 
fracture process zone into small rectangular blocks with their axes parallel to the crack 
extension, and each rectangular block has a cross-section area of iS  on a plane intersecting 
the current crack tip and perpendicular to the direction of the crack advancement, as shown in 
Fig. 6.1d. For a steady-state crack growth condition, the maximum effective stress over the 
area iS  (lying on a plane intersecting the current crack tip) represents the maximum effective 
stress experienced by the material in the rectangular block with a cross section iS . The 
additional volume of the fracture process zone corresponding to an advancing crack equals 
S au'  where iS S ¦  refers to the total area of the fracture process zone in a plane 
perpendicular to the crack extension. 
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Fig. 6.1 (a) Conventional definition of the fracture process zone; (b) cumulative sampled volume of 
the fracture process zone caused by ductile tearing a' ; (c) schematic illustration of angular position 
T  near the crack tip; and (d) projection of the fracture process zone onto a plane surface 
perpendicular to the direction of ductile tearing. 
Therefore, a simple relationship between the cumulative Weibull stress values and the 
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which exhibits strong dependence on the cumulative volume of the highly-stressed fracture 
process zone.  
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A non-dimensional correction function ( , )h M a'  based on the cumulative Weibull 
stress cwV  quantifies the effect of both the constraint loss and the ductile tearing on the 
Weibull stress, 
  4 ,Jmcw CBK h M aV  '  or  2 ,avgmcw CBJ h M aV  '  (6.2) 
The correction function, ( , )h M a' , equals ( )g M  for specimens exhibiting zero ductile 
tearing prior to the final cleavage fracture. Similarly, the experimentally measured fracture 
toughness requires correction for the thickness, constraint difference, and ductile tearing, 
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where ductile crack extension does not occur below the threshold load, i.e. minJcK K , and 
the ductile initiation fracture toughness ([67]-[68]). 
To maintain consistency with the JcK -based Weibull stress model and ASTM E1921 





J EK X   
(6.4) 
where cJ  contains both the mode I and mode II fracture toughness components measured 
based on Eq. (5.9). 
The above procedure does not simulate the ductile crack extension in the numerical 
procedure, but treats the effect of crack growth as an equivalent increase in the sampled 
volume in the Weibull stress calculation. The effective stress value in this increased volume 
equals the peak stress along the material parallel to the crack extension, based on the history 
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effect assumption in the Weibull stress approach. The history effect assumes that the 
microscopic flaws will not heal themselves (or decrease in size) caused by a local unloading 
during the crack extension. Should a material damage model be deployed to simulate the 
ductile crack extension prior to the Weibull stress calculation, the numerical procedure 
should first consider the effect of ductile crack extension on the distribution of the 
microscopic flaws. The crack historical stresses experienced by each material point in the 
crack extension zone, extension involves local unloading in materials near the crack front. 
Such local unloading will lead to under-estimation of the local crack driving force causing the 
final cleavage failure, as higher stresses prior to the local unloading (or crack extension) may 
have caused increases in the microscopic flaw sizes and changed the density and distribution 
of the microscopic flaws in the near-tip material. The post-processing procedure should 
therefore record the maximum and consider this history effect in the Weibull stress 
calculation.    
6.3 Post-Experimental Measurement 
The 0.75T and 1.25T four-point bend and shear specimens tested at the mid-to-upper shelf of 
the DBT region, as described in Section 5.2, might experience a small band of noticeable, 
stable ductile tearing prior to final cleavage fracture. The post-test procedure measures the 
original crack depth and the ductile tearing length in each fractured specimen, following the 
recommendations in ASTM E1921 [11], which requires measurements from nine equally 
spaced points centered about the centerline of the specimen. The measured ductile tearing 
amount for the mixed-mode I and II specimens equals the projected distance a'  of true 
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ductile tearing amount a'  at the sharpened side of specimens, as recommended by Yang and 
Qian [121], on the fatigue pre-crack plane. This implies, 
 cos ta a T'  '  (6.5) 
where the ductile tearing angle tT , as indicated in Fig. 6.1b, is defined as the angle between 
the ductile tearing surface and the original, undeformed fatigue pre-crack surface along the x-
coordinate. The angle T  is measured with respect to the positive x-axis, and remains positive 
in the sharpened side, as indicated in Fig. 6.1c. 
As shown in Fig. 6.2a, the ductile tearing angle tT  decomposes into two measurable 
components, i.e. 2 / 2t tT T T  , where tT  represents the angle between the deformed fatigue 
pre-crack surface and the ductile tearing surface, and 2T  [Eq. (5.6)] denotes the crack mouth 
opening angle at cleavage fracture. Fig. 6.2b presents the sectioned silicone replica materials 
near the crack tip, imaged under an optical microscope (see Fig. 5.3c), which support 
measurement of the angle tT , following the measurement procedures described in Section 
5.2.2. To ensure the measurement accuracy, this study measures the angle tT  only for 
fractured specimens exhibiting significant ductile tearing a'  of at least approximately 0.4 
mm.  
Table 6.1 and 6.2 list the measured ductile tearing length a'  and the ductile tearing 
angle tT  for 0.75T and 1.25T four-point bend and shear specimens, respectively. The 0.75T 
specimen set contains a higher percentage of specimens experiencing noticeable, stable 
ductile tearing prior to final cleavage fracture, and exhibit the longer ductile tearing on 
average. Additionally, the 1T mode I specimens at -90 oC (see Table 4.3) have a larger value 
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of the mean ductile tearing amount than the mixed-mode I and II specimens with comparable 
dimensions. Table 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate that 0.75T and 1.25T four-point bend and shear 
specimens with eqE  = 78o show similar values of the measured tT  and tT  angles which 
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Sectioned silicone replica 
of the sharpened side
 
Fig. 6.2 The schematic illustration of the measurement of the ductile tearing angle; and (b) the close-
up view of the sectioned replica near the crack tip, extracted under an optical microscope. 
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2 / 2T  
(°) 
1 0.218 - - - 16 0 - - - 
2 0.401 15.39 19.60 4.21 17 0.317 - - - 
3 0.235 - - - 18 0 - - - 
4 0.368 - - - 19 0.157 - - - 
5 0.448 14.37 19.64 5.28 20 0    
6 0.443 12.56 17.50 4.94 21 0.450 17.27 22.89 5.61 
7 0 - - - 22 0.445 20.60 25.68 5.08 
8 0.396 21.02 25.39 4.37 23 0.350 - - - 
9 0.134 - - - 24 0.469 12.80 18.09 5.30 
10 0.454 18.99 22.63 3.64 25 0.326 - - - 
11 0.272 - - - 26 0 - - - 
12 0.506 13.20 18.97 5.77 27 0.259 - - - 
13 0 - - - 28 0.473 17.19 22.54 5.35 
14 0.444 18.28 23.31 5.03 29 0.229 - - - 
15 0 - - - Mean 0.260 16.52 21.48 4.96 
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2 / 2T  
(°) 
1 0 - - - 15 0 - - - 
2 0 - - - 16 0.236    
3 0 - - - 17 0 - - - 
4 0 - - - 18 0 - - - 
5 0 - - - 19 0.206 - - - 
6 0 - - - 20 0 - - - 
7 0.306 - - - 21 0.425 18.88 22.50 3.61 
8 0 - - - 22 0 - - - 
9 0.262 - - - 23 0.290 - - - 
10 0 - - - 24 0 - - - 
11 0.215 - - - 25 0.410 19.28 23.00 3.73 
12 0 - - - 26 0.299 - - - 
13 0 - - - 27 0 - - - 
14 0 - - - 28 0.425 17.05 20.72 3.68 
     Mean 0.117 18.40 22.07 3.73 
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6.4 Calibration Procedures With Ductile Tearing Correction 
This section summarizes the modified calibration procedure for the Weibull stress parameters, 
the Weibull modulus m  and the threshold Weibull stress minwV   determined through the 
minimum fracture toughness minK , using the coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)] 
and the maximum principal stress criterion [Eq. (5.16)]. This updated approach incorporates 
the effect of the kinking ductile tearing, and ranks fracture toughness values in the data sets 
after the correction process as ductile tearing correction might change the order. The detailed 
calibration procedures are as follows: 
1) The experimental program testes two sets of high-constraint (HC) and low-constraint 
(LC) specimens with different dimensions at the same temperature, and measures 
raw fracture toughness values JcK , ductile tearing amount a' , and ductile tearing 
angles tT  and tT . 
2) Assuming trial values for the Weibull modulus m , the finite element analysis 
supports the estimation of the relationship between fracture toughness JK  and the 
cumulative Weibull stress cwV  [Eq. (6.1)] for HC and LC specimens based on the 
measured extension angle tT  and different amount of ductile tearing a'  ( = 
cos ta T' ), and generates the correction function ( )h M  [Eq. (6.2)] based on the 1T 
mixed-mode I and II SSY reference condition with the equivalent mode-mixity angle 
eqE  = 78o. 
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3) Assuming trial values for the threshold fracture toughness minK , this approach 
corrects two sets of raw fracture toughness values, HCJcK  and 
LC
JcK , into the 1T plane-
strain, SSY reference condition, HC SSY(1T)JcK
  and LC SSY(1T)JcK
 , through Eq. (6.3) with 
minw wV V   corresponding to minK . Equation (2.9) generates a fictitious data set of 
fracture toughness values SSY(1T)JcK  based on the scale parameter 
SSY(1T)
0K  [Eq. (2.10)] 
computed from the corrected fracture toughness HC SSY(1T)JcK
 . 
4) Rank all the corrected fracture toughness, 1TJcK  [Eq. (6.3)], in each data set, i.e. 
HC SSY(1T)
JcK
  and LC SSY(1T)JcK
 , from smallest to largest values, and assign each specimen 








where i represents the rank number of each specimen and CxN  (xC = HC or LC) 
denotes the total number of data points in each data set. 
5) For each set of trial values of m  and minK , the error function follows, 
 HC LC HC LCmin( , )
C (1T) (1T) HC (1T) LC (1T)
( ) ( )
1 1
N N N N
x SSY SSY SSY SSY
Jc Jc i Jc Jc i
i i




   ¦ ¦  (6.7) 
where ( )iWF  defines a weight factor which adjusts the error contribution from the 
thi  
data point, as described by Wasiluk et al. [54]. The calibrated Weibull parameters, 
m  and minK , minimize the error function and collapse the two sets of HC and LC 
fracture toughness values into a single corrected distribution, for which the cleavage 
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failure is driven by the local cumulative Weibull stresses cwV  regardless of the 
specimen thickness, the crack-front constraint condition and the prior ductile tearing. 
6.5 Results and Discussion 
6.5.1 Cumulative Weibull Stress under Mixed-Mode I and II Loading 
This sub-section illustrates the Weibull stress wV , the cumulative Weibull stress cwV , and the 
correction function ( , )h M a'  based on the coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)] 
for the 1T four-point bend and shear (FPBS) specimen with 0a W  = 0.56 using the material 
properties of the high-strength steel S550 at -90 oC. 
Fig. 6.3a shows the increasing Weibull stress values wV  ( m  = 10) with respect to the 
through-thickness, average energy release rate, avgJ , for the 1T four-point bend and shear 
(FPBS) specimen and the 1T SSY model under a mode-mixity loading with eqE  = 78o. The 
increasing differences in the Weibull stress values wV  reflect the growing plasticity-induced 
constraint loss for the 1T four-point bend and shear specimen at large loading levels. Fig. 
6.3b presents the constraint correction function ( )g M  [Eq. (6.2)] computed from the results 
in Fig. 6.3a. The 1T four-point bend and shear specimen maintains a high-constraint 
condition ahead of the crack front up to the non-dimensional loading parameter 
/ys avgM b JV |  200, after which ( )g M  gradually decreases due to plasticity-induced 
constraint loss. A value of ( )g M  > 1.0 in Fig. 6.3b implies a small positive in-plane, 
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geometric-constraint T-stress. The correction function ( )g M  remains invariant for all 
geometrically similar specimens. 
(b)(a)














Coplanar energy release rate
Vw (MPa)










Fig. 6.3 (a) Weibull stress value wV  against the through-thickness, average J-integral for the 1T four-
point bend and shear specimen and the SSY model with the mode-mixity angle eqE  = 78o; and (b) the 
constraint correction function g(M) for m = 10. 
Fig. 6.4a plots the normalized angular Weibull stress distributions w TV   [Eq. (5.14)] by 
their respective maximum values based on the shear stress criterion rTW  with the stress 
threshold O  = 0.3 for the same 1T four-point bend and shear model in Fig. 6.3. The 
experimentally measured average ductile tearing angles, i.e. mean tT  = 21.78o and mean tT  = 
17.46o, falls into the peak range of the normalized Weibull stress w TV  , which confirms the 
validity of shear tearing failure mechanism for ductile tearing. Nevertheless, the Weibull 
stress framework only works as an alternative to describe the shear stress field here, and does 
not apply to ductile fracture.  
Fig. 6.4b shows the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  [Eq. (6.1)] with respect to the avgJ  
values for the 1T FPBS specimen with various ductile tearing a'  ( = cos ta T' ) along the 
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experimentally measured ductile tearing angle tT . The cumulative Weibull stress cwV  equals 
the conventional Weibull stress wV  when a'  = 0. Fig. 6.4c illustrates the contribution of the 
conventional Weibull stress mwV  in the cumulative Weibull stress mcwV . The cumulative 
Weibull stress mcwV  reflects its strong sensitivity to the cumulative volume of the highly-
stressed fracture process zone with advancing ductile tearing a' . The effective stress in the 
increased sample volume contributes to approximately 45 percent of the total values of the 
cumulative Weibull stress mcwV  when a'  = 0.5 mm for 1T thick specimens. 





















'a = 0 (Vcw = Vw)
'a = 0.1 mm
'a = 0.2 mm
'a = 0.3 mm




m = 10Coplanar energy release rate
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'a = 0.3 mm
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'a = 0 (Vcw = Vw)m = 10
Vw-T/Vw-T,max   
T (q)
Shear stress WrT
 J = 1000 kJ/m2
 J = 1600 kJ/m2
 
Fig. 6.4 (a) Variation of the normalized angular Weibull stress w TV   along T  based on the shear 
stress; (b) cumulative Weibull stress cwV  against the through-thickness, average J-integral for the 1T 
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four-point bend and shear specimen with different ductile tearing amount a' ; and (c) the weight of 
the conventional Weibull stress mwV  in the value of the cumulative Weibull stress mcwV . 
Fig. 6.5a presents the correction function ( , )h M a'  [Eq. (6.2)] for constraint loss and 
ductile tearing computed based on the 1T SSY model with the equivalent mode-mixity angle 
eqE  = 78o. The correction function ( , )h M a'  increases with the ductile tearing amount a' , 
and gradually decreases with the increasing load level avgJ  or decreasing non-dimensional 
loading parameter M . Fig. 6.5b illustrates the effect of ductile tearing on the correction of 
fracture toughness JK  through a non-dimensional parameter, > @1/4( , ) / ( )h M a g M' , based on 
Eqs. (6.3) and (2.20). An amount of ductile tearing a'  = 0.1 mm increases the value of the 
corrected fracture toughness (1 )SSY TJcK  by approximately 3 percent for the 1T thick specimen. 
Section 4.6.1 demonstrates that the correction effect > @1/4( , ) / ( )h M a g M'  of the ductile 
tearing amount a'  remains invariant for all geometrically similar specimens (including the 
ductile tearing amount a' ), and is independent of the absolute dimension of the specimen. 
Thus, combining the correction effect of ductile tearing and measurement accuracy, we 
perform ductile tearing correction only for specimens exhibiting at least approximately 0.1 
mm ductile tearing.  
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Fig. 6.5 (a) Correction function h(M) for the constraint loss and ductile tearing; and (b) the effect of 
ductile tearing on the correction of fracture toughness   through a non-dimensional parameter. 
6.5.2 Calibration Results of Mixed-Mode Data Sets 
This sub-section calibrates the Weibull stress parameters, the Weibull modulus m  and 
the threshold Weibull stress minwV   determined through the threshold fracture toughness 
minK , using the coplanar energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)] and the maximum principal 
stress criterion [Eq. (5.16)] for the high-strength steel S550 at -90 oC based on the 0.75T and 
1.25T four-point bend and shear (FPBS) specimens.  
The HC and LC data sets refer to 1.25T and 0.75T specimens respectively. The non-
linear finite element analysis estimates the Weibull stress values using the material properties 
of the high-strength steel S550 at -90 oC. The calibration methods described in Section 4 
corrects the raw effective fracture toughness [Eq. (6.4)] based on the 1T SSY condition with 
the equivalent mode-mixity angle eqE  = 78o.  
Coplanar Energy Release Rate Criterion 
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Fig. 6.6a presents the median rank probability [Eq. (6.6)] of experimental fracture 
toughness data sets for the 1.25T and 0.75T FPBS specimens. The mixed-mode I and II 
fracture toughness values JcK  exhibit substantial scatter with many specimens experiencing 
noticeable, stable ductile tearing prior to final cleavage fracture, as shown in Table 6.1 and 
6.2. 
The calibration procedure follows the steps described in Section 4 based on the coplanar 
energy release rate criterion [Eq. (5.20)], and adopts a threshold value for the non-
dimensional loading parameter, M  > 6, to allow for moderate ductile tearing but exclude 
specimens with exceptionally large plastic deformations and potentially excessive ductile 
tearing. Fig. 6.6b plots the minimum error values [Eq. (6.7)] corresponding to each m  over a 
range of trial minK  values from 20 to 60 MPa m  which equals the minimum experimentally 
measured fracture toughness. The error values in Fig. 6.6b are normalized by the unique 
global minimum value corresponding to m  = 17 and minK  = 30 MPa m  over the trial range 
of m  and minK . Fig. 6.6c shows the variation of minK  corresponding to the minimum error 
for each m  value.  
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Fig. 6.6 (a) Cumulative failure probability of experimental fracture toughness data sets for the 1.25T 
and 0.75T four-point bend and shear specimens; (b) variation of the normalized error with respect to 
the Weibull modulus m based on the coplanar energy release rate criterion; and (c) the calibrated minK  
results which lead to the minimum error for each m value. 
Fig. 6.7a illustrates the 1.25T and 0.75T mixed-mode I and II fracture toughness data 
scaled to the 1T plane-strain SSY condition, 1TJcK , at 17m   and MPa30 mminK  . The 
correction based on Eq. (6.3) adjusts the effects of the plasticity-induced and geometry-
induced constraint loss, and the ductile tearing. The overlap of the two distributions implies 
the HC and LC fracture toughness data sets experience the equivalent values of the 
cumulative Weibull stress cwV  driving the mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture at the same 
failure probabilities. The solid line (1T)SSYJcK  refers to the probability of fracture corresponding 
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to the idealized 1T plane-strain SSY condition, calculated using Eq. (2.9) with the scale 
parameter (1T)0
SSYK  [Eq. (2.10)] computed from the corrected fracture toughness HC (1T)SSYJcK
  
[Eq. (6.3)], as described in Step 3 of Section 6.4. 
Fig. 6.7b shows the 1.25T and 0.75 T fracture toughness data scaled to the 1T plane-
strain condition 1TJcK , using an arbitrary pair of Weibull parameters, 4m   and 
MPa20 mminK  . The incorrect scaling mis-quantifies the effect of ductile tearing and 
plasticity-induced constraints. The corresponding cwV  does not correctly represent the local 
force driving the cleavage failure and hence fails to predict the failure probability. Fig. 6.7c 
illustrates the effects of ductile tearing correction on the corrected fracture toughness 1TJcK  on 
the estimated probability of fracture, via replacing the ( , )h M a'  function by the conventional 
( )g M  function in the calibration process using 17m   and MPa30 mminK  . Without 
considering the ductile tearing effect, the conventional ( )g M  function causes the incorrect 
scaling of the fracture toughness data and leads to lower scaled 1TJcK  values at 1T plane-strain 
condition (as implied by Fig. 6.7), compared to the ( , )h M a'  function. 
Fig. 6.7d presents the failure probability of the experimental 1.25T fracture toughness 
JcK  data measured from specimens exhibiting no ductile tearing, i.e. a'  = 0. Also included 
in Fig. 6.7d is the numerically predicted fracture toughness JcK  for 1.25T specimens using 
the calibrated scale parameter (1T)0
SSYK  [Eq. (2.10)] and the conventional ( )g M  function with 
17m   and MPa30 mminK  . Prediction of the ductile tearing amount a'  for fractured 
specimens in experiments is not feasible based on the finite element analysis in this study. 
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The comparison in Fig. 6.7d demonstrates that the probability of fracture estimated using the 
conventional ( )g M  function provides a close description for the specimens without prior 
ductile tearing. The Weibull stress model does not generate a good prediction for the lower 
tail of the 0.75T fracture toughness data set, as shown in Fig. 6.7a. 
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
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Fig. 6.7 Comparison between the rank probability for the experimental data and the probability of 
fracture computed from the Weibull stress approach using the coplanar energy release rate and: (a) the 
calibrated m and minK value; (b) 4m   and 20 MPa mminK  ; (c) calibrated m and minK  without 
considering the ductile tearing effect; and (d) for 1.25T specimens without ductile crack extension. 
Fig. 6.8 examines the robustness of the calibrated Weibull stress parameter values in Fig. 
6.6b. Fig. 6.8a recalibrates the Weibull parameters following the same calibration procedures 
adopted in Fig. 6.7a, except employing a smaller threshold M  > 5 to include specimens 
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which experience more significant plastic deformation. The calibrated Weibull parameter 
values, m  = 17 and minK  = 40 MPa m , almost remain the same though the upper tail of the 
0.75T specimens gradually deviates from the Weibull stress distribution. Fig. 6.8b excludes 
two 0.75T specimens exhibiting the lack of river patterns on cleavage fracture surfaces, as 
shown in Fig. 6.8c and 6.8d, and performs the calibration again. The new calibrated Weibull 
parameter values, m  = 15 and minK  = 42 MPa m , still do not change severely and yield a 
better fitting of the two collapsed distributions. 
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Fig. 6.8 (a) Correction of the mixed-mode I and II fracture toughness data sets based on a smaller 
non-dimensional loading parameter M > 5; (b) excluding specimens exhibiting no river patterns on 
cleavage fracture surfaces; (c) cleavage fracture surface exhibiting typical river patterns; and (d) 
smooth and shiny cleavage fracture surface. 
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Maximum Principal Stress Criterion 
Fig. 6.9 presents the calibrated Weibull parameters using the maximum principal stress 
criterion [Eq. (5.16)] based on the 1.25T and 0.75T mixed-mode fracture toughness data sets, 
as shown in Fig. 6.6a. The trial Weibull parameters m  and minK  range from 1 to 30 and from 
20 to 60 MPa m  respectively. Fig. 6.9a shows the variation of the normalized error values 
by the global minimum at m  = 23 and minK  = 42 MPa m . Nevertheless, the normalized 
errors do not display an obvious unique minimum value and exhibits a very wide plateau 
from m  = 14 to 24. Fig. 6.9b shows the calibrated minK  results which lead to the minimum 
error at each m  value. 
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Fig. 6.9 (a) Variation of the normalized error with respect to the Weibull modulus m based on the 
maximum principal stress criterion; and (b) the calibrated minK  results which lead to the minimum 
error for each m value; 
Fig. 6.10a illustrates the correction of the 1.25T and 0.75T mixed-mode I a d II fracture 
toughness data sets into the 1T SSY condition, 1TJcK , based on the maximum principal tre s 
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criterion [Eq. (5.16)]. The calibrated Weibull parameters, m  = 23 and minK  = 42 MPa m , 
collapse the HC and LC fracture toughness data sets into one single distribution.  
Fig. 6.10b reflects the effect of ductile tearing correction on the calculated probability of 
fracture when the measured fracture toughness values are scaled to the 1T plane-strain 
condition using the conventional ( )g M  function, instead of the ( , )h M a'  function. Similar 
to the calibration procedure based on the coplanar energy release rate, neglecting the 
contribution by the material volume in the prior ductile tearing length to the cumulative 
Weibull stress leads to an incorrect assessment of the fracture probability. 
Fig. 6.10c illustrates the corrected 1.25T and 0.75T mixed-mode fracture toughness data 
sets 1TJcK  utilizing the calibrated Weibull modulus m = 11 from the mode I SE(B) specimens. 
The threshold fracture toughness minK  equals 60 MPa m  which minimizes the error 
function when m = 11, as shown in Fig. 6.9b. The Weibull stress model still yields an 
acceptable agreement between the two distributions, as explained by the very wide plateau of 
normalized errors lacking uniqueness in Fig. 6.9a. 
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Fig. 6.10 Comparison between the rank probability of the fracture specimen and the probability 
estimated from the Weibull stress approach using the calibrated m and   values (c) considering the 
ductile tearing; and (d) without considering the ductile tearing; and (c) correction of the 1.25T and 
0.75T mixed-mode I and II fracture toughness data sets using the calibrated m = 11 based on mode I 
SE(B) specimens. 
6.6 Summary and Conclusions 
This study extends the Weibull stress framework into the mixed I and II ductile-to-brittle 
(DBT) fracture using the effective mixed-mode fracture toughness [Eq. (6.4)]. The present 
work defined the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  [Eq. (6.1)] to incorporate the effect of ductile 
tearing a'  along the extension angle tT  on increasing the sampled volume for Weibull stress 
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calculation under the mixed-mode I and II loadings. This work includes an extensive 
experimental program at -90 oC for the high-strength steel material S550 under the mixed-
mode I and II, four-point bend and shear set-up with two sets of specimens with different 
thickness (0.75T and 1.25T). This paper proposes an updated calibration procedure to 
estimate the Weibull stress parameters, the Weibull modulus m  and the threshold fracture 
toughness minK , using the coplanar energy release rate criterion and the maximum principal 
stress criterion for the high-strength steel S550 at -90 oC. The above work supports the 
following conclusions: 
1) The measured fracture toughness and ductile tearing amount for the 0.75T and 1.25T 
four-point bend and shear specimens reported in this study shows a large scatter. 
Specimens experiencing exceptionally large plastic deformations, i.e. M < 10, exhibit 
noticeable, stable ductile tearing prior to final cleavage fracture. Nevertheless, the 
estimated ductile tearing angles exhibit similar values with very small scatter for both 
sets of four-point bend and shear specimens. 
2) Fractured four-point bend and shear specimens demonstrate the kinking ductile 
tearing a'  towards the sharpened side along the positive T  direction, while most 
cleavage fracture surfaces kink towards the stretched side along the negative T  
direction. The shear-dominated stress criterion drives the ductile tearing under the 
mixed-mode I and II loading with the peak value in the positive T  range, while the 
tension-dominated stress criterion governs the local cleavage failure, whose peak 
value falls into the negative T  range.    
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3) The cumulative Weibull stress cwV  incorporates the effect of ductile tearing a'  along 
the extension angle tT  under the mixed-mode I and II loadings into the modified 
Weibull stress framework. Calibration based on two sets of mixed-mode I and II 
fracture toughness data sets confirms the validity of the updated Weibull stress model. 
4) Both the coplanar energy release rate criterion and the maximum principal stress 
criterion demonstrate their effectiveness as a stress-based failure criterion in the 
Weibull stress framework to assess the scatter of the mode I dominant, mixed-mode I 
and II cleavage fracture toughness. Nevertheless, each criterion leads to a different set 
of calibrated m and minK  values. The difference in the calibrated minK  values 
originates from the different failure criterion imposed on a microcrack by the different 
effective stresses. The different m value reflects the different contribution of the 
microcrack-size distribution to the Weibull stress driven by a different effective stress. 
5) The calibrated threshold fracture toughness minK   = 42 MPa m  using the maximum 
principal stress criterion for the high-strength steel S550 at -90 oC based on the 0.75T 
and 1.25T four-point bend and shear specimens exhibits a larger value than that using 
the pure mode I fracture toughness datasets. 
6) The calibrated Weibull modulus m  using the mixed-mode specimens differs from 
that based on the mode I specimens. First, insufficient sample sizes might lead to the 
deviation of the calibrated Weibull modulus results from the true value, as discussed 
in Chapter 3. Second, the fracture criteria implemented in this study do not consider 
the plastic strain effect on increasing the densities of microscopic cracks, especially 
under significant mode II loading or after the occurrence of ductile tearing. Thus, 
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failing to incorporate the plastic strain as one parameter, the calibrated Weibull 
modulus m under severe plastic deformation is no longer the same as the original 
value in the undeformed condition. 
7) The current study requires detailed measurement of the ductile tearing length and 
angle for each fracture specimen in the two datasets reported. Numerical predictions 
on the tearing length and angle prior to the final cleavage failure still remains a 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Introduction 
This study assesses the cleavage fracture for steels under the mixed-mode I and II loading 
through an extensive experimental program and numerical investigations of observed large 
scatter in the experimentally measured fracture toughness JcK  and cleavage initiation angles 
cT . The present work encompasses an extensive experimental program for the high-strength 
steel material S550 under four-point bend and shear, mixed-mode I and II conditions. The 
experimental work includes two sets of specimens with different thickness (0.75T and 1.25T) 
tested in the environment chamber at a temperature of o90 C . The experimental results 
support the development of a modified Weibull stress framework which incorporates the 
ductile tearing effect and the assessment of a universally acceptable stress-based failure 
criterion for the mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture based on the proposed angular 
Weibull stress w TV  . In addition, the present study also entails the assessment of the sample 
size in the design of experiments to calibrate the Weibull modulus m  through generating 
large numbers of independent and randomly selected subsets from the “Euro” fracture 
toughness data sets ([17]-[18]). 
7.2 Main Conclusions 
The main conclusions for each subtopic are separately presented as follows, 
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7.2.1 Assessment of Experimental Sample Size 
This study proposes a statistical assessment procedure for the sample size effect in the design 
of experiments to calibrate the Weibull modulus m  under the modified three-parameter 
Weibull stress framework [Eq. (2.19)].  
The required experimental sample size to calibrate Weibull stress parameters 
significantly depends on the constraint differences between the high-constraint (HC) and low-
constraint (LC) fracture toughness data sets, which impose extensive effects on the accuracy 
of the estimated Weibull modulus m , in accordance with the underlying calibration 
principles ([62]-[63]). In other words, large geometry-induced and plasticity-induced 
constraint differences, e.g. specimens with very different dimensions or fracture tests at the 
mid-to-upper shelf of the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) temperatures, facilitate the 
calibration of the Weibull modulus m  for ferritic steels.  
7.2.2 Assessment of Cleavage Initiation Angles 
This study develops a statistical approach to examine three different failure criteria, i.e. the 
maximum principal stress criterion, the coplanar energy release rate criterion, and the 
modified coplanar energy release rate criterion for the mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture. 
The present work also proposes the angular Weibull stress w TV   to numerically assess the 
cumulative probability of cleavage initiation angles cT  at cleavage fracture based on the 
weakest-link theory. The experimental results support the following conclusions: 
Firstly, the present work measures the cleavage initiation angle by combining the amount 
of crack plane rotation with the microscopic measurement of the fracture surface orientation 
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near the crack tip. The measured cleavage initiation angles for both sets of four-point bend 
and shear specimens (0.75T and 1.25T) reported in this study exhibit significant scatters 
under a mode I dominant, mixed-mode I and II loading, while the cumulative probability of 
the cleavage initiation angle cT  does not show significant variations between the two 
specimen thicknesses.  
Secondly, for all three different effective stresses considered in this study, the probability 
of cleavage initiation angle based on the Weibull stress magnitude shows negligible 
dependence on the applied load level and plasticity-induced constraint loss, since the 
variation of the normalized angular Weibull stress remains invariant as the load increases. 
This facilitates a comparison between the measured cleavage angles in specimens with 
distinctive toughness levels, and the Weibull stress estimation. 
Thirdly, among the three failure criteria considered in this study, the coplanar energy 
release rate criterion demonstrates the closest agreement between the numerically estimated 
failure probability of cleavage initiation angle and the experimental measurement. The 
maximum principal stress criterion overestimates the scatter band of the measured cleavage 
initiation angles, while the modified coplanar energy release rate criterion underestimates the 
probability of cleavage angles in the specimens. 
Fourthly, the probability of cleavage angle calculated from a small-scale yielding model 
agrees closely with that computed from a four-point bend and shear specimen under the small 
positive T-stress. Based on the Weibull stress analysis in the small-scale yielding model, the 
increase in mode II loading drives the cleavage fracture to initiate in the negative angular 
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region. The variation in the T-stress imposes limited influences on the lower tail of the 
probability curve, but a corresponding more significant effect on the upper tail. 
7.2.3 Ductile Tearing Effect under Weibull Stress Framework 
This study develops a modified Weibull stress approach to assess the ductile tearing effect on 
the failure probability of cleavage fracture and treats the effect of ductile tearing as an 
equivalent increase in the sampled volume in the Weibull stress calculation.  
The present work applies the cumulative Weibull stress cwV  to correct the 
experimentally measured fracture toughness JcK  through a proposed non-dimensional 
correction function ( , )h M a' , which assesses the effects of ductile tearing a' , together with 
plasticity-induced and geometry-induced constraint loss.  
The cumulative Weibull stress cwV  incorporates the effect of ductile tearing a' along the 
fatigue pre-crack under mode I loading or along the kinking tearing angle tT  under the 
mixed-mode I and II loadings. The value of cumulative Weibull stress mcwV  demonstrates 
strong sensitivity to the ductile tearing amount a'  and the cumulative sampled volume of the 
highly-stressed fracture process zone.  
The correction effect of the ductile tearing amount a'  remains invariant for all 
geometrically similar specimens (including the ductile tearing amount a' ), and is 
independent of the absolute dimension of the specimen. 
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Nonetheless, the numerical predictions on the tearing length prior to the final cleavage 
failure still remains a challenging task for the engineering assessment of mixed-mode I and II 
cleavage fracture.  
7.2.4 Ductile Tearing Correction on Measured Fracture Toughness 
The present work encompasses an extensive experimental program for the high-strength 
steel material S550 under the three-point bend, and four-point bend and shear, mixed-mode I 
and II conditions. This study first extends the K  approach in the existing ASTM E1820 [89] 
to estimate the mixed-mode I and II energy release rate J-integral and the effective mixed-
mode fracture toughness [Eq. (6.4)] for the four-point bend and shear (FPBS) specimens 
based on measured load and CMOD in experiments. 
The measured fracture toughness JcK  and ductile tearing amount a'  for the 0.75T and 
1.25T four-point bend and shear specimens at -90 oC and the 1T and 2T side-grooved SE(B) 
specimens at -90 oC and -60 oC reported in this study shows a large scatter. However, the 
estimated ductile tearing angles tT  under mixed-mode I and II loading exhibit approximately 
the same values with very small scatter for both sets of four-point bend and shear specimens. 
The updated calibration procedure based on the two sets of four-point bend and shear 
fracture toughness data sets and four sets of mode I data sets confirms the effectiveness and 
validity of the modified Weibull stress model which incorporates the ductile tearing effect 
through the cumulative Weibull stress cwV . Both the coplanar energy release rate criterion 
and the maximum principal stress criterion demonstrate their effectiveness as a stress-based 
failure criterion in the Weibull stress framework to assess the scatter of the mode I dominant, 
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mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture toughness, while we have to calibrate the Weibull 
modulus m separately for each criterion. 
Additionally, specimens with noticeable ductile tearing amount a'  indicate lower 
experimentally measured fracture toughness values than numerical estimation, considering 
that ductile tearing a'  provides increased sampled volumes in the fracture process zone and 
thereby the additional Weibull stresses required to trigger the cleavage fracture, which is 
otherwise supplied by larger fracture toughness JcK  or energy release rate J -integral. 
7.2.5 Crack Extension Angles for Cleavage Fracture and Ductile Tearing 
The cleavage initiation angle cT  and the ductile tearing angle tT  under the mixed-mode I 
and II loading generally present two different trends, while they remain in a self-similar 
manner, i.e. along the fatigue pre-crack direction, under the pure mode I loading. Fractured 
four-point bend and shear specimens demonstrate the kinking ductile tearing a'  towards the 
sharpened side along the positive T  direction, while most cleavage fracture surfaces kink 
towards the stretched side along the negative T  direction. The corresponding two different 
failure mechanism explains the discrepancies of extension angles: the shear-dominated stress 
criterion drives the ductile tearing under the mixed-mode I and II loading, whose peak value 
is located in the positive T  range, while the tension-dominated stress criterion governs the 
local cleavage failure, whose peak value falls into the negative T  range.    
The scatter of the experimentally measured cleavage initiation angles derives from the 
weakest-link cleavage initiation mechanism, which assumes microscopic cleavage failure of 
any local microcracks in the fracture process zone triggers the cleavage fracture of a whole 
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specimen. Thus, cleavage initiation angles depend on the location of critical microcracks in 
specimens. On the contrary, ductile tearing exhibits very different ductile fracture mechanism, 
which involves the micro-void nucleation, growth, and coalescence. Ductile tearing thereby 
propagates along the direction of shear-dominated stresses, which only depend on the loading 
instead of specimens. 
7.3 Future Work 
Although this research has yielded fruitful conclusions on the mixed-mode I and II cleavage 
fracture, there are still many gaps deserving further research in this field. 
Firstly, this study only investigates the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) fracture under 
the combination of Mode I and Mode II loading. Therefore, future work can extend the 
Weibull stress framework into the complete mixed-mode I, II, and III loading conditions to 
investigate the effect of the mode III component on cleavage fracture.  Additionally, the 
present work mainly focuses on the mode I dominant, mixed-mode I and II cleavage fracture 
under the tension-dominated loading conditions. The mode II dominant, mixed-mode I and II 
cleavage fracture requires further research to investigate a universally acceptable stress-based 
failure criterion. 
Secondly, previous researches have demonstrated the plastic strain effect on carbide 
cracking and cleavage nucleation process. Thus, the density of microscopic initiators near the 
crack tip escalates with the growing local plastic strain for the slip-induced crack initiation of 
grain boundary carbides. Future studies could include the plastic strain as a parameter in the 
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Weibull stress framework to estimate the plastic strain dependent Weibull stress driving the 
cleavage failure. 
Thirdly, the present study utilizes the conventional finite element modelling method to 
develop a modified Weibull stress framework incorporating a simplified ductile tearing 
correction, through assuming an independent correlation between ductile tearing and the 
fracture process zone states. Further study could develop a modelling approach by employing 
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